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Chapter 1

Introduction

General Relativity

The formulation of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity in 1915 was a milestone in

the history of physics. Not only does it reproduce Newtonian gravity in the limit of

weak fields but it also makes several predictions of effects which cannot be explained

by Newtonian gravity and which have been successfully tested (see [1] for a review).

Einstein’s field equations relate the stress-energy tensor of matter to the curvature of

space-time. By 1916 a very important solution had been found by Schwarzschild under

the assumption of spherical symmetry and in vacuum. The Schwarzschild solution

allowed the first important test of the theory which is the bending of light by the

gravitational field of our sun. Only in 1958 was it realized that the full extension of

this solution describes what is known today as a black hole [2]. It has been shown

that black holes generically form from the collapse of matter and that a space-time

singularity in the center is created where the curvature becomes infinite [3, 4].

Applying the laws of General Relativity to the universe as a whole leads to the

conclusion that its overall scale is dynamical. The expansion of this scale is usually

described in terms of a time-dependent scale factor. In the first years after the formu-

lation of Einstein’s theory it was assumed that the universe is static. It is a curious

fact that Einstein introduced the cosmological constant to try to allow for static so-

lutions of his equations. Observations of the redshift of light from distant galaxies in

the years 1910 to 1924, however, gave evidence for an expansion of the universe1 [5].

The experimental and theoretical study of this expansion has grown into the rich field

of cosmology. It has been a longstanding goal to trace back the history of the universe

all the way from today to the first moments after the Big Bang. Cosmology has been

further nourished by the discovery of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radi-

ation [6] which provides us with information about the state of the universe at a very

1As a reaction to this discovery, Einstein dismissed the cosmological constant term.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

early stage. Precision measurements of the CMB have shown that the early universe

was homogeneous to a very high degree [7]. It is generally believed that small field

fluctuations around an otherwise homogeneous background during an early period of

rapid expansion called inflation are the seeds of the large scale structure that we ob-

serve today [8]. A simplified description for the inflationary universe is given in terms

of de Sitter space which exhibits an exponential expansion.

A general lesson from General Relativity is that space-time is dynamical and de-

scribed by a local field. The space-time geometry is determined by the matter distri-

bution in the universe via Einstein’s equations. On the other hand, we know that on

a fundamental level matter is best described by a quantum field theory. This quan-

tum mechanical treatment of matter does not seem to make it possible to take into

account its backreaction on the classical space-time in Einstein’s theory. In particular,

the field equations are inconsistent if the Einstein tensor that determines the classical

geometry is equated to the operator-valued stress-energy tensor of quantum fields. One

option is to simply substitute the stress-energy of the quantum fields by its expectation

value [9]. However, this semiclassical approach is rather a mean field approximation

and is not likely to be fundamental. In view of these problems, a unified description

of space-time and matter thus seems to require a quantization of gravity. This implies

that space-time exhibits a non-trivial quantum behavior on short scales which can be

probed by high energies. A natural scale for quantum gravity is set by combining the

speed of light c, Planck’s constant ~ and Newton’s constant G to the Planck mass

mP =
√

~c/G ' 1.2 × 1019 GeV/c2. It is expected that, in the first moments after

the Big Bang, the universe was in an ultra-hot state where energies of this magni-

tude played a role and quantum gravity effects were indeed important. Furthermore,

indirect evidence that gravity should be quantized is provided by scalar cosmological

perturbations produced during inflation (this will be discussed below). As the universe

expanded it cooled down and entered a subsequent phase in which particles are gener-

ally described in a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) [10, 11]. Today’s standard model of

particle physics is assumed to result from symmetry breaking that occurred during a

phase transition as the universe cooled down even more.

Quantum gravity

Research in quantum gravity has so far been only theoretical because the necessary

energy scale is out of reach. Currently, the most powerful accelerator experiment is

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN which will achieve a total collision energy

of up to 14 TeV. This is still 16 orders of magnitude below the Planck scale. It is also

not realistic that any new generation of accelerators will come even close to this scale.

Rather, it is expected that quantum gravity effects might become important in the
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setting of cosmology and astrophysics. One example of an effect where both gravity

and quantum matter play a role is the evaporation of black holes and was proposed by

Hawking in [12]. In this work quantum field theory is studied on a fixed curved back-

ground space-time, namely, that of a Schwarzschild black hole. However, this approach

has to be regarded as an effective description of the combined matter-gravity system

rather than genuine quantum gravity, since the backreaction of the quantum field on the

geometry is neglected. Other conjectured phenomenological consequences of quantum

gravity include violations of Lorentz invariance (see [13] for a recent overview).

While input from observations is pending, a lot of progress has been made in the

theoretical understanding of quantum gravity. Linearized gravity on a fixed background

space-time with scalar matter has been shown to define a non-renormalizable quantum

field theory at one-loop level [14, 15]. In addition, the non-renormalizability of pure

gravity at two-loop level was demonstrated in [16, 17] (see also [18] for a pedagogical

review). It is possible to work with such a theory as an effective field theory without

having access to the physics in the far UV [19]. But, in order to define a theory that

is valid even at the Planck scale, several other approaches have been developed. The

most popular theory that is expected to describe gravity in a quantum mechanical

setting is string theory (for common textbooks see [20, 21] and [22, 23]). In string

theory the assumption is made that matter consists of extended objects whose different

vibrational modes correspond to elementary particles. The presence of a massless spin-

2 particle in the spectrum strongly suggests that string theory actually incorporates

General Relativity. Another well-known approach is loop quantum gravity which is

background-independent. In this approach space-time is split into space and time

within a first-order formalism using Ashtekar connection variables which obey first-

order equations [24]. The rules of canonical quantization are then applied to obtain

a quantum theory of gravity [25]. Moreover, attempts have also been made to study

gravity in a non-perturbative and background independent way by lattice methods.

One example is the application of Regge calculus [26] to perform a non-perturbative

sum (“path integral”) over piecewise flat geometries which differ only by the lengths of

the links of the lattice [27]. While Regge calculus arises from the discretization of the

metric formulation of General Relativity, the discretization of the first-order formalism

is the starting point of spin foam models [28]. Yet another possibility is to consider

a lattice discretization of space-time with all link lengths being equal, but summing

over different ways of gluing the flat fundamental building blocks, which are taken

to be four-simplices. In this way, the physical degrees of freedom are encoded in the

connectivity of the triangulation. This defines the dynamical triangulations approach

which we are now going to discuss in more detail.
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Dynamical triangulations

Lattice methods have initially been developed and used for quantum chromodynamics

(QCD) which is strongly coupled at low energies and is difficult to deal with pertur-

batively [29]. One implementation of a lattice regularization adapted to the case of

gravity is given by the dynamical triangulations approach to quantum gravity and has

been developed first in form of two-dimensional random surface models [30, 31, 32]. In

contrast to the rigid lattice that is used for studying QCD, the lattice used for grav-

ity implements different geometric configurations and, therefore, is dynamical. In early

works on dynamical triangulations an ensemble of Euclidean geometries has been taken

as the starting point. Thus, the sum over geometries is simply a partition function as

we know it from statistical physics. This makes it possible in principle to determine

numerically the expectation values of geometric observables which are the objects of

interest in quantum gravity and which currently cannot be determined with perturba-

tive methods. One such observable is the spectral dimension, which is a measure of

the local properties of space-time and can be obtained from the return probability of

a random walk on the simplicial manifold [33]. The method of dynamical triangula-

tions has the nice property of being manifestly coordinate invariant which means that

one does not have to deal with unphysical gauge degrees of freedom. Of course, all

physical quantities have to be independent of arbitrary discretization details. This can

only be achieved if the lattice spacing is seen as a UV cut-off rather than the scale of

fundamental discreteness. It has been shown, however, that in the four-dimensional

dynamically triangulated Euclidean model none of the two existing phases resembles

on large scales a classical four-dimensional space-time. In one of them, the crumpled

phase, space-time is effectively infinite-dimensional due to the presence of singular ver-

tices with a very high connectivity. In the other phase, the branched polymer phase,

space-time is effectively two-dimensional [34, 35].

In order to cure these deficiencies, a new model of dynamical triangulations which

excludes causality violating geometries from the sum has been developed in [36, 37]. In

the continuum, causality is violated if, e.g., during time evolution the universe splits

into several pieces, thereby creating so-called baby universes. In this case there neces-

sarily exist space-time points where the light-cone (and therefore the causal structure of

space-time) becomes degenerate. On the lattice side the restriction translates into the

requirement that the triangulated geometries which are summed over in the path in-

tegral have a time-slicing and fixed spatial topology. Numerical simulations of Causal

Dynamical Triangulations (CDT) in four dimensions have exhibited a different and

richer phase structure as compared to the Euclidean model. In fact, an additional

phase is present with four-dimensional extended universes that appear to be classical

on large scales. The large-scale shape of the emergent background geometry turns out
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to be that of a de Sitter space [38, 39]. More specifically, measuring the expectation

value of the spatial volume (after Wick rotation) at different time steps yields a vol-

ume profile which shows that the background is the round four-sphere, or, equivalently,

Euclidean de Sitter space.

Matter-coupling with dynamical triangulations

The insight that the pure gravity CDT model has a good classical limit allows us to

take a further step and ask the same question for the matter-coupled model. Since

quantization of gravity is a challenging task in itself, most models are studied without

taking matter degrees of freedom into account. Of course, to achieve a realistic picture

of our world these degrees of freedom have to be included. Matter coupling in form of

a scalar field has been studied in the non-perturbative setting of loop quantum gravity

in [40]. On the other hand, in the framework of dynamical triangulations, dynamical,

coupled gravity-matter systems are set up by simply extending the sum over all geome-

tries to a double-sum over all geometrical and matter field configurations (for a spin,

scalar or gauge field, say). This has already been demonstrated in the corresponding

Euclidean quantum gravity models in four dimensions. In [41], for instance, the phase

structure of the model is explored for the case of matter-coupling in form of an Ising

spin and a Gaussian scalar field. The original hope of an interesting continuum limit at

the transition point between the two phases described above could not be confirmed.

In this sense, the inclusion of the matter field does not change the geometry in a sig-

nificant way. In [42] the effect of U(1) gauge fields on the geometry was found to

be strong. For more than two gauge fields, the branched polymer phase seems to be

substituted by a phase with Hausdorff dimension close to four. This was determined

from the scaling of the average distance between simplices with their total number.

However, this effect was attributed later to a change in the path integral measure and

considered as irrelevant to IR physics [43].

Obviously, an analogous procedure for matter coupling can be set up in the model

of causal dynamical triangulations where in addition a time slicing is available for

studying the properties of the geometry. In order to include a scalar field, for instance,

one simply has to add the discretized version of the scalar field action to the gravita-

tional action. This way its influence on the geometry can be tested. The presence of

a matter field should not change the spectral dimension on large scales if the classical

limit is correct. By the same reasoning, looking at global properties of the average

geometry, the volume profile obtained from CDT should match with the volume profile

of the corresponding Euclideanized solution to Einstein’s equations. In this thesis, a

particular situation is studied in which, instead of a scalar field, a localized mass dis-

tribution is considered. Compared with the matter-free case, the mass introduces an
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inhomogeneity in the geometry of the spatial slices, but preserves spherical symmetry.

This situation is of great physical relevance because it corresponds to the gravitational

field of any spherically symmetric mass distribution in a universe with a positive cos-

mological constant. The latter is inherent in the CDT model. We shall call such a

mass distribution a point-like mass. The corresponding classical solution to Einstein’s

equations is the Schwarzschild-de Sitter space. While being described by a simple

metric this solution entails other difficulties. Namely, taking the radius of the mass

distribution to be sufficiently small forces us to deal with the presence of an event hori-

zon which means that we are considering a black hole. The goal is then to determine

the effect of a black hole on meaningful and computationally accessible observables in

non-perturbative quantum gravity.

Unlike the previously mentioned work on dynamical matter fields, very little is

known about the coupling of point or point-like masses to quantum gravity in four

dimensions. Inclusion of point particles is common in discussions of both classical and

quantum three-dimensional gravity [44]. The three-dimensional theory has no local

degrees of freedom and therefore is significantly different from the four-dimensional

one, already at the classical level. The inclusion of point particles is simplified by the

fact that their presence only creates conical defects [45, 46], and not stronger curvature

singularities like in higher dimensions. Quantization of three-dimensional gravity with

point particles has been discussed early on in [47, 48] and more recently in the contexts

of loop quantum gravity [49] and the Ponzano-Regge spin foam model [50].

One focus of the work presented in this thesis is the identification of an observable

that is sensitive to the mass and the derivation of its classical properties. With these

results the classical limit of the CDT model coupled to the mass-line can actually

be tested. We emphasized already that this model aims at describing the physics in

the very early universe where quantum gravity effects play a major role. As cosmic

time moves on, the temperature decreases and such effects become more and more

subdominant. The physically relevant question becomes how inflation was initiated

and how field fluctuations caused the formation of structure that we observe in the

universe today. While these so-called cosmological perturbations are usually studied

on a homogeneous background, inhomogeneities from monopoles and black holes might

also play an important role. The appropriate description for the case of black holes

in inflation is again the Schwarzschild-de Sitter space. Monopoles in inflation, on the

other hand, are asymptotically well described by the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter

space. The second part of this thesis deals with the effect of small inhomogeneities of

this kind on cosmological perturbations.
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Cosmological perturbations

It is generally believed that the early universe underwent a very short period of nearly

exponential expansion called inflation. The original motivation for this scenario was

the claim that it solves a number of puzzles in cosmology: the flatness problem, the

horizon problem and the magnetic monopole problem [51, 52]. In a universe that is

always dominated by matter or radiation we would expect a high spatial curvature in

the present state of our universe, large inhomogeneities and a possible abundance of

monopoles. The absence of large inhomogeneities in the cosmic microwave background

(CMB) radiation, for instance, cannot be explained if different regions on the CMB

sky have never been in causal contact. According to the inflationary scenario, all of the

universe that we can observe was contained inside of a region that was smaller than the

horizon size and thus could homogenize due to interactions. It should be emphasized,

however, that inflationary scenarios suffer from fine tuning problems [53]. This has

led to a different view on the inflationary paradigm, namely, the main motivation

has become the explanation that inflation offers concerning the properties of small

temperature fluctuations in the CMB and the formation of large scale structure [54, 8].

Most models of inflation are realized by a scalar field, the inflaton2, which slowly

rolls down a potential3 [52, 55, 56]. From the Friedmann equations that describe the

evolution of a homogeneous universe in time it can be seen that the large potential

energy of the inflaton generates a rapid expansion which is well-approximated by de

Sitter space. A semiclassical treatment of the inflaton field allows us to split it into a

mean field configuration and field fluctuations which are dynamical and quantized. In

addition to the fluctuations of the inflaton also metric perturbations play an important

role in inflation. According to the decomposition theorem, the scalar, vector and tensor

modes decouple on a homogeneous background [57]. In fact, only the tensor modes and

a gauge invariant scalar, the Sasaki-Mukhanov field or scalar cosmological perturbation

R [54, 58], are dynamical. This scalar field is a combination of the scalar gravitational

potential and the fluctuation in the inflaton field.

It is convenient to look at these perturbations in momentum space and associate

physical wavelengths to their Fourier modes. These physical wavelengths grow with the

scale factor and during inflation the modes are stretched and exit the horizon, which

remains at an almost constant physical scale. After this short period of inflation the

universe enters a phase of radiation domination, which is followed by matter domination

2The inflaton particles have by now decayed into particles of the standard model.
3In contrast to this slow-roll inflation scenario stands Guth’s initial proposal [51] which is now

referred to as ‘old inflation’ and involves a tunneling process for the inflaton from a false vacuum
phase to a true vacuum phase. Today’s view on the initial proposal is that such a phase transition
would lead to a highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic universe that we do not observe.
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and the physical scale of the horizon grows. Thus, eventually, the modes re-enter the

horizon and become observable to us.

The power spectrum PR(k) of the scalar cosmological perturbation R is defined

from the two-point correlation function

〈Ω|R(~x, η)R(~x′, η)|Ω〉 =

∫
dk

k
PR(k, η)

sin (kr)

kr
, (1.1)

where r = ‖~x − ~x ′‖ and |Ω〉 is a suitably chosen vacuum state. In fact, the measured

CMB anisotropies are directly related to this power spectrum. The spectral index ns

measures the scale dependence of the power spectrum

ns(k)− 1 =
d logPR(k)

d log k
(1.2)

and is itself in general scale dependent. Assuming that the spectral index is constant

(or taking its IR limit k → 0), there are only two free parameters that specify the power

spectrum: its amplitude ∆R and the spectral index. If one makes this assumption then

the best fit to the WMAP seven-year data [59] gives a value of

ns = 0.963± 0.014 (1σ) , (1.3)

for the spectral index and ∆R = (2.43±0.11)×10−9 for the amplitude. Hence, there is

indeed a small deviation from scale-invariance, ns = 1, as predicted by inflation [60, 54].

In order to derive the power spectrum from theory, one has to take into account

that the field fluctuations are quantized. Therefore, the quantum expectation value

of fields evaluated at different positions but at equal time has to be determined, or,

equivalently, we have to calculate the propagator with respect to a specific vacuum

state. For a curved background, however, there is no unique choice of a vacuum

state. In the case of cosmological perturbations the Bunch-Davies vacuum appears

to be physically the most sensible choice because it minimizes the energy in the field

fluctuations in the infinite past and reduces to the Minkowski vacuum [61].

The spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations dominates over the spectrum of

tensor perturbations in a slow-roll inflation scenario. However, tensor perturbations

might provide invaluable insight regarding polarizations in the CMB. Indeed, it is the

goal of the Planck mission to observationally verify the presence of anisotropies in

parity violating B-modes and thus, indirectly, of tensor perturbations [62].

When studying field fluctuations on a curved background, the backreaction of the

fields on the geometry is usually not taken into account in the literature on cosmological

perturbations. This is justified as long as the local matter density is small. But

the gravitational attraction of the perturbations might lead to a large local density

which causes a gravitational collapse and the formation of black holes [63]. In this

case the homogeneity assumption is strongly violated and the backreaction cannot be
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neglected. These primordial black holes (PBHs) are presumably rather microscopic

for two reasons. Firstly, by causality, the formation of large PBHs is prevented since

only perturbations within a Hubble volume can contribute to the collapse. Secondly,

the inhomogeneities on the CMB sky are very small which empirically excludes the

presence of heavy objects during the inflationary era.

In the second part of this thesis, the effect of the presence of PBHs on the power

spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations will be studied. This may serve as a

possibility to detect them from CMB anisotropies or simply to rule out their existence.

Furthermore, breaking of homogeneity in the early universe could also be due to other

relics like heavy particles or monopoles. In order to take their effect on cosmological

perturbations, one has to determine the gravitational field they generate. This has

been studied in [64] for the case of a monopole with the result that the field is regular

in the interior and well-approximated by the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter geometry

in the asymptotic regime. Taking this fact as a starting point, the correction to the

spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations from the charge of a monopole will be

investigated towards the end of this thesis.

An outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an introduction to Causal Dynamical

Triangulations is given. It is argued that the four-dimensional model has a good clas-

sical limit in the absence of matter. Furthermore, we discuss the emergent background

geometry arising from the non-perturbative sum over causal triangulations which on

large scales can be identified with de Sitter space. For this the proper-time slicing

present in CDT is translated to a proper-time slicing on the continuum de Sitter man-

ifold. This slicing can be achieved by introducing Gaussian normal coordinates. We

derive the volume profile of de Sitter space with respect to this slicing, which can be

compared to the profile measured in numerical simulations of CDT.

In Chapter 3 we discuss matter coupling in CDT in form of a point-like mass. We

focus on the derivation of the correction to the volume profile that is expected to be

generated by this mass source. On the classical level the background geometry in the

exterior region of such an object is given by the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution. Unlike

the de Sitter case, the proper-time slicing that is obtained by introducing Gaussian

normal coordinates does not cover the entire space-time manifold. Indeed, close to

the massive object the proper-time coordinates develop caustics and cannot be used

to determine the volume profile exactly. An approximation scheme is presented in

which the vicinity of the source is neglected. We derive a mass bound below which

this approximation is valid and present the volume profiles for these small masses.

Moreover, a possible implementation of the point-like particle in CDT in form of a
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mass-line (representing the world-line of the mass) is discussed.

Chapter 4 deals with metric fluctuations on a homogeneous space-time manifold.

The dynamics of these fluctuations is determined by expanding the Einstein-Hilbert

action to quadratic order. Decomposing the metric perturbation into scalar, vector

and tensor degrees of freedom it is seen that the modes decouple. In fact, it turns out

that there are no physical degrees of freedom in the scalar and vector sector. The two

physical degrees of freedom are the gauge invariant tensor modes and represent the two

polarization states of the graviton. We canonically quantize these modes on a de Sitter

background and derive the graviton spectrum from the two-point correlation function

for the Bunch-Davies vacuum state.

In Chapter 5 the correction to the spectrum of scalar field fluctuations due to the

presence of a primordial black hole is determined. These fluctuations can be used to

determine scalar cosmological perturbations in the zero curvature gauge which cause

the observed temperature fluctuations in the CMB. We estimate the formation prob-

ability of small black holes from Gaussian density fluctuations in the early universe.

These black holes lose their mass during inflation as a result of Hawking radiation but

for a certain range of small masses this effect can be neglected. Starting with the full

Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric, coordinates are chosen such as to generalize the con-

formally flat de Sitter metric, and we then expand the resulting metric in a small mass

parameter. The Keldysh propagator of a scalar field on this perturbed background is

computed in momentum space to first order in this parameter. In order to regulate

the Bunch-Davies vacuum state in the IR we consider the universe to be in a comoving

box whose natural scale is set by the size of the horizon at the beginning of inflation.

Taking the equal-time limit of the propagator we determine the correction to the spec-

trum and analyze it at different scales and for different choices of the position of the

black hole from us.

Finally, chapter 6 contains the case of a charged massive object which breaks the

translation invariance of de Sitter space and introduces a correction to the Keldysh

propagator not only from its mass but also from its charge. The gravitational field

is described by the metric in the interior of the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole. Away

from the origin it is given to very good approximation by the Reissner-Nordström-de

Sitter solution. We derive the charge correction in momentum space to first order in

a dimensionless charge parameter and the correction from the monopole interior. The

relevance of these corrections for the spectrum is estimated from the suppression by

different powers of small perturbation parameters present in the calculation.



Chapter 2

Quantum gravity from

Causal Dynamical Triangulations

2.1 Causal Dynamical Triangulations

There has been growing interest in a non-perturbative formulation of quantum grav-

ity in the last decades. Several candidate theories have emerged, among which is the

Causal Dynamical Triangulations (CDT) programme. This approach implements a

non-perturbative path integral quantization of gravity, where each contributing space-

time history carries a well-defined causal structure. In one of the phases of the un-

derlying statistical model of ‘random geometry’ one has observed the formation of an

extended universe with good classical properties. More specifically, it has been shown

that both its Hausdorff [65] and spectral dimension [33] are four on large scales. Fur-

thermore, the large-scale shape of this dynamically generated background geometry

matches to great accuracy that of a de Sitter universe [38], corresponding to a universe

with a positive (renormalized) cosmological constant, and the quantum fluctuations

around it agree with predictions from a mini-superspace model [39].

The dynamics of CDT quantum gravity is defined directly on the space of geometries

(in a continuum language: the space of metrics modulo diffeomorphisms) and forces

one to tackle the issue of observables head-on, by giving measuring prescriptions for

geometric observables whose expectation values with respect to the ensemble average

over all spacetime geometries give nontrivial results. Examples of this are the dynamical

dimensions mentioned above. In the CDT setting, another class of geometric quantities

is accessible relatively easily, namely, those referring to the proper-time slicing that

comes with the formulation.1 This has been used previously in the pure-gravity theory

1One should keep in mind that geometric quantities associated with a spatial slice in Monte Carlo
simulations of CDT will in general not correspond directly to properties of classical three-geometry;
for this, they will usually need to be smeared out (coarse-grained) over some finite time-extension,

11
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to study both the volume profile (the development V3(τ) of the spatial three-volume

as function of proper time τ) and the correlator of quantum fluctuations in the three-

volume around the dynamically generated de Sitter background spacetime [38, 39].

After summarizing the main features of the CDT model we focus on an explicit

derivation of the volume profile for Euclidean de Sitter space. For this we start with

the metric in static coordinates and introduce Gaussian normal coordinates from a

specific hypersurface. This work will be generalized in the following chapter which

contains the derivation of such coordinates in the case that a mass is present.

2.1.1 Regularization of the gravitational path integral

Let us briefly review the motivation, implementation and the main results that the

quantization programme of Causal Dynamical Triangulations has produced to date

(for more in-depth reviews, see [67, 68, 69, 70, 71]).

Building on insights from general relativity and (canonical) quantum gravity, this

approach uses nothing but standard quantum-field theoretic principles and methods,

adapted to the situation where geometry is no longer part of a fixed background struc-

ture, but is itself dynamical. The basic quantum-dynamical principle it implements is

the Feynman path integral, the “superposition of gravitational amplitudes” or “sum

over histories”

Z =

∫
[g]∈G

Dg eiSEH[g], with SEH =
1

GN

∫
d4x
√
−g(R− 2Λ) , (2.1)

where each history is a spacetime geometry (a diffeomorphism equivalence class [g]

of metrics on a fixed manifold M , with G the space of all such equivalence classes),

weighted with the exponential of i times its Einstein-Hilbert action. Because of the

nonrenormalizability of gravity as a perturbative quantum field theory on a Minkow-

skian background, such a path integral necessarily has to be non-perturbative, which

means that it must include spacetime configurations “far” from any classical solution.

The evaluation of the ensuing, highly non-Gaussian path integral is technically chal-

lenging, and in the CDT approach is addressed by using powerful lattice methods,

borrowed from the non-perturbative treatment of QCD. Adapting them to gravity

implies that the rigid lattices of gauge theory become themselves dynamical, and actu-

ally take the form of dynamical triangulations, because of the way the infinitely many

geometric/curvature degrees of freedom of the theory are regularized.

Namely, the gravitational path integral is regularized by summing over a class of

piecewise flat four-manifolds, which can be thought of as being assembled from (two

cf. [66]. However, the spatial three-volume considered below is a sufficiently robust quantity, for which
this turns out not to be necessary.
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types of) four-dimensional simplices, which are simply triangular building blocks cut

out of Minkowski space. They are individually flat, but can pick up nontrivial deficit

angles after being glued together pairwise along three-dimensional subsimplices (tetra-

hedra), with curvature concentrated at two-dimensional subsimplices (triangles) where

tetrahedra meet. This does not imply that spacetime is conjectured to consist of

(Planck-sized) triangular building blocks. On the contrary, the edge length of the sim-

plices serves as a short-distance cut-off and we are only interested in the universal

properties of the model as this cut-off is sent to zero.

When evaluating the path integral, these simplicial geometries are taken to be Eu-

clidean, like those that are summed over in the Euclidean gravitational path integral in

its standard definition [72]. In contrast to previous Euclidean quantum gravity work,

the triangulations used in CDT have a preferred, discrete notion of time τ = 1, 2, 3, . . .

inherited from a class of triangulated Lorentzian piecewise flat spacetimes by explicit

Wick rotation [37, 73]. In the Lorentzian regime, the triangulations are restricted to

those consisting of a sequence of slices with (discrete) proper-time thickness ∆τ = 1

and fixed topology. Links that lie in a spatial hypersurface of constant integer τ are

spacelike and links connecting two adjacent spatial slices of this kind are timelike.

The restriction on the path integral histories is motivated by the desire to eliminate

the causality-violating ‘baby universes’ produced in Euclidean dynamical triangula-

tions [35], which lead to an incorrect classical limit because of the absence of an

extended four-dimensional geometry on large scales. After discretization and Wick

rotation, the path integral becomes a statistical sum with Boltzmann weights using

the Regge action [26], which is the discretized version of the Einstein-Hilbert action.

The first major result of the CDT formulation was to show in exactly solvable two-

dimensional quantum gravity that the signature, i.e., sum over Lorentzian as opposed

to Euclidean geometries in the path integral, leads to genuinely different properties of

the model (different intrinsic Hausdorff dimension, for instance) [36].

In dimension four, the regularized path integral can no longer be evaluated by exact

methods, but Monte Carlo methods must be used to explore its continuum limit. This

has led to a number of unexpected and new results. Since the curvature is allowed to

fluctuate strongly on short scales, and since a nontrivial limiting process is involved, it

turns out that the dimensionality of the “quantum geometry” generated by the path

integral is not necessarily four. Only when the summed triangulations have the causal

structure described above, and the (bare) coupling constants are chosen appropriately,

does a four-dimensional universe emerge from the quantum theory [65, 66]. This is the

first instance in which a classical-looking universe has been obtained from first princi-

ples within a non-perturbative formulation of quantum gravity. Moreover, as already

mentioned in the introduction, this dynamically generated universe macroscopically

resembles a de Sitter universe, with matching quantum fluctuations [38, 39].
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2.1.2 Time slicing and classical limit of CDT

The classical limit of the CDT model is considered good if, when the length scale is

large and quantum fluctuations are small, the continuum limit of the regularized path

integral reproduces the observable predictions of classical general relativity. In order to

compare the two, one needs to phrase their respective results in a common language,

that of geometric observables. These are generally hard to come by, but in the case of

CDT quantum gravity there is an extra structure that comes to our help. Each sample

CDT geometry in the regularized path integral carries a discrete time label. Since this

labelling is respected by the quantum superposition, a (possibly rescaled) version of

the discrete time parameter labelling the slices is still available in the continuum. The

reason for calling this a proper time comes from the fact that (i) at the discretized level,

inside each flat four-simplex one can introduce a proper-time slicing (with respect to the

Minkowskian metric of the simplex) in a way that after gluing all of them together, the

triangulated “sandwich geometry” between integer times τ0 and τ0 + 1 can be foliated

into hypersurfaces τ = const, τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τ0 + 1 [74], (ii) in the continuum limit, the

volume profile of the extended universe emerging in the ‘well-behaved’ phase of CDT

quantum gravity matches that of a continuum Euclidean de Sitter space as a function

of cosmological proper time, if the bare τ of the regularized geometries is rescaled by

a finite constant. More precisely, the expectation value of the volume profile behaves

to a very good approximation as

〈V3(τ)〉 = A cos3 (τ/B) , (2.2)

for some constants A and B depending on the bare coupling constants and geometric

parameters of the triangulation (see [39] for further details). The volume profile of

Euclidean de Sitter space has exactly the same shape [cf. Eq. (2.16) below].

The latter is of course a highly nontrivial result, however, one needs to keep in mind

that the role of τ as (constant multiple of) proper time—in the way this notion is used in

the classical continuum theory—emerges unambiguously from CDT only on sufficiently

large scales and in the sense of a quantum average (of a particular quantum observable).

In order to understand better the relation with the continuum situation, recall that

in the classical theory geometries with a time foliation are naturally described in the

ADM formalism [75]. Labelling the spatial slices of the foliation as hypersurfaces of

constant time t, and choosing coordinates xi on each of them, the geometry is specified

by writing the metric in the ADM form,

ds2 = −N(t, x)2dt2 + hij(t, x)(dx
i +N i(t, x)dt)(dxj +N j(t, x)dt) , (2.3)

with lapse function N(t, x), shift vector N i(t, x) and spatial metric hij(t, x). The
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volume profile of the spacetime with respect to this foliation is then given by

V3(t) =

∫
d3x
√

deth . (2.4)

A metric in proper-time form is one where N = const. Requiring in addition the

shift vector N i to vanish, so that there are no cross terms dxidt and the gauge is

essentially fixed, one obtains a metric in proper-time gauge [76, 77]. The associated

coordinates are the same as Gaussian normal coordinates [78, 75] with respect to any

of the spatial hypersurfaces. Although such coordinate systems can always be set up in

the neighbourhood of a hypersurface, they rarely exist globally because of the formation

of caustics.2 Therefore, taking a path integral only over those smooth metrics which

globally can be put into proper-time gauge would appear far too restrictive.

However, this is not what is done in CDT quantum gravity, assuming we iden-

tify the time t in (2.3) with CDT’s τ -parameter. Firstly, the ADM-decomposition

(2.3) for differentiable, metric manifolds cannot in general be extended beyond a sin-

gle four-simplex in piecewise flat simplicial geometries; they are neither smooth nor

differentiable. (The same holds for individual CDT three-slices.) Secondly, when one

follows the geodesics of freely falling, initially hypersurface-orthogonal observers in

CDT (which are still well defined in open neighbourhoods not containing curvature

singularities), one finds that they generically form caustics within a single time step

∆τ = 1. From this point of view, CDT histories are indeed full of caustics (and curva-

ture singularities), whose density only increases as the lattice cut-off is taken to zero.

Since individual path integral histories are not physical, this in no way contradicts the

possibility that their non-perturbative superposition can be a quantum geometry which

on large scales behaves classically. As we have seen for the case of Euclidean de Sitter

space (EdS), the ground state of the empty universe emerging from CDT, it is also no

obstacle to the existence of a well-defined global description in proper-time gauge. The

fact that Euclidean de Sitter space possesses a global proper-time form which moreover

has a direct Lorentzian interpretation under the straightforward substitution τ → −iτ
is in a way a fortunate circumstance. If we want to use CDT quantum gravity to

describe different physical situations, associated with a specific matter content and/or

boundary conditions, we would in general expect that making a link to Lorentzian

continuum physics will be (much) more difficult. As we will see in the next chapter,

the inclusion of a mass distribution already presents challenges of this kind.

Let us now comment on spacetime topology. Computer simulations of CDT in four

dimensions are performed with compact manifolds of product topology I×Σ(3) or, if for

2Even in flat Minkowski space, by choosing an initial hypersurface τ = 0 with typical extrinsic
curvature K, caustics will form after a typical evolution time τ ∼ K−1/2. For instance, a sphere of
radius R has K ∼ 1/R2, while Gaussian normal coordinates, extended to the interior, become singular
at its centre.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 2.1: (a) Volume profile of a typical CDT universe that contributes to the sum over triangula-
tions, made into a solid of revolution by rotation about the proper-time axis. It consists of an extended
region, the ‘blob’, and a degenerate tube. (b) Normalized volume profile V3(τ)/R3

0 for EdS space, cf.
equations (2.2) and (2.16), which after a constant rescaling of τ matches that of the expectation value
〈V3(τ)〉 determined in CDT simulations [38, 39].

simplicity the time direction is compactified, S1×Σ(3). In simulations considered so far,

the spatial slices were chosen to be topological three-spheres, Σ(3) = S3. Interestingly,

in the pure-gravity case, despite fixing the topology to S1 × S3 at the outset, the

system is driven dynamically to a state which is as close to a four-sphere as allowed

by the kinematical constraints (minimal, nonvanishing spatial diameter at each time

step). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a), which shows the volume profile V3(τ) of a typical

sample geometry from the regularized path integral. It consists of an extended universe

which forms a ‘blob’ and a thin degenerate tube or ‘stalk’ of minimal extension. After

subtracting the minimal stalk-volume from the data, the average volume profile can

be matched to that of EdS space (the “round four-sphere”), shown in Fig. 2.1(b), with

great accuracy. In simulations, the period of the time identification is much larger than

the time extension of the universe, such that this result is unaffected by the periodic

boundary conditions.

2.2 Euclidean de Sitter space

2.2.1 Metric in static form

Written in the static form of the metric, the line element of Euclidean de Sitter (EdS)

space is

ds2 = f(R)dT 2 + f(R)−1dR2 +R2dΩ2(θ, φ) , (2.5)

where f(R) = 1 − R2/R2
0, and the coordinates T and R are referred to as static

or Schwarzschild coordinates. There is a cosmological horizon at the Hubble radius

R0 =
√

3/Λ with Λ > 0 being the cosmological constant. The metric has Euclidean

signature in the static region 0 ≤ R < R0.

The topology of Euclidean de Sitter space is S4. Suppressing the two angular

variables θ and φ in (2.5), we see that the two-dimensional sheet spanned by T and
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T

R

T

R

Figure 2.2: Euclidean de Sitter space can be compactified by taking the Schwarzschild time coordi-
nate T to be periodic. The geometry can be smoothed out in the central point R = R0 (the location of
the cosmological horizon in Lorentzian signature) by adjusting the periodicity of T . The compactified,
closed geometry is the four-sphere S4 with radius R0.

0 ≤ R < R0 can be wrapped by taking T to be periodic, as displayed in Fig. 2.2. The

resulting punctured disc has a potential conical singularity at its center, R = R0, which

is smoothed out by a specific choice of the T -period, namely TP = 2πR0. One obtains

the complete Euclidean manifold by gluing a two-sphere of radius R0 to the puncture

boundary.

2.2.2 Metric in proper-time form

As has been pointed out already, the explicit derivation of the volume profile has to

be done by adopting a proper-time gauge. In order to achieve this form, we construct

comoving or Gaussian normal coordinates (cf. [78, 75]) from the T = 0 surface, which

coincides with half of the ‘equator’ of S4 and will in general form a time-symmetric

hypersurface (see also Fig. 2.3(a)). This procedure has been previously carried out,

in Lorentzian signature, for the de Sitter case in [79] and for the Schwarzschild case

in [80].

To obtain proper-time coordinates one has to integrate the radial geodesic equations

and take initial conditions that guarantee that the geodesics are perpendicular to the

T = 0 hypersurface. Then one chooses the proper time of these radial geodesics as a

new time coordinate τ and requires τ = 0 on that hypersurface. The comoving radial

coordinate, Ri (the subscript i stands for initial), can be introduced as the position

R(T = 0), i.e. labelling each geodesic with the value of R at which it intersects the

T = 0 hypersurface.

Let us now derive explicitly the line element on Euclidean de Sitter space in terms

of Gaussian normal coordinates starting from the static form, Eq. (2.5). The Killing

vector ξ = ∂/∂T yields a conserved quantity along the geodesics,

E = gµνξ
µdx

ν

dτ
= f(R)Ṫ , (2.6)
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where the dot refers to differentiation with respect to τ . We will refer to E as the

energy parameter. The geodesic equations are then

dR

dτ
= m

√
f(R)− E2,

dT

dτ
=

E

f(R)
, (2.7)

where m = ±1 distinguishes motion in Euclidean proper-time τ with increasing and

decreasing R. Combining the two geodesic equations we find the proper time element

along each geodesic,

dτ = EdT +m

√
f(R)− E2

f(R)
dR . (2.8)

While E is constant on a given geodesic, it may assume different values on different

geodesics. For now, we take it as a yet to be specified function of coordinates E(T,R). If

we consider the two-dimensional R-T -plane to be foliated by non-intersecting geodesics,

we can eliminate the T -coordinate in favour of their proper time τ and obtain the

metric [81]

ds2 = dτ 2 +
1

E(T (τ, R), R)2

(
dR−m

√
f(R)− E(T (τ, R), R)2dτ

)2

+R2dΩ2 . (2.9)

Note that the metric is already in proper-time form. To set the shift vector to zero,

and obtain a Gaussian normal coordinate system, we replace the R-coordinate by a

comoving radial coordinate. We introduce the comoving radial coordinate by first

observing that radial geodesic motion of a test body in EdS space corresponds to

motion in the effective potential

Veff(R) =
R2

2R2
0

(2.10)

with total energy Etot = (1−E2)/2. This is easily seen from writing the equation (2.7)

in the form 1
2
Ṙ2 + Veff(R) = Etot. The turning radius, Ri, will be our comoving radial

coordinate. For the maximal energy Etot = 1/2 the turning radius is the cosmological

horizon, R = R0. Hence, for the construction of coordinates in proper-time gauge we

look at geodesic motion of test bodies with initial positions 0 ≤ Ri < R0 and zero

initial velocity. The synchronization condition that each geodesic passes through its

turning point at T = τ = 0 completes the specification of the proper-time coordinates

(τ, Ri). In terms of the new coordinates, the energy parameter is specified simply as

E =
√
f(Ri).

Integration of the radial geodesic equation yields

τ(R,Ri) = −m
∫ Ri

R

dy√
f(y)− f(Ri)

, (2.11)

which can be solved explicitly and inverted to give

R(τ, Ri) = Ri cos (τ/R0) . (2.12)
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Figure 2.3: Euclidean de Sitter space (after periodically identifying the static time T , with angular
variables θ, φ suppressed), described in terms of (a) static and (b) proper-time coordinates. In static
coordinates, lines R = const are concentric circles, with mid point R = R0 and outermost circle R = 0.
In the proper-time coordinates, the lines Ri = const converge at τ = ±πR0/2. Only one half of the
disc is covered by Gaussian normal coordinates emanating from the T = 0 surface (dark curves). The
other half (which is of a lighter shade in the figure) can be covered by reflecting the (τ,Ri) coordinates
about the middle line Ri = R0 or, equivalently, by constructing Gaussian normal coordinates from
the T = πR0 surface, which smoothly joins the T = 0 one.

This results in the metric line element

ds2 = dτ 2 +R2
0 cos2(τ/R0)

[
dR2

i

R2
0 −R2

i

+ (Ri/R0)
2dΩ2

]
. (2.13)

The global proper-time coordinate system on de Sitter space is introduced by extending

the range of the radial coordinate by introducing an angle ψ, 0 ≤ ψ < π, where

Ri = R0 sinψ . (2.14)

The relationship between static (T,R) and comoving (τ, Ri) coordinates is illustrated

in Fig. 2.3. The disc depicted in Fig. 2.3(a) is formed from R-T -space by periodically

identifying the static time T such that 0 ≤ T ≤ 2πR0. The static coordinates (T,R)

cover the entire disc. Fig. 2.3(b) depicts the same disc, but now with dark vertical lines

representing constant Ri (radial geodesics) and dashed horizontal lines representing

constant τ . On the left half of the disc a Ri = const line is represented by an angle

ψ < π/2 and on the right half by ψ > π/2, with the middle line given by Ri = R0 or

ψ = π/2. The line element written in terms of τ and ψ becomes

ds2 = dτ 2 +R2
0 cos2(τ/R0)

(
dψ2 + sin2 ψ dΩ2

)
. (2.15)

Note that this is the line element of the round four-sphere, where the geodesic Ri = 0

has become the location of the coordinate singularity ψ = 0. Spatial sections of

this four-dimensional Euclidean geometry are three-spheres, which is consistent with

CDT simulations. From this metric, or already from the line element (2.13), we can
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immediately derive the volume profile

V3(τ) = 2π2R3
0 cos3 (τ/R0) (2.16)

for EdS space, which we have referred to earlier in equation (2.2).



Chapter 3

Coupling a point-like mass to

quantum gravity with CDT

3.1 CDT with a localized mass

Let us now move on to the case that a localized or point-like mass is included in the

CDT model. The classical solution to the Einstein equations outside the source is then

given by the Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS) metric. In this chapter, we address the

question of how to detect the presence—on sufficiently large scales—of this particular

background geometry in CDT quantum gravity coupled to a point-like mass. This

implies finding a quantum observable that is well defined in the non-perturbative,

background-independent setting of the full path integral, is sensitive to the presence of

the mass, and is potentially measurable in the computer simulations.

As we shall see, the volume profile is a geometric quantity that is modified by the

presence of the mass. We will focus in this chapter on the derivation in the continuum

of the volume profile of the Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter (ESdS) solution in a

proper-time slicing. The resulting curves can be used to test whether the classical limit

of CDT coincides with the Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter geometry by measuring

the average volume profile in simulations of CDT with a mass line representing the

point-like source. To our knowledge, no background-independent approach to quantum

gravity has so far succeeded in generating a Schwarzschild-de Sitter geometry in the

classical limit. The volume profiles we derive can be used as a criterion to identify

this spacetime in any background-independent approach to quantum gravity in four

spacetime dimensions, when using a suitable proper-time slicing.

The particular Gaussian normal coordinate system we work with in the continuum,

in order to mimic the CDT set-up, exhibits caustics in the vicinity of the mass, which

cannot be eliminated by extending the coordinates to the matter region. Nevertheless,

by requiring the mass distribution to be sufficiently compact (point-like), the total

21
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Figure 3.1: Mass line on the dual lattice of a triangulation in CDT, for simplicity demonstrated in
two dimensions, representing the worldline of a point-like mass.

mass M to be small and treating the situation as a one-parameter family deviating

from the known, pure-gravity case M = 0, we are able to quantify the consequences

of M 6= 0 for the physical volume profile. For the numerical derivation of the volume

profiles, we neglect the problematic region by cutting out a tube from the Euclidean

Schwarzschild-de Sitter space whose spatial slices are balls of constant Schwarzschild

radius. This procedure gives rise to an upper bound for the mass under consideration.

The profiles for masses below this bound are the ones that should be compared with

those coming from CDT simulations to test for the possible presence of a Euclidean

Schwarzschild-de Sitter ground state. A mass propagating in triangulated spacetime

can be represented by a timelike mass line on the lattice dual to the triangulation.

The concept of a point mass is already problematic in classical general relativity, in

the sense of including it consistently as a distributional source in the Einstein equations

(for a recent overview, see [82] and references therein). In addition, an important piece

of work in this context is [83] where a spherical shell with a finite bare mass was

considered. It was shown that taking the limit of zero radius of the spherical shell

results in a zero ADM mass. Therefore, it is necessary to assume an infinite bare

mass in order to obtain a finite ADM mass. For these reasons, we will refrain from

making the point mass idealization and assume an extended, but localized, spherically

symmetric mass source, mostly without discussing its internal structure. An exception

is section 3.3, where we consider the extension of the proper-time coordinates in the

exterior to a simple interior matter distribution. In any case, from the point of view

of the regularized geometries used in the simulations, one cannot really distinguish

between a point mass and a compact, massive object that fits inside a single spatial

simplex. In this context, we call a compact mass distribution point-like if its spatial

extent does not exceed that of a single triangulation simplex.

In CDT simulations, the worldline of such a mass is naturally represented by a

time-like path, transverse to the foliation, on the dual lattice of the triangulation,

as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The (Euclidean) action associated with this mass line is
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Sp = ML, where M is the bare mass, and L is the (positive) total length of the line

in units of the lattice spacing a. This is the regularized version of the continuum

action associated to a localized mass M , Sp = M
∫
dτ , integrated with respect to the

proper time along its world-volume, which in turn depends on the spacetime geometry

containing the mass line. The action Sp gives an extra contribution to the Boltzmann

weight of each path-integral configuration and therefore changes the expectation value

of geometric quantities under consideration. In particular, the volume profiles are

expected to be modified.

3.2 Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space

3.2.1 Metric in static form

As in section 2.2 we start by writing down the line element of Euclidean Schwarzschild-

de Sitter (ESdS) space in its static form,

ds2 = f(R)dT 2 + f(R)−1dR2 +R2dΩ2(θ, φ) , (3.1)

where now f(R) = 1 − 2M/R − R2/R2
0 with the mass of the source M . For a given

cosmological constant, there is an upper limit for the mass of the Schwarzschild black

hole, given by MN = 3−3/2R0, the Nariai mass [84], because the static region disappears

in this limit. We recover Euclidean de Sitter space for M = 0, and the Euclidean

Schwarzschild metric for Λ = 0. The metric has Euclidean signature in the static

region R+ < R < R++, where

R+ = 6MN cos

(
α+ 4π

3

)
, R++ = 6MN cos

(α
3

)
, (3.2)

are the locations of the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon, respectively,

and α = arccos (−M/MN).

For the Lorentzian version of the solution (3.1), the event horizon only forms if the

object that generates the gravitational field is sufficiently dense. We shall consider

a mass distribution that is glued to the exterior vacuum region such that no event

horizon is present. For now we will focus solely on the properties of the vacuum region.

Wrapping the two-dimensional sheet spanned by T and 0 < R < R++ like in the

EdS case by taking T to be periodic we obtain a punctured disc which has a potential

conical singularity at its center, R = R++, as displayed in Fig. 3.2. This singularity is

smoothed out by choosing the T -period to be TP = 4π/|f ′(R++)|.
The maximal Euclidean vacuum region is spanned by R+ < R < R++. Periodic

compactification along the T -direction introduces a different global topology and two

potential conical singularities at R+ and R++, which cannot be smoothed out simul-

taneously [85]. Fortunately, the new topology and the ambiguity in periodicity need
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T

R

T

R

Figure 3.2: Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space can be compactified in a similar way as Eu-
clidean de Sitter case, Fig 2.2, by taking the Schwarzschild time coordinate T to be periodic. The
center of the disc is now given by R = R++ and the periodicity of T is TP = 4π/|f ′(R++)|. The
shaded region represents the matter region and contains no conical singularities. It is glued to the
exterior vacuum solution at a constant Schwarzschild radius R = RS > R+, outside the horizon. The
compactified, closed geometry has topology S4.

not be dealt with if the manifold consists of an ESdS exterior and an interior matter

region (shaded in Fig. 3.2), without an inner horizon.

As a consequence of the compactification, the mass line closes to a contractible loop

on the S4. If one wants to compare with the calculations presented here, this should be

taken into account when implementing the mass line in CDT simulations, rather than

using a noncontractible loop which winds around the compactified time direction, say.

3.2.2 Metric in proper-time form

The line element for Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space in terms of Gaussian

normal coordinates can be derived in analogy with the Euclidean de Sitter case in

section 2.2.2. For this we first determine the radial geodesics in ESdS space.1 The

effective potential for radial geodesic motion is given in this case by

Veff(R) = M/R +R2/2R2
0 , (3.3)

It is displayed in Fig. 3.3 for M = 0 and M = MN/10. The potential has a minimum

at R = R∗ = M1/3R
2/3
0 and there are two turning points for a test body moving in

the potential which are given by the roots of the equation f(R) = E2. The larger

turning radius, Ri, will be our comoving radial coordinate. For the maximal energy

the turning radii are the two horizons, R = R+ and R = R++. To construct the

proper-time coordinates for this general case we only have to consider initial positions

R∗ < Ri < R++ and zero initial velocity.

1The complete analytic solution for geodesics in Schwarzschild-de Sitter space was constructed in
[86, 87].
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Figure 3.3: The effective potential for radial geodesic motion in ESdS space for M = MN/10 (upper
curve with horizontal line to illustrate turning points for the maximum total energy) and for M = 0
(lower curve). These potentials determine the evolution of the Ri = const geodesics which form the
proper-time coordinate system.

Integration of the radial geodesic equation yields

τ(R,Ri) = −m
∫ Ri

R

dy√
f(y)− f(Ri)

= −mR0

∫ 1

ρ

dξ

√
ξ

P (ξ)
, (3.4)

with the dimensionless quantities ξ = y/Ri, ρ = R/Ri ≤ 1, β = 54MM2
N/R

3
i and

P (ξ) = −ξ3 + (β + 1)ξ − β = (1− ξ)(ξ − ξ+)(ξ − ξ−) , (3.5)

ξ± = −1

2
±∆, ∆ =

√
1

4
+ β. (3.6)

In terms of special functions the above integral becomes

τ = −mR0

√
2/∆

[
(1− ξ−)Π(µ,

ξ+ − 1

2∆
, r) + ξ−F (µ, r)

]
, (3.7)

where

µ = arcsin

√
2∆(1− ρ)

(1− ξ+)(ρ− ξ−)
, r =

√
(1− ξ+)(−ξ−)

2∆
. (3.8)

F and Π are the elliptic functions of the first and third kind, respectively [88, 3.167.15].

Equation (3.7) is an implicit definition of R(τ, Ri). This relation allows us to write the

line element in terms of proper-time τ and comoving spatial coordinate Ri as

ds2 = dτ 2 +
(∂R/∂Ri)

2

f(Ri)
dR2

i +R(τ, Ri)
2dΩ2 . (3.9)

As we have seen in section 2.2.2 the expression for R(τ, Ri) is known explicitly for

M = 0. When M 6= 0, the values of R(τ, Ri) can be obtained by numerically solving

the implicit equation (3.7). Both cases are shown for comparison in Fig. 3.4. Note

that the radial geodesics in EdS space, Fig. 3.4(a), do not intersect except for extreme

values of τ , but those in ESdS space do, Fig. 3.4(b), that is, they form caustics. The

implications of these caustics are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.4: Ri = const geodesics in (a) Euclidean de Sitter space and (b) Euclidean Schwarzschild-
de Sitter (M = MN/10) space. The outermost line is the Ri = R++ geodesic. (a) All curves
converge at τ = ±πR0/2. (b) The vertical line marks R = R∗ ≡ M1/3R

2/3
0 , the minimum of the

effective potential. Geodesics, which at T = 0 are located to the right of the line start intersecting
each other when entering the region R < R∗, forming caustics. There are no caustics in the region
R∗ < R < R++.

3.2.3 Domain of comoving coordinates and caustics

It is well known that Gaussian normal coordinates in general fail to cover the entire

underlying manifold. Below, we determine how much of ESdS space can be covered

by the coordinates constructed in the previous section. Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) parallel

the discussion of section 2.2.2, though the ranges of the static coordinates change to

0 ≤ T ≤ TP and 0 < R < R++ in the ESdS case. Again, the right half of the disc in

Fig. 3.5(b) can be covered by reflection of the (τ, Ri) coordinates or by constructing

Gaussian normal coordinates from the T = TP/2 surface. As explained in section 3.2.1

the geometry we are considering has no inner horizon since the exterior vacuum is

matched to a static interior matter solution (shaded region) at RS > R+.

The comoving coordinate system breaks down at an intersection point of two radial

geodesics, because it would associate two distinct labels (τ, Ri), (τ, R′
i) with the same

physical point. In contrast to the EdS case described in section 2.2.2, where geodesics in

Fig. 2.3 intersect only at the poles, Fig. 3.5(b) shows that they intersect and thus form

caustics already for R < R∗ in the ESdS case. Fig. 3.5 is schematic, the corresponding

calculations are presented in the previous section for the vacuum region and in the

following section for the matter region. Therefore, we can conclude that comoving

coordinates (τ, Ri) cover EdS space in its entirety2, while only a portion of ESdS space

2Strictly speaking, these coordinates fail to cover some lower-dimensional submanifolds. But, since
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Figure 3.5: Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space (after periodically identifying the static time T ,
with angular variables θ, φ suppressed), described in terms of (a) static and (b) proper-time coordinates
(cf. Fig. 2.3). The shaded region R < RS in (b) is occupied by matter. In static coordinates, lines
R = const are concentric circles, with mid point R = R++ and outermost circle R = 0. In the proper-
time coordinates, the lines Ri = const start forming caustics in the region R < R∗. The middle line
is Ri = R++. Every Ri = const appears once on the left half of the disc (dark curves, perpendicular
to the T = 0 surface), and is mirrored on the right half of the disc (light curves, perpendicular to
T = TP /2).

is covered, namely for R > R∗, with R∗ the boundary of the caustic region.

Caustics appear already in the ESdS exterior vacuum, in which case R∗ = (MR2
0)

1/3.

Generically, caustics persist even if the vacuum exterior is glued to an interior matter

solution of arbitrarily low density, as explicitly shown for a specific matter model in

the next section. Thus, for convenience, from now on R∗ will only refer to this vacuum

caustic boundary. To ensure that the entire vacuum region is covered by comoving

coordinates, we require that the matter-vacuum boundary satisfies the condition RS >

R∗, which puts an upper bound on the density of the mass distribution. We only

consider densities below this critical value. This bound and the associated bound on

the total mass are discussed in detail in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

We should emphasize that the occurrence of caustics does not imply any pathologies

of the underlying spacetime, but is a consequence of the choice of a particular coor-

dinate system. In order to calculate the volume profile, all we need is a proper-time

slicing. Neither the vanishing of the shift vector nor the existence of a single, global

coordinate system are in principle necessary. However, our (time-symmetric) choice of

the Gaussian normal coordinates starting at T = 0 and T = TP/2 has the advantage of

being continuously connected to a globally well-defined coordinate system in the lim-

iting case M = 0. That coordinate system was used to successfully compare classical,

continuum volume profiles to those produced by CDT simulations. It is this successful

case that we are ‘perturbing’ about.3

we are only interested in computing three- and four-volumes, they can be safely ignored.
3It is possible that there exist even more convenient coordinate choices for M 6= 0, which would
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3.3 Caustic formation in an interior matter solution

We show here that gluing the vacuum ESdS solution to an interior solution of matter

of constant density does not significantly improve on the situation found in vacuo with

respect to the formation of caustics in a set of Gaussian normal coordinates. The

matter distribution we are interested in is the Wick-rotated version of a simple model

of a spherically symmetric relativistic star in the presence of a positive cosmological

constant. The Euclidean stress-energy tensor can be taken to be the one of a perfect

fluid with a uniform density ρ,

T µν = − (p(R) + ρ)uµuν + p(R)gµν . (3.10)

Solving the Euclidean Einstein equations one finds that the line element inside the

matter region written in Schwarzschild coordinates is [89] 4

ds2 = (A Y (RS)−B Y (R))2 dT 2 +
dR2

Y (R)2
+R2dΩ2 , (3.11)

where we denote the location of the surface of the matter distribution by RS > R+ (or

RS > R∗, as we restrict to later on) and define

Y (R) =

√
1− 8πρ+ Λ

3
R2, A =

9M

6M + ΛR3
S

, B =
3M − ΛR3

S

6M + ΛR3
S

, ρ =
3M

4πR3
S

. (3.12)

Setting R = RS in (3.11), we see that the interior matter solution is matched contin-

uously to the exterior ESdS vacuum region. This implies that the correct matching

condition for the radial timelike geodesics is that the first derivatives match at bound-

ary.

For the case RS = R∗ = M1/3R
2/3
0 we can determine the extension of radial geodesics

to the interior region explicitly. This is depicted in Fig. 3.6(a). The geodesics intersect

inside of the matter region and hence the formation of caustics persists.

This result is not specific to the choice RS = R∗. In order to avoid a lengthy analysis

we set up a simple criterion for the intersection of geodesics. We release two test bodies,

one from Ri = R++ and the other from Ri = RS, with zero initial velocity and compare

the proper time they take to arrive at R = 0, which is the center of the star. If the

test body starting at the surface takes longer, then there must be an intersection. The

arrival time for the test body starting from Ri = R++ is given by

τ(Ri = R++) = σ arcsin (RS/σ) +

∫ R++

RS

dy√
f(y)

, (3.13)

avoid caustics altogether, but we have not found them.
4Some intermediate results in this reference contain typographical errors. However, we have verified

that the formulas relevant for this work are correct.
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Figure 3.6: Gluing an interior uniform matter distribution to an external Euclidean Schwarzschild-
de Sitter solution for M = MN/10. (a) Ri = const geodesics for the special case of gluing at the radius
R = R∗ (vertical line). The curves intersect inside the matter region, illustrating the breakdown of
the Gaussian normal coordinates. The outermost line is the Ri = R++ geodesic. (b) For general
gluing radius: proper time at R = 0 (arrival time) of the two radial geodesics, R = R++ (lower curve)
and R = γR∗ (upper curve), as functions of γ = RS/R∗, showing that adjusting the gluing condition
does not prevent the breakdown of the Gaussian coordinates in the interior region.

with 1/σ2 = (1 + 2/γ3) /(27M2
N) and γ = RS/R∗. The first term in (3.13) constitutes

the contribution of the matter region and the second constitutes that of the vacuum

region. The integral in the second term is the same as that evaluated in (3.7).

For the test body starting with zero initial velocity at the star’s surface, R = RS,

we have

τ(Ri = RS) =

∫ RS

0

dy

Y (y)
√

1− f(RS)
(AY (RS)−BY (y))2

, (3.14)

where the constants A,B, f(RS) and Y (RS) all depend on γ. The resulting arrival times

are plotted in Fig. 3.6(b), where the upper curve represents the Ri = RS case and was

found by numerical integration. The arrival times are equal only when the trajectories

coincide, i.e. when the star surface reaches the cosmological horizon. Therefore, we con-

clude that the Gaussian normal coordinates are not well defined in the interior region

for any choice of radius and density of the mass distribution. We have not investigated

whether fine-tuning of the internal structure of the matter model (e.g. by consider-

ing inhomogeneous or anisotropic fluids) could help in preventing the occurrence of

caustics. However, such a possibility appears unlikely to us.
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3.4 Volume profiles

3.4.1 Cutting out the vicinity of the mass-line

In computer simulations, the volume profile is determined by counting spatial simplices

per slice of constant proper time for the individual sample geometries and taking the

average value over the ensemble. For simulations with a mass line, the average of the

discrete geometries should approximate the Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space

well away from the mass, but poorly close to it. Thus it makes sense to discard the

simplices pierced by the mass line and to excise a corresponding thin ‘tube’ surrounding

the mass from the four-dimensional continuum geometry. Only the volume profiles of

the remaining regions will be compared. On every spatial slice τ = const we choose

to cut out the region inside of a ball of a certain Schwarzschild radius R, whose area

is 4πR2. Of course, this choice of the radius depends on the mass and only for small

masses can we expect a good match between the continuum and discrete picture. A

more detailed analysis on the mass bound will be presented in the following section.

An important property of this prescription is that the surface of this region (which

has topology S2 × S1 for compactified Schwarzschild time) is invariantly defined, and

mapped into itself under the flow of the time-like Killing vector. This agrees with

the discrete picture, where the sequence of four-simplices cut out of the four-geometry

representing the mass line has the topology of a tube. A strict implementation of the

classical continuum set-up on the simplicial lattice would allow only for mass lines

whose boundary is everywhere time-like, which would limit the types of tube geometry

that can occur in a single time step. This would be associated with an excised region per

time step of some typical, average surface area O(1) in discrete units, even though the

internal geometry of the excised region is considered unspecified. Other prescriptions

for cutting out the matter region in the classical continuum geometry are in principle

possible. However, they must not deviate from the Schwarzschild prescription more

than the scale set by the discretization (the lattice spacing) which is the size of the

error already inherent in the triangulation procedure.

In view of the quantum nature of the CDT path integral, simulations may have to

include more general mass lines, which can wind around longer in a given time step or

are even allowed to run backwards in time.

3.4.2 Derivation of a mass bound

We emphasized that due to caustic formation in the continuum picture it is necessary

to cut out a certain region of the Euclidean manifold. Now, it is important to carefully

translate the excised region from the continuum picture to the discrete one in order
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to reliably compare the volume profiles. For this we relate the physical parameters

on both sides. In the continuum there are only two parameters, the mass M and the

cosmological constant Λ, which sets the cosmological radius R0 =
√

3/Λ. Newton’s

constant GN has been set to one. In CDT simulations performed so far, the directly

specifiable parameters5 are the bare Newton’s constant, the mass, and the number of

four-simplices N . The lattice spacing a is introduced to relate dimensionless simulation

parameters to dimensionful physical parameters. We relate simulation and continuum

parameters by comparing geometric observables in the continuum limit. For instance,

for Euclidean de Sitter space, the total four-volume is V4 = 8π2

3
R4

0, from (2.16), while

on the triangulation side we have V4 =
√

5
96
a4N [39], leading to the relationship

a/R0 =

(
8 · 96π2

3
√

5

)1/4

N−1/4 ∼ 5.8N−1/4 . (3.15)

Typical values of N ∼ 3× 105 give a/R0 ∼ 1/4.

Another important relationship is between the lattice spacing a and the maximum

mass M accessible to simulations. To find the possible range of masses we recall that

the vacuum caustic boundary R∗ = 3M1/3M
2/3
N must fall within the matter region,

R∗ < RS. On the other hand, in order to compare directly with the calculations

presented here, one should consider mass distributions that are sufficiently compact to

fit inside a region of the same size as the simplex whose volume we neglect, that is,

RS < a. The resulting condition R∗ ≤ a can be expressed as an upper bound on the

mass M :

M ≤ 33/2

(
a

R0

)3

MN =
1

3
a3Λ ∼ 33.6

a√
N
. (3.16)

The first is the most useful form of the bound for the numerical calculations carried out

in the following section, where, as we shall see, the dimensionless parameter ε = M/MN

determines the shape of the volume profiles. The last form gives an estimate for the

maximum accessible mass in terms of simulation parameters, with the approximation

coming from direct use of equation (3.15). Since a/R0 is expected to be small, the

deviations of the volume profile from the Euclidean de Sitter case for accessible masses

are also likely to be small.

3.4.3 Derivation of the volume profiles

Having discussed the range of validity of the excision we can move on to the derivation

of the volume profile which can be used to test the classical limit of matter-coupled

5Another parameter specifiable in simulations is the directional asymmetry parameter ∆, though
its value is not accessible in a classical geometry. For the discrete computations presented in this
subsection, we will assume for definiteness that ∆ = 0, such that the Euclideanized four-simplices are
all equilateral [73].
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CDT quantum gravity and constitutes the main result of this chapter. From the line

element (3.9) and definition (2.4) we obtain an integral expression for the total three-

volume of the vacuum region,

V3(τ) = 8π

∫ R++

Rmin
i (τ)

dRi
R2(τ, Ri)R

′(τ, Ri)√
f(Ri)

, (3.17)

where R′ = ∂R/∂Ri, a factor of 4π comes from the angular integration, and an extra

factor of 2 takes the doubling of the Ri ≤ R++ region into account, as explained in

section 3.2.3. The function Rmin
i (τ) is the cut-off condition R = a in proper-time

coordinates.

In the continuum, increasing the mass while keeping R0 (and therefore the cosmolog-

ical constant Λ) fixed changes the total four-volume. In CDT simulations, however, the

four-volume (that is, the number of four-simplices) is usually kept fixed for technical

reasons.6 In order to facilitate comparison with CDT results, we invert the relationship

between R0 and V4 in the continuum for fixed mass M . First, note that the function

R in the definition of the volume profile (3.17) and the four parameters τ , Ri, M and

R0 on which it depends all have the dimension of length. Hence, we can write

R(τ, Ri,M,R0) = R0F (ζ, Ri/R0, ε) , (3.18)

for some dimensionless function F that depends only on the dimensionless parameters

ζ = τ/R0, ε = M/MN = 33/2M/R0 and the ratio Ri/R0. The volume profile can

therefore also be written as

V3(τ, ε) = R3
0G(τ/R0, ε) , (3.19)

with another dimensionless functionG whose explicit form is to be evaluated. Note that

the lower integration limit in (3.17) introduces an additional dependence on the lattice

length a that we suppress here. From equation (2.16) it follows thatG(ζ, 0) = 2π2 cos3 ζ

for the case M = 0. In terms of the function G the four-volume is

V4(ε) =

τmax(ε)∫
−τmax(ε)

dτ V3(τ, ε) = R4
0

τmax(ε)/R0∫
−τmax(ε)/R0

dζ G(ζ, ε) ≡ R4
0H(ε) . (3.20)

In these expressions the integration limit is given by the time τmax(ε) where the three-

volume becomes zero. For Euclidean de Sitter space the value of the function H(ε)

before cutting out the tube is H(0) = 8π2/3. If V ∗
4 is the fixed four-volume used in

a simulation, we have to adjust R0 depending on the value of ε by setting R0(ε) =

(V ∗
4 /H(ε))1/4. The rescaled four-volume H(ε) can be easily evaluated analytically in

6The path integrals for fixed four-volume and fixed cosmological constant are related by a Laplace
transformation [66].
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Figure 3.7: Plots of the dependence of the scaled total four-volume on the parameter ε for the two
cut-off values a/R0 = 1/8 [red line, ranging from zero to the first vertical line at ε = 33/2(1/8)3]
and a/R0 = 1/4 [blue line, ranging from zero to the second vertical line at ε = 33/2(1/4)3]. Both
functions are normalized to one at ε = 0. In the displayed region the curves are linear to very good
approximation; the cut-off dependence is essentially negligible.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Difference, ∆G(ζ, ε) = G(ζ, 0)−G(ζ, ε), between the pure EdS volume profile rescaled
to a fixed four-volume and the rescaled volume profiles for ε = εmax/7, . . . , 6εmax/7, with cut-off at
R = a = R0/4 and εmax = 33/2(a/R0)3. (b) Repeating the difference measurements of (a) for both
a/R0 = 1/4 and a/R0 = 1/8 yields a total of 12 curves, which we have normalized by letting them all
go through the point (0, 1). We observe that they are multiples of a single universal curve, modulo
some weak cut-off artifacts near ζ = ±π/2 that quickly disappear for smaller values of a/R0.

static coordinates:

H(ε, a/R0) =
4π

R4
0

∫ TP

0

dT

∫ R++

a

dRR2 =
8π2

3

8 cos3(α(ε)/3)− 33/2(a/R0)
3∣∣∣ 3ε

4 cos2(α(ε)/3)
− 6 cos(α(ε)/3)

∣∣∣ , (3.21)

where f(R), R++, TP , and α(ε) = arccos(−ε) were introduced in section 3.2.1. We

checked the numerical evaluation of the volume profiles V3(τ, ε), as described below, by

comparing the value of H(ε, a/R0) obtained from numerical quadrature of (3.20) to its

exact value in (3.21) and found that our numerics are reliable.

For small a/R0, and over the correspondingly small range of ε, the total four-volume

is well approximated by

H(ε, a/R0)

H(0, a/R0)
∼ 1− 3−3/2

[
1 + 3(a/R0)

3
]
ε , (3.22)

as can be seen from Fig. 3.7.
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In Fig. 3.8(a) we have plotted the difference between the rescaled pure Euclidean

de Sitter profile G(ζ, 0) and the rescaled profiles G(ζ, ε) for different values of ε > 0,

with the same interior region cut out, in the mass range given by (3.16) and for same

fixed four-volume. They were obtained in Mathematica by first dividing the positive

region of the τ -interval into 200 equidistant parts. For each τ the integral (3.17) is

computed by numerical quadrature with the integrand given by cubic spline interpola-

tion over 400 equidistant points. These points are obtained by solving numerically the

implicit relation (3.7) for R and by finite differences to find R′. Having obtained the

points of the V3(τ, ε) curve, we perform another cubic interpolation and numerically

integrate the resulting function to get H(ε), according to (3.20). This allows us to

rescale the profiles and obtain G(ζ, ε) from equation (3.19). The curves in Fig. 3.8(a)

appear to scale linearly in ε. Indeed, after a rescaling linear in ε, all of them collapse

onto the single curve (modulo cut-off artifacts) plotted in Fig. 3.8(b). Since we are

restricted to small values of the parameter ε, it is not surprising that we are in the

linear regime, where rescaled profiles are well approximated by the first two terms of

the Taylor expansion in ε,

G(ζ, ε) = 2π2 cos3 ζ − εD(ζ) +O(ε2) . (3.23)

In Fig. 3.8(b) we show D(ζ)/D(0), that is, the linear coefficient in (3.23), normalized

such that its value at ζ = 0 is given by 1.

Numerical simulations produce volume profiles V3(τ) in lattice units. Rescaling the

range of τ to [−π/2, π/2] fixes the value of R0 in lattice units and defines the rescaled

volume profile G(ζ) through equation (3.19). We believe that determining G(ζ) from

numerical simulations of CDT with a mass-line, subtracting it from 2π2 cos3 ζ and

normalizing this difference to be 1 at ζ = 0 should reproduce the curve D(ζ)/D(0)

plotted in Fig. 3.8(b), thereby establishing a good classical limit of the matter-coupled

model. The corresponding value of ε can be obtained from comparing the normalized

simulation four-volume V ∗
4 /R

4
0 to H(ε) in (3.21) or (3.22).

3.5 Discussion

In any theory of quantum gravity, it is notoriously difficult to come up with “observ-

ables”, that is, quantities with an invariant geometric meaning, which may eventually

be related to physical observations. Besides their obvious use in bridging between the-

ory and phenomenology, they play an important role at the current stage, when we are

not yet in possession of a complete, non-perturbative formulation of quantum gravity.

This role is at least two-fold. First, appropriately coarse-grained geometric observables

can provide nontrivial tests of whether a proposed non-perturbative theory possesses

a well-defined classical limit, and whether in this limit it reproduces the physics of
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classical general relativity correctly. Second, evaluating an observable which explic-

itly probes the quantum regime of the theory can be a means of comparing different

candidate theories of quantum gravity.

A prominent example of both of these uses is the so-called spectral dimension of

spacetime, measured on short and large scales. Its expectation value was first studied in

Causal Dynamical Triangulations [33, 66], exhibiting a characteristic scale dependence.

On large scales, the expected classical value of four is reproduced, which decreases to

two7 when approaching the Planck scale, indicating strong deviations from classicality.

This is a highly nontrivial result which has since been reproduced in at least two com-

pletely different formulations of quantum gravity [90, 91], stimulating further research

into a common origin of this seemingly universal behaviour [92, 93].

This example illustrates how observables of this type can yield valuable information

about the quantum theory. Unfortunately, they are rather rare. In this chapter, we

have looked at another geometric quantity which has been studied previously in CDT,

the three-volume profile, which makes explicit use of the proper-time foliation. In a

first attempt to try and quantify the effects of matter on geometry in this framework,

we have analyzed how the volume profile can be expected to change under insertion of a

point-like mass, as a function of the particle mass M , if the corresponding ground state

geometry which is generated dynamically by CDT is related to the Schwarzschild-de

Sitter geometry.

As we have seen, the analysis involved several nontrivial steps, despite the relatively

simple and static nature of the classical metric. The difficulties have to do with the

nonlocal nature of the volume profile, which requires a careful treatment of boundary

conditions and regions of validity of the coordinate systems one has to use in a contin-

uum calculation. Another difficulty derives from having to define a quantity which is

geometric, i.e. independent of any particular coordinate choice, to be able to compare

with the (coordinate-free) set-up of the CDT simulations. Both of these issues are

characteristic for quantum observables in gravity.

Our specific construction involved the use of a system of Gaussian normal coordi-

nates. On the one hand, this gave us a relatively good control on some of the global

properties of the Euclidean Schwarzschild-de Sitter space like at the (Euclideanized)

cosmological horizon, on the other hand the coordinates do not cover the complete

region outside the source. However, when restricting the mass to be small, the proper-

time foliation is nearly global in the sense that neglecting the contribution to the spatial

volume from the region inside of a certain small Schwarzschild radius, we obtain an

approximation to the actual volume profiles while preserving their characteristic devia-

tion from the Euclidean de Sitter profile. The approximation is equivalent to neglecting

7More precisely, a value compatible with two, taking into account the error bars of the Monte Carlo
simulations.
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those simplices that contain the mass-line when determining the average spatial volume

in the computer simulations. Let us point out that the deviations we have computed

are small and one will need good control of the numerical errors to measure them. We

also found that the correct way of implementing the mass line in the simulations, if

one wants to compare to our calculation, is by representing it by a contractible loop

on the geometry which has a four-sphere topology.

We regard the work presented in this chapter as a step towards understanding the

dynamics of coupled systems of matter and geometry in non-perturbative quantum

gravity, about which there is currently little known, since most candidate theories have

focussed their efforts on the pure-gravity situation. As we have already mentioned

above, it is possible that our treatment can be improved, to cover a larger region of

spacetime and/or the case of larger masses. In addition, it would be interesting to

derive the volume fluctuations from a mini-superspace action in the same way as has

been done for Euclidean de Sitter space [39] and check whether the agreement between

the analytical and numerical calculations persists.



Chapter 4

Gravitational perturbations on a

FLRW background

Having discussed matter-coupling in form of a point-like mass in the setting of non-

perturbative quantum gravity in the previous chapter, we now move on to the discussion

of the role of inhomogeneities from spherically symmetric objects of a similar type

in inflationary cosmology. For this we first discuss cosmological perturbations on a

homogeneous background in this chapter and then analyze the effect of primordial

black holes and magnetic monopoles on their spectrum in the following two chapters.

4.1 Gravitational perturbations in cosmology

The main motivation for the inflationary paradigm is the elegant explanation it offers

for the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation and the

formation of the large scale structure (see [8] for a review). Quantum fluctuations of

matter and gravitational degrees of freedom generate scalar cosmological perturbations

that are predicted to be responsible for the temperature fluctuations in the CMB and

the structure we observe in the universe [54, 94, 95]. In inflationary models the existence

of a scalar field (the inflaton) is usually assumed whose energy density is dominated

by its potential which drives the rapid expansion. Besides the scalar cosmological

perturbations also tensor perturbations of the metric are expected to play an important

role during inflation. While predictions coming from scalar cosmological perturbations

appear to be consistent with precision measurements of the COBE mission [7], the

impact of tensor perturbations could so far not be experimentally tested due to their

weak coupling to matter. However, tensor perturbations generated during inflation

have been shown to source both types of polarizations in the CMB sky, the E- and

B-modes, as opposed to scalar perturbations which do not source B-modes [96]. The

detection of a B-mode anisotropy would not only be the strongest evidence for inflation

37
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so far but even determine the scale of inflation. In fact, the Planck mission is designed

to observe this effect [62].

We will focus in this chapter on the tensor perturbations of the metric and only

briefly comment on the inclusion of the inflaton field in the final section. In gen-

eral, field perturbations are characterized by their spectrum which is derived from the

momentum space representation of the propagator. The derivation of the graviton

spectrum requires an expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert action to quadratic order and

an isolation of the physical degrees of freedom. Metric perturbations contain only two

physical degrees of freedom, namely, the two polarization states of the tensor modes.

In the following chapter we will see that in slow-roll inflation the graviton spectrum

is suppressed as compared to the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations. This

justifies the procedure of neglecting the tensor modes when computing corrections to

the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations from a small black hole.

4.2 Metric perturbations of a general background

The basic assumption of cosmological perturbation theory is that we can split the

matter fields and the metric into a background field and dynamical field fluctuations.

The latter are considered to be small and their field equations can be linearized. We

start with the metric perturbations but we will make a few comments about a minimally

coupled scalar field later. In order to separate physical and gauge degrees of freedom

we first derive the quadratic action for the metric perturbations by expanding the

Einstein-Hilbert action around a fixed background. The metric can thus be written as

ĝµν = gµν + hµν , (4.1)

where ĝµν denotes the full metric, the background metric is gµν and the perturbation is

hµν . Quantities with a hat will always be computed using ĝµν and all other quantities

using gµν . In D space-time dimensions the Einstein-Hilbert action with a cosmological

term is given by

S[ĝµν ] =
1

16πG

∫
dDx

√
−ĝ
(
R̂− (D − 2)Λ

)
. (4.2)

Later we will set D = 4 but we keep the space-time dimension general for the mo-

ment since this does not complicate the calculations and the formulas can be used for

dimensional regularization if necessary.

Let us now expand the metric determinant
√
−ĝ and the Ricci tensor R̂µν in the

fluctuations. From ĝµν ĝ
να = δα

µ we find that

ĝµν = gµν − hµν + hµ
αh

αν +O(h3) , (4.3)
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where the cubic orders are dropped here and henceforth. All indices are lowered and

raised with the background metric. For short, we denote the trace by h ≡ gµνhµν .

Using the expression (4.3) we find that the expansion of the metric determinant is

given by √
−ĝ =

√
−g
(

1 +
1

2
h+

1

8
h2 − 1

4
hµνh

µν

)
+O(h3) (4.4)

and the Ricci tensor is

R̂βδ = Rβδ +R
(1)
βδ +R

(2)
βδ +O(h3) , (4.5)

with

R
(1)
βδ = ∇α∇(βhδ)α −

1

2
∇δ∇βh−

1

2
�hβδ, (4.6)

R
(2)
βδ =

1

2

[
hαµ (∇δ∇βhαµ +∇µ∇αhβδ −∇α∇δhµβ −∇α∇βhµδ) (4.7)

+
1

2
∇βhαµ∇δh

αµ +∇µh α
δ (∇µhαβ −∇αhµβ)

−
(
∇αh

µα − 1

2
∇µh

)
(∇δhµβ +∇βhµδ −∇µhβδ)

]
.

The covariant d’Alembertian is defined as � = gµν∇µ∇ν and we have introduced the

symmetrization T(µν) = 1
2
(Tµν + Tνµ). Hence, we obtain the following expansion of the

action

S = S(0) + S(1) + S(2) +O(h3) (4.8)

=
1

16πG

{∫
dDx
√
−g
[
R− (D − 2)Λ

]
+

∫
dDx
√
−g
[
R(1) − hβδRβδ +

1

2
h
(
R− (D − 2)Λ

)]
+

∫
dDx
√
−g
[
R(2) − hβδR

(1)
βδ + hβ

αh
αδRβδ +

1

2
h
(
R(1) − hβδRβδ

)
+
(1

8
h2 − 1

4
hµνh

µν
)(
R− (D − 2)Λ

)]
+O(h3)

}
.

Note that

R(1) ≡ gµνR(1)
µν = ∇α

(
∇βhαβ −∇αh

)
(4.9)

contributes only a boundary term to S(1). Such boundary terms can be neglected if the

field falls off sufficiently fast at infinity. In particular, we will assume that the metric

perturbation is irrelevant at the boundary. As usual, the linear order of the action is

proportional to the equations of motion,

S(1) = − 1

16πG

∫
dDx
√
−g (EE)µν hµν , (4.10)
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with

(EE)µν = Rµν − 1

2
gµν
(
R− (D − 2)Λ

)
(4.11)

that vanishes if the background metric solves Einstein’s equations for vacuum but in

presence of a cosmological constant. In this case, the field equations can be simplified

to

Rµν = Λgµν . (4.12)

In order to achieve a simple form of the quadratic action, we introduce the trace

reversed graviton h̃µν = hµν − 1
2
gµνh and find the final expression

S(2) =
1

16πG

∫
dDx
√
−g
[1
4
h̃µν (gαµgβν� + 2Rαµβν)h

αβ +
1

2
(∇µh̃

µα)(∇ν h̃να)

+
1

2
hµαh̃

α
ν (EE)µν

]
. (4.13)

4.3 Perturbations of a FLRW background

For the purpose of application to cosmology we now specialize to the case that the

metric around which we are perturbing is the Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker

(FLRW) metric. The FLRW model describes a homogeneous universe which can ex-

pand/contract in cosmological time t with a scale factor a(t). Homogeneity implies

that the spatial curvature is constant. In fact, observations have shown that the spa-

tial curvature is very close to zero. Therefore, we will only consider the case of a

spatially flat universe with the line element

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)d~x2 . (4.14)

The matter content of the universe is described by the stress-energy tensor of a perfect

fluid which is given by

T µν = (p+ ρ)uµuν + pgµν (4.15)

with the energy density ρ, the pressure p and the four-velocity of the fluid uµ. The

equation of state parameter w relates the fluid density to its pressure,

p = wρ . (4.16)

During inflation the universe is dominated by the energy density of the inflaton field.

This implies that roughly w = −1. Non-relativistic matter (pressureless dust) and

radiation domination are characterized by w = 0 and w = 1/3, respectively.

There are two important quantities that determine the evolution of the universe,

the Hubble rate

H(t) =
ȧ

a
(4.17)
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and the deceleration parameter

ε(t) = − Ḣ

H2
. (4.18)

Quantities with a dot are differentiated with respect to t. From Einstein’s equations

in D = 4 it follows that the Hubble rate and the deceleration parameter are related in

a simple way to the energy density and pressure

H2 =
8πG

3
ρ+

Λ

3
(4.19)

(1− ε)H2 = −4πG

3
(ρ+ 3p) +

Λ

3
. (4.20)

These are called the Friedmann equations which play a central role in cosmology.

Let us now proceed to the derivation of the equation of motion for metric per-

turbations on a FLRW background. For this we first show how the quadratic action

decomposes into a scalar, a vector and a tensor sector for the case that no matter fields

are present. To start, note that the metric and the curvature tensors of the FLRW

geometry assume a particularly simple form if we introduce the conformal time η by

setting dt = adη. We can thus write the line element as

ds2 = a2(η)
(
−dη2 + d~x2

)
, (4.21)

so the metric is given by gµν = a2(η)ηµν with the Minkowski metric ηµν . For con-

venience, let us redefine the metric perturbation by setting ĝµν = a2(η) (ηµν + ψµν),

hence

hµν = a2ψµν , ψ = gµνψµν , ψ̃µν = ψµν −
1

2
gµνψ . (4.22)

Neglecting boundary terms, we find that the resulting action in terms of ψµν is

S(2) =
1

16πG

∫
dDxaD+4

[
1

4
ψµν

(
∂α∂α − (D − 2)

a′

a3
∂0

)
ψµν (4.23)

− 1

4
ψ

(
∂α∂α − (D − 2)

a′

a3
∂0 + 4

(
a′

a2

)2
)
ψ − 1

2
(D − 2)(D − 1)

(
a′

a2

)2

ψ0νψ
0ν

+
1

2
(D − 2)

(
(4−D)

(
a′

a2

)2

− 3

2

a′′

a3

)
ψψ0

0 +
1

2
(D − 4)

a′

a
ψ0α∂νψνα

− 1

2
ψαλ∂λ∂

νψνα − (D − 1)
a′

a3
ψ∂αψ0α +

1

2
ψ∂α∂νψνα

]
.

A prime denotes a derivative with respect to η. Next, we split the metric perturbation

ψµν into scalar, vector and tensor degrees of freedom. The result is the following

decomposition,

ψ00, ψ̃ = δijψij, ψ0i = Fi + ∂iB, (4.24)

ψij =
δij

D − 1
ψ̃ +

(
∂i∂j −

δij
D − 1

∇2

)
S + ∂(iWj) + ψTT

ij .
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Thereby, the ten degrees of freedom of the symmetric tensor field ψµν become four

scalars ψ00, ψ̃, S and B, two transverse vectors Fi and Wi and a transverse traceless

tensor ψTT
ij . There are two degrees of freedom (polarizations) in each transverse vec-

tor and two in the transverse traceless tensor. Plugging this decomposition into the

action (4.23) yields the action for the scalar modes

SS =
1

16πG

∫
dDx aD−2

[
− 1

4
(D − 2)(D − 1)

a′2

a2
ψ2

00 (4.25)

+
1

2
(D − 2)

(
2
a′2

a2
− a′′

a

)
(∂iB)2 +

1

4

D − 2

D − 1
ψ̃

(
−
←−
∂0

−→
∂0 −

D − 3

D − 1
∇2

)
ψ̃

+
1

4

D − 2

D − 1
∇2S

(
←−
∂0

−→
∂0 −

D − 3

D − 1
∇2

)
∇2S − 1

2

D − 2

D − 1
ψ00∇4S

+
1

2
(D − 2)ψ̃

(
a′

a
∂0 +

1

D − 1
∇2 + (D − 4)

a′2

a2
+

3

2

a′′

a

)
ψ00 + (D − 2)

a′

a
ψ00∇2B

− D − 2

D − 1
∇2B∂0∇2S +

D − 2

D − 1
∇2B∂0ψ̃ +

1

2

(D − 2)(D − 3)

(D − 1)2
ψ̃∇4S

]
,

the action for the vector modes

SV =
1

16πG

∫
dDx aD−2

[
1

2
Fi

(
−∇2 + (D − 2)

[
2
a′2

a2
− a′′

a

])
Fi (4.26)

+
1

8
∂0(∂jWi)∂0(∂jWi) +

1

2
Fi∇2(∂0Wi)

]

and, finally, the action for the tensor modes

ST =
1

16πG

∫
dDx aD−2

[
1

4
ψTT

ij

(
∂2 − (D − 2)

a′

a
∂0

)
ψTT

ij

]
, (4.27)

with ∂2 = ηµν∂µ∂ν . This result is very powerful since it tells us that the different

modes decouple and evolve independently. In particular, we can completely disregard

the scalar and vector sectors when computing the power spectrum for the graviton in

section 4.5.

Defining the momenta that are canonically conjugate to the scalars1,

π̃ =
δSS

δ∂0ψ̃
, π00 =

δSS

δ∂0ψ00

, πS =
δSS

δ∂0S
, πB =

δSS

δ∂0B
, (4.28)

and the momenta canonically conjugate to the vectors,

πF
i =

δSV

δ∂0Fi

, πW
i =

δSV

δ∂0Wi

, (4.29)

1In order to compute the momenta, one has to eliminate all second time derivatives by integration
by parts.
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one can show that they all can be expressed in terms of the fields without time deriva-

tives acting on them. In this sense, there are no physical degrees of freedom in the

scalar and vector sectors. On the other hand, we can derive the equation of motion for

the dynamical tensor modes by varying the tensor action,

δST

δψTT
ij

=
1

32πG
aD−2

[
∂2 − (D − 2)

a′

a
∂0

]
ψTT

ij = 0 . (4.30)

As we will see later, it is important for the derivation of the correct amplitude of

the graviton spectrum to keep track of the factor 1/(16πG) that multiplies the tensor

action.

4.4 Gauge invariant fields on a FLRW background

The presence of constraints in the phase space of the ten field degrees of freedom

in ψµν and their conjugate momenta reflects the gauge symmetry of the Einstein-

Hilbert action which is invariant under the action of diffeomorphisms. In order to

make a connection to measurable quantities, one has to find the gauge invariant fields.

For this we determine how the metric perturbation hµν transforms under infinitesimal

diffeomorphisms given by xµ → xµ + ξµ,

hµν → hµν − 2∇(µξν) = hµν − 2∂(µξν) + 2
a′

a

(
ξµδ

0
ν + ξνδ

0
µ + ξ0ηµν

)
. (4.31)

The transformation rules for the scalar, vector and tensor fields are found by performing

a decomposition of the vector ξµ that generates the gauge transformation. Let us write

ξµ = (ξ0, ξi) and ξi = ξi
T + ∂iξ, ∂iξ

i
T = 0. The scalar fields thus transform as

ψ00 → ψ00 + 2

(
∂0 +

a′

a

)
ξ0, ψ̃ → ψ̃ − 2

(
∇2ξ + (D − 1)

a′

a
ξ0

)
, (4.32)

B → B − ∂0ξ + ξ0, S → S − 2ξ ,

while the vectors transform as

Fi → Fi − ∂0ξ
i
T , Wi → Wi − 2ξi

T . (4.33)

The tensor modes are found to be gauge invariant. It is now a simple task to construct

two gauge invariant scalars, Φ and Ψ, and a gauge invariant vector Vi,

2Φ = ψ00 +

(
∂0 +

a′

a

)
(∂0S − 2B) , (4.34)

2(D − 1)Ψ = ψ̃ −∇2S + (D − 1)
a′

a
(2B − ∂0S) ,

Vi = ∂0Wi − 2Fi ,

where Φ and Ψ are the Bardeen potentials.
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4.5 The power spectrum of gravitons

So far, we have determined the equation of motion for the graviton and established its

gauge invariance. Let us now proceed to the quantization of the tensor modes. This

will allow us to derive the graviton spectrum that is obtained from the momentum

space representation of the graviton propagator. We take the background to be de

Sitter space in D = 4 although it would be more realistic to consider quasi-de Sitter

space which has a small but non-zero deceleration parameter ε and describes power

law inflation.

We canonically quantize the tensor modes by first defining the conjugate momentum

of the tensor perturbation as

πTT
ij =

δST

δ∂0ψTT
ij

=
aD−2

32πG
∂0ψ

TT
ij . (4.35)

Since ψTT
ij is transverse and traceless, so is πTT

ij and the equal-time Poisson brackets

have to be consistent with this property. In addition, the symmetry of the indices has

to be respected by the Poisson brackets. We thus make the following ansatz

{ψTT
ij (~x, η), πTT

kl (~y, η)} = (4.36)

1

2
(δikδjl + δilδjk − αδijδkl) δ

D−1(~x− ~y)

+
1

2
[ω (δik∂j∂l + δil∂j∂k + δjl∂i∂k + δjk∂i∂l) + β (δij∂k∂l + δkl∂i∂j)] ∆0(~x, ~y)

+ γ

∫
dD−1~z

[
∂z

i ∂
z
j ∆0(~x− ~z)

]
[∂z

k∂
z
l ∆0(~y − ~z)] ,

where ∆0 is a Green’s function for the Poisson equation, ∇2∆0(~x, ~y) = δD−1(~x − ~y).
The coefficients α, β, ω and γ are determined from

{ψTT
ii (~x, η), πTT

kl (~y, η)} = 0 (4.37)

{∂x
i ψ

TT
ij (~x, η), πTT

kl (~y, η)} = 0 ,

which yields α = β = 2
D−2

, ω = −1 and γ = (D − 3)/(D − 2). It follows from (4.36)

that the canonical equal time commutation relations are given by

[ψTT
ij (~x, η), πTT

kl (~y, η)] =
i

2

(
PikPjl + PilPjk −

2

D − 2
PijPkl

)
δD−1 (~x− ~y) , (4.38)

with the transverse projector Pij = δij−∂i∂j/∇2. In order to determine the propagator,

we still have to find the mode functions. For this we first redefine the field as χij =

a(D−2)/2ψTT
ij to eliminate the single time derivative from the equation of motion (4.30).

The result is [
∂2 +

D − 2

2

(
a′′

a
+
D − 4

2

a′2

a2

)]
χij(~x, η) = 0. (4.39)
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Next, we perform a Fourier transformation which makes it easier to solve for the mode

functions. The quantum field χij can be expanded as

χij(~x, η) =
2

MP

∑
α=+,×

∫
dD−1~k

(2π)D−1
εαij(k)

[
χ(k, η)aα(~k)ei~k·~x + χ∗(k, η)a†α(~k)e−i~k·~x

]
,

(4.40)

where aα(~k) and a†α(~k) are the annihilation and creation operators for gravitons with

polarization state α and obey the usual commutation relations

[aα(~k), a†β(~k′)] = (2π)D−1δαβδ
D−1(~k − ~k′) . (4.41)

We have denoted the polarization tensor by εαij. It obeys the following summation rules,

εαijε
β
ij = δαβ,

∑
α

εαij(
~k)εαkl(

~k) =
1

2

(
PikPjl + PilPjk −

2

D − 2
PijPkl

)
, (4.42)

where the momentum space representation of the transverse projector is Pij = δij −
kikj/k

2. Specializing now to de Sitter space in D = 4, we find from the Fourier

decomposition (4.40) and from (4.39) that the mode function χ(k, η) satisfies[
∂2

η + ~k2 − 2

η2

]
χ(k, η) = 0 . (4.43)

We have used here that the scale factor is given by a(η) = −1/(Hη) for de Sitter space.

The solutions to this equation are given by

χ(k, η) = Nk

(
1− i

kη

)
e−ikη (4.44)

and its complex conjugate χ∗(k, η). The normalization factor Nk can be found from

the commutation relations (4.38) which yield

W [χ, χ∗] = χ∂ηχ
∗ − χ∗∂ηχ = i (4.45)

for the Wronskian of the system of solutions of (4.43). Plugging the solutions χ(k, η)

and χ∗(k, η) into this relation it follows that Nk = 1/
√

2k.

Let us now move on to the derivation of the spectrum of gravitons on the de Sitter

background by computing the two point correlation function. Recall that in D = 4 we

have hij = a2ψij = aχij. From equations (4.40), (4.41) and (4.42) we find that

〈Ω|hij(~x, η)hkl(~y, η)|Ω〉 (4.46)

=
4a2

M2
P

∫
d3~k

(2π)3

1

2

(∑
α

εαij(
~k)εαkl(

~k)

)
|χ(~k, η)|2ei~k·(~x−~y)

=
1

2

∫
dk

k
Pg(k, η)

sin(kr)

kr

1

2
(PikPjl + PilPjk − PijPkl) ,
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where the vacuum state |Ω〉 is the Bunch-Davies vacuum [61] which is annihilated by

all aα(~k). From (4.44) we see that the Bunch-Davies vacuum reduces to the Minkowski

or conformal vacuum in the infinite past (η → −∞) and in the UV limit k → ∞.

Note that we defined the graviton power spectrum in the last expression together with

a factor 1/2 which accounts for the two polarizations of the graviton. Hence, the

spectrum is given by

Pg(k, η) =
4k3a2

π2

|χα(k, η)|2

M2
P

=
2H2

π2M2
P

(
1 +

k2

(aH)2

)
. (4.47)

The first part dominates in the infrared limit k → 0 (super-Hubble scale) and is

physically interpreted as graviton production in de Sitter space. On the other hand,

the spectrum reduces to the case of the conformal vacuum in the UV limit.

4.6 Including a minimally coupled scalar field

So far we have only considered gravitational degrees of freedom. Modelling the early

universe, however, involves a scalar field whose potential energy drives inflation. A

scalar field Φ, the inflaton, is minimally coupled to gravity by adding the matter action

SM =

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
−1

2
(∂µΦ) (∂µΦ)− V (Φ)

)
(4.48)

to the Einstein-Hilbert action (4.2). By varying this action with respect to the metric

we obtain the stress-energy tensor,

Tµν = − 2√
−g

δSM

δgµν
= (∂µΦ) (∂νΦ)− gµν

(
1

2
(∂αΦ) (∂αΦ) + V (Φ)

)
. (4.49)

In the case of homogeneous cosmology with metric (4.14) the field Φ can only be a

function of time t. Then, from (4.15), we find that the energy density is ρ = −T 0
0 =

1
2
Φ̇2 + V (Φ) and the pressure is p = T x

x = T y
y = T z

z = 1
2
Φ̇2 − V (Φ). Using the

conservation of stress-energy ∇µTµν = 0 we obtain the equation of motion for Φ,

Φ̈ + 3HΦ̇ +
dV

dΦ
= 0 . (4.50)

Note that slow-roll inflation implies that Φ̈ can be neglected and that the kinetic

energy of the inflaton is small compared to its potential energy, Φ̇ � V (Φ). From

the Friedmann equation (4.19) it follows that the Hubble rate in slow-roll inflation is

nearly constant and given by

H2 =
8πG

3
ρ =

8πG

3
V (Φ) . (4.51)
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For the slow-roll parameter ε = −Ḣ/H2 we find

ε ≈ 1

16πGV 2

(
dV

dΦ

)2

. (4.52)

Thus, making the adiabatic approximation by neglecting slowly varying quantities is

equivalent to the requirement of a flat potential for the inflaton.

When studying cosmological perturbation one should take into account that the

universe’s expansion is not exactly exponential, or equivalently, that the slow-roll pa-

rameter is not exactly zero. In geometrical terms this means that the background is

not de Sitter space but quasi-de Sitter space. A rigorous study of cosmological pertur-

bations in slow-roll inflation was presented in [54] and more recently, using the path

integral formalism, in [97].
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Chapter 5

Curvature perturbations from

primordial black holes

5.1 Inhomogeneous cosmology

Precision measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) have shown that

the universe is isotropic to a very high degree. Indeed, the CMB radiation is an almost

perfect black body [7] with a temperature of T0 = 2.725 ± 0.001 K [98], and tiny

temperature fluctuations superimposed with an amplitude of the order 10−5T0 [99].

The exception is the dipole, which is at the level of 10−3T0, and can be explained by

our motion with respect to the CMB rest frame. The assumption that measurements at

any position in the universe would lead to the same result (the ‘cosmological principle’)

implies that the universe is also homogeneous. Observations of the matter distribution

in the universe show that it is homogeneous on scales of the order of 100 Mpc and thus

support this assumption [100, 101].

On the other hand, certain anomalies (deviations from the ΛCDM model) have been

found in the CMB data whose origin is presently not clear. Some of these anomalies

are [102, 103]: anomalously small quadrupole and octupole moments, the north-south

asymmetry, the peculiar alignment of the quadrupole and octupole [104], the curi-

ous lack of power in the temperature angular correlation function on large angular

scales [102], etc. Different authors disagree, however, in what constitutes significant

deviation from homogeneity and isotropy. For example, Bennett et al. [102] tend to

tune down the statistical significance of these anomalies, and argue that they are the

result of a posteriori selection. They also argue that, in the absence of a deep theoret-

ical justification, which would make further tests possible, these anomalies will most

likely remain curiosities. In addition to the CMB anomalies, there are also anomalies

in the large scale structure of the universe. For example, observational evidence was re-

ported that there are large scale (dark) flows of galactic clusters [105] which cannot be

49
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explained by homogeneous, adiabatic, Gaussian, cosmological perturbations generated

during inflation. Moreover, some authors [106, 107, 108, 109] offer an alternative to

dark energy by considering the earth to be located near the center of a large void1 [109],

or by considering a randomly distributed collection of voids in the universe (the Swiss

cheese universe) [111, 112].

The question that is posed in this chapter is whether some of these anomalies could

be due to the presence of small black holes in the inflationary universe. While answer-

ing this question rigorously is hard, here a first step is made in addressing it. Namely,

in order to model cosmological perturbations, we consider quantum fluctuations of a

massless (or light) scalar field minimally coupled to gravity in Schwarzschild-de Sitter

(SdS) space, and calculate the corresponding spectrum. Using the Sasaki-Mukhanov

gauge invariant potential in zero curvature gauge, the spectrum of scalar cosmological

perturbations is estimated. We make the assumption that the gauge invariant treat-

ment also applies to the inhomogeneous cosmology at hand. However, this approach

should be tested by a rigorous study of cosmological perturbations in inhomogeneous

settings. Based on the analysis of the previous chapter, it is argued that the tensor per-

turbations can be ignored, since we expect that, just as in homogeneous cosmologies,

their amplitude will be suppressed when compared to that of scalar perturbations.

It is an important question how to relate the results presented in this chapter for

the correction to the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations for a primordial

black hole to the CMB observables. An interesting study in this direction is Ref. [113],

where the authors investigate how different types of violation of homogeneity and

isotropy would affect the temperature fluctuations in the CMB. Based on symmetry

considerations, the authors consider in particular how a point-like defect (particle), a

line-like defect (cosmic string) or a plane-like defect (domain wall) would modify the

observed temperature anisotropies. By symmetry a small black hole is closest to a

point-like object, yet its event horizon makes it a more complex object to study.2

The main theoretical motivation for studying spectral inhomogeneities generated

by a stationary black hole in inflation is that they yield results which can be tested

against observations. In fact, the resulting spectrum can be viewed as a six parameter

template. A good analogue are the gravitational wave templates provided by black hole

binary systems. To illustrate more precisely what we mean, recall that homogeneous

inflation produces a (power law) spectrum which, as a function of spatial momentum

k, can be viewed as a two-parameter template, the parameters being the spectral

amplitude (∆R) and its slope (ns − 1), which have been by now tightly constrained

1It should be pointed out, however, that constraints on voids have been established recently in [110].
2A further complication lies in the fact that a black hole could rotate and/or move with respect

to the inflaton’s rest frame. The latter could in principle be related to the claimed large scale dark
flows [105].
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by CMB measurements [114]. When viewed as a template, the SdS spectrum contains

four additional parameters. These constitute the black hole position ~y with respect

to us and its mass M during inflation3, which we parametrize by µ = (GMH0/2)1/3.

Here H0 denotes the de Sitter Hubble parameter, and G is Newton’s constant.4 In

the light of the upcoming CMB observatories, such as the Planck satellite, and ever

increasing large scale galactic redshift surveys, the hypothesis of black holes in inflation

can presumably be tested.

5.2 Inflaton field on Schwarzschild-de Sitter space

5.2.1 Background metric and equation of motion

A primordial black hole breaks the translational invariance of the background but does

preserve rotational symmetry. The space-time metric of a black hole in an asymptot-

ically homogeneous universe is the Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS) solution, giving rise

to a line element which is usually written in static coordinates as

ds2 = −f(r̃)dt2 +
dr̃2

f(r̃)
+ r̃2dΩ2 , (5.1)

with 5 f(r̃) = 1 − 2GM/r̃ − Λr̃2/3. In these coordinates the three symmetries of the

SdS space are manifest: the time translation invariance and the two spatial rotations.

Using these coordinates, quantum fluctuations of a scalar field on the Schwarzschild

background have been studied in Ref. [115, 116, 117]. It was found that the radial

mode functions of a massless scalar field can be expressed in terms of Heun’s functions.

But the presence of a cosmological horizon complicates the analysis and the SdS case

has only been investigated for an extremal black hole [118]. The reason for this is the

difficult singularity structure of the d’Alembertian for (5.1).

For applications to cosmology, another form of the metric is more useful. In Ap-

pendix A we show by explicit coordinate transformations that the metric takes the

form 6

ds2 = a2(η)

{
− dη2 +

(
1 +

µ3η3

r3

)4/3
[(

1− µ3η3/r3

1 + µ3η3/r3

)2

dr2 + r2dΩ2

]}
, (5.2)

3Of course, the black hole has by now evaporated.
4If, in addition, the black hole is moving, three additional parameters are needed to specify its

velocity; if it is rotating, three additional parameters are needed to specify its angular momentum; if
it is charged, one more parameter is needed. Regarding the results presented in Ref. [105], it would
be of particular interest to study the spectrum of a (slowly) moving black hole.

5In contrast to the previous chapters, Newton’s constant G = 6.674× 10−11 m3kg−1s−2 is not set
to one.

6A similar form of the metric can be found in [119]. However, it has the disadvantage of being
degenerate at the black hole horizon.
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Figure 5.1: This plot shows the Carter-Penrose diagram of Schwarzschild-de Sitter space. It is an
infinite sequence of black hole regions (IIbh), white hole regions (IIIwh), static regions (I and IV)
and cosmological regions (IIc and IIIc). The coordinates we use reach the black hole singularity as
well as the cosmological regions. We show schematically some r = const. lines (grey). In contrast to
r̃ = const. lines, they are timelike everywhere, cross the black hole horizon and eventually reach the
singularity. Arrows indicate the flow in conformal time η. Asymptotic future is given by η → 0 and
corresponds to the boundary r̃ =∞ in the diagram.

with µ = (GMH0/2)1/3 and the scale factor a which is a simple function of the con-

formal time η, a(η) = −1/(H0η) (η < 0). Notice that the metric (5.2) exhibits a

black hole singularity at a finite radius, r0 = −µη (see also Eq. (7.10)), such that in

this metric r0 < r < ∞ covers one half of SdS space. The Carter-Penrose diagram is

plotted in Fig. 5.1 (see also [120]) which also shows (schematically) how the interior

of the black hole is covered by our coordinates. The Hubble rate H0 is related to the

potential energy of the inflaton through the Friedmann equation, H2
0 = V (φ0)/(3M

2
P ),

with the reduced Planck mass MP = (8πG)−1/2 = 2.4 × 1018 GeV. Here we assume

that the inflaton potential energy V (φ0) is constant, such that it can be related to the

effective cosmological constant as Λ = V (φ0)/M
2
P .

The equation of motion for the massless inflaton field φ is the Klein-Gordon equation,

�φ(x) = 0, (5.3)

where the d’Alembertian � acting on a scalar field is given by

�φ(x) = gµν∇µ∇νφ(x) =
1√
−g

∂µ

√
−ggµν∂νφ(x). (5.4)

One easily finds from the determinant g of the metric tensor,

√
−g = a4r2 sin θ

(
1− µ6η6

r6

)
, (5.5)
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and hence

�φ(x) =
1

a2

[
− 1

a2
(
1− µ6η6

r6

)∂ηa
2

(
1− µ6η6

r6

)
∂η (5.6)

+
1

r2
(
1− µ6η6

r6

)∂rr
2

(
1 + µ3η3

r3

)2/3 (
1− µ6η6

r6

)
(
1− µ3η3

r3

)2 ∂r +
1

r2
(
1 + µ3η3

r3

)4/3
∇2

S2

]
φ(x),

where ∇2
S2 is the Laplacian on the 2-dimensional sphere,

∇2
S2 =

1

sin(θ)

∂

∂θ
sin(θ)

∂

∂θ
+

1

sin2(θ)

∂2

∂φ2
.

Because the CMB is highly isotropic, translation invariance in the early universe can

be only weakly broken [102, 103]. Hence µ � 1 and we can expand the metric in the

parameter µ to first non-trivial order. The result is:

ds2 = a2

{
− dη2 +

(
1− 8µ3η3

3r3

)
dr2 +

(
1 +

4µ3η3

3r3

)
r2dΩ2

}
+O

(
µ6
)

(5.7)

√
−g = a4r2 sin θ +O

(
µ6
)

; � = �dS + δ� +O
(
µ6
)
.

The differential operator �dS is the d’Alembertian on de Sitter space,

�dS =
1

a2

(
− 1

a2
∂ηa

2∂η +∇2

)
=

1

a2

(
−1

a
∂2

ηa+∇2 +
a′′

a

)
, (5.8)

and

δ� =
4µ3η3

3r3

(
2r

a2
∂r

1

r
∂r −

1

a2r2
∇2

S2

)
= −4µ3H2

0η
5

3r3

(
∇2 − 3∂2

r

)
, (5.9)

with a′ = da/dη and ∇2 = ∂i∂i is the Cartesian Laplace operator in 3 dimensions.

5.2.2 An estimate of the perturbation parameter µ

The metric (5.2) contains the perturbation parameter µ = (GMH0/2)1/3 as a constant.

A more realistic point of view, however, is that a black hole of mass M decays due

to an evaporation process and H0 is a time-dependent expansion rate of the universe.

Assuming a slow-roll inflationary scenario, i.e. small deceleration parameter

ε = − Ḣ

H2
� 1 , (5.10)

we can neglect the time-dependence of H0 in the following discussion. Further com-

ments on this approximation are made in section 5.4. For the rate of change of M

we make the following estimate. The evaporation time of a black hole is known to

be [63, 121]

T =
30720π

g∗
G2M3 , (5.11)
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Figure 5.2: The dependence of µ on the number of e-foldings N is displayed here for different values
µ0 at the start of inflation. The red curve (second from below) corresponds to µcrit ≈ 0.027, the black
hole evaporates after 60 e-foldings in this case. Below this critical value black holes evaporate before
the end of inflation, black (lowest) curve. Above µcrit primordial black holes survive inflation. Their
mass is seen to be constant to a very good approximation (blue, purple and brown curve).

where g∗ ∼ 102 − 103 is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom at the energy

scale ∼ 1/(GM). The correction to the evaporation time (5.11) due to the Hubble

horizon is negligible as long as µ � 1 [121]. Assuming that the evaporation process

takes longer than N = 60 e-foldings we get,

µ > µcrit =

(
1

2

(NGH2
0g∗

30720π

)1/3
)1/3

' 0.027 , (5.12)

where we took GH2
0 ' 10−12 and g∗ ' 102. In summary, for primordial black holes with

a mass parameter 0.027 . µ� 1 we expect the SdS background to be a good realization

of the inhomogeneous inflationary scenario. The constancy of µ is demonstrated in

Fig. 5.2.

5.3 Formation probability for black holes

To assess the physical relevance of primordial black holes we first have to estimate

the probability for their formation. For this we consider a pre-inflationary period

dominated by heavy non-relativistic particles with a mass m smaller than the Planck

mass mp = G−1/2 = 1.2× 1019 GeV and Hubble rate H∗ < mp (here and henceforth an

index ∗ refers to quantities evaluated at the initial time t∗). On not too small scales the

matter distribution is well described by the local mass density ρ(~x, t) = ρ0(t)(1+δ(~x, t)).

For the formation of a black hole we are interested in the growth of density fluctuations

inside of a bounded region. Due to the universe’s expansion it is natural to consider

the number of particles N(R, t) in a ball with comoving radius R and comoving volume

VR at time t. The initial statistical fluctuations for the particle number are assumed to

be Gaussian, δN(R, t) ∼
√
N(R, t) with variance σ(R, t) = 〈δN(R, t)2〉 = 〈N(R, t)〉.
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The mass density in the ball is linearly related to the local density,

ρ(R, t) =
1

VR

∫
‖~x‖<R

d3~x ρ(~x, t) , (5.13)

which can also be written as ρ(R, t) = mN(R, t)/VR. Fluctuations in the particle

number are thereby easily translated into density fluctuations.

Black holes can potentially form from gravitational interaction due to gravitational

attraction of such fluctuations [63]. To study their evolution we consider the classical

equation of motion for δ(~x, t) = δρ(~x, t)/ρ0(t) [122]:

δ̈ + 2Hδ̇ − c2s
(
∇
a

)2

δ − 4πGρ0(1 + w)(1 + 3w)δ = 0 , (5.14)

with the speed of sound c2s = ∂p0/∂ρ0 = w, where p0 is the background fluid pres-

sure. We take the equation of state parameter w = p0/ρ0 to be constant. When the

gravitational term dominates in the above equation the density perturbation becomes

unstable. The critical scale for the perturbation is given by the Jeans momentum(
k

a

)
J

=

√
4πGρ0(1 + w)(1 + 3w)

cs
, (5.15)

which determines when thermal pressure is in balance with the gravitational force. The

Jeans length λJ = 2π/(k/a)J reaches the Hubble radius RH = 1/H if w ≈ 1/3 but for

w ≈ 0 the Jeans length is very small compared to RH and small black holes can form.

We can solve Eq. (5.14) for k/a � (k/a)J (super-Jeans scale) by making the ansatz

δ ∝ tα and we find that

δ(k, t) = δ∗(k)

(
t

t∗

) 2(1+3w)
3(1+w)

+ δ∗(k)

(
t

t∗

)−1

. (5.16)

We shall neglect the second mode which is always decaying. The first mode is growing

in decelerating space-times (w > −1/3), whereas in accelerating space-times (−1 ≤
w ≤ −1/3) it also decays. The amplification actually increases with increasing w

but, as mentioned before, we are only interested in the case w ≈ 0 since in this case

λJ/a� RH , which also has to be satisfied for the growing solution. The initial density

perturbation is given by

δ∗(k) ≡
δρ∗(k)

ρ∗(k)
' δN∗(k)

N∗(k)
∼ 1√

N∗(k)
. (5.17)

Clearly, we have to look at large fluctuations away from the mean value 〈N〉 to find a

significant probability of black hole formation. It is convenient to translate momentum

space fluctuations δρ(k, t) to fluctuations in a ball of comoving radius R by writing

δN(R, t)

〈N(R, t)〉
=
δρ(R, t)

ρ0(t)
=

∫ ∞

0

dk
δρ(k, t)

ρ0(t)
W (kR) , (5.18)
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with δρ(k, t) = 〈δρ(~k, t)〉θ,φ being the angle averaged momentum space mass density

and

W (kR) =
2

π

sin(kR)− kR cos(kR)

kR
(5.19)

the window function for spherically distributed matter in a ball of radius R. From

relation (5.18) we conclude that δN(R, t)/〈N(R, t)〉 grows precisely as the momentum

space fluctuations (5.16),

δN(R, t)

〈N(R, t)〉
=

δN∗(R∗)

〈N∗(R∗)〉

(
H∗

H

) 2(1+3w)
3(1+w)

. (5.20)

Next, note that

〈N(R, t)〉 =
m2

pH
2R3

2m
, (5.21)

which follows from the Friedmann equation, H2 = (8π/3)ρ0(t)/m
2
p and from

ρ0(t) =
3

4π

〈N(R, t)〉m
R3

.

Now, from Eq. (5.17) and (5.21), we can write,

σ∗(R∗) = 〈δN∗(R∗)
2〉 = 〈N∗(R∗)〉 =

m2
pH

2
∗R

3
∗

2m
(5.22)

and hence

σ(R, t) ≡ 〈δN2(R, t)〉 =
〈N(R, t)〉2

〈N∗(R∗)〉

(
H∗

H

) 4(1+3w)
3(1+w)

=
m2

pH
4R6

2mH2
∗R

3
∗

(
H∗

H

) 4(1+3w)
3(1+w)

. (5.23)

The physical radius of the ball we consider is given by R(t) = R∗(a/a∗) and thus

R(t) = R∗(H∗/H)
2

3(1+w) in (5.23). In a decelerating universe, w > −1/3, the comoving

radius grows slower than the Hubble radius RH , such that, if R∗ < 1/H∗ initially at

t = t∗, it will remain sub-Hubble at later times. This trend reverses during inflation,

in which w < −1/3.

A black hole with Schwarzschild radius RS forms if, due to statistical fluctuations,

the number of particles in VRS
becomes sufficiently large, N(RS, t) > RSm

2
p/(2m).

Using (5.21) and writing N(RS, t) = 〈N(RS, t)〉+ δN(RS, t) one obtains the condition

δN > δNcr =
m2

pRS

2m
− 〈N(RS, t)〉 =

m2
pRS

2m
[1− (HRS)2] . (5.24)

Thus, using that the fluctuations δN are Gaussian distributed,

P (δN) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−δN

2

2σ

)
,

with σ = 〈δN2〉, the probability that a black hole forms is found to be

P
(
δN(RS, t) > δNcr(RS, t)

)
=

∫ ∞

δNcr

d(δN)P (δN) ≈ 1

2
√
π

exp
(
− δN2

cr

2σ(RS ,t)

)
δNcr/

√
2σ

, (5.25)
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where, making use of Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24),

δNcr√
2σ(RS, t)

=
mp

2H∗
√
mR∗

[1− (RH)2] =
mp

2H
√
mR

[1− (RH)2]

(
H

H∗

) 2+3w
3(1+w)

� 1 .

(5.26)

The inequality in (5.26) is needed to correctly evaluate the integral (5.25). Notice

also that, when that inequality is met, the probability for black hole formation is

(exponentially) suppressed. Clearly, the inequality is broken for super-Hubble scales,

for which RH > 1. But at super-Hubble scales we do not expect the analysis to be valid

anyway because of the suppression of statistical fluctuations (see also the comments

further below). For later purposes it is useful to rewrite our result for the probability

of black hole formation (5.25–5.26) as

P (µ,m,H) =
µ3/2

1− 16µ6

√
4mH

πm2
p

(
H∗

H

) 2+3w
3(1+w)

exp

(
−
m2

p(1− 16µ6)2

16mHµ3

(
H

H∗

) 2(2+3w)
3(1+w)

)
,

(5.27)

where we made use of the mass parameter µ = (GMH/2)1/3. Obviously, µ < 4−1/3

must be satisfied in order for a black hole to be sub-Hubble. The question is then

how to convert the probability (5.25) into the number of black holes formed before

inflation and during inflation. The analysis presented above is meant to provide a

rough estimate of the number of sub-Hubble black holes formed before inflation, and

neither takes a proper account of causality, nor of nonlinear dynamics of over-densities.

Staying within this type of reasoning, we propose to interpret (5.27) as an estimate for

the probability that a black hole formed by the beginning of inflation in a comoving

volume VR = (4π/3)R3. The expected number of black holes per Hubble volume

(4π/3)R3
H at the beginning of inflation is then

〈NBH(µ,m,H)〉 ≈ P (µ,m,H)

(RSH)3
=
P (µ,m,H)

64µ9
. (5.28)

If that Hubble volume corresponds to X Hubble volumes today, then there will be

about X〈NBH(µ,m,H)〉 pre-inflationary black holes within our past lightcone. A more

detailed discussion on how to relate the number of black holes (5.28) to the number

of (pre-)inflationary black holes potentially observable today is given in section 5.9.

In Fig. 5.3 we show how the expected number of black holes (5.28) depends on the

black hole mass parameter µ for different values of particle mass m and initial Hubble

rate H∗. We emphasize, however, that in our analysis we make the assumption that

the statistical fluctuations are normally distributed on all scales. This might not be

true, as has been argued for example in [123], where fluctuations of other types are

considered on super-Hubble scales. Causality can limit the size of these statistical

fluctuations. It may be more realistic to assume that on super-Hubble scales surface
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Figure 5.3: In this figure we display the formation probability of black holes per Hubble volume on a
logarithmic scale as a function of the mass parameter µ = (GMH/2)1/3 for particle mass m = 0.3 mp

and initial Hubble parameter H∗ = 0.3 mp (solid curve, red), m = 0.3 mp and H∗ = 0.1 mp (dashed,
blue) and m = 0.01 mp and H∗ = 0.3 mp (dot-dashed, black). The left vertical dashed line indicates
the critical black hole mass µcrit = 0.03 and the right one marks µ = 4−1/3. Black holes with mass
parameter close to µcrit are seen to be Gaussian suppressed, whereas in the intermediate range their
number can be O(1) per Hubble volume at the beginning of inflation.

fluctuations are dominant, δN ∝
√
S ∼ N1/3 and σ ≈ 〈N〉2/3, thus, suppressing the

formation of black holes that are initially super-Hubble. The actual probability for

black hole formation might therefore be smaller in the region µ ∼ 4−1/3 than it is

shown in Fig. 5.3. Moreover, the formation probability depends strongly on the mass

m of the heavy particles, and yet we do not know much about it. Based on our

current understanding of particle physics and gravity, it is reasonable to assume that

m is limited from above by the Planck mass mp. If m � mp, however, the particles

would start behaving relativistically, which would increase the Jeans length and further

suppress, or even prevent, the formation of black holes.

5.4 From scalar fluctuations to scalar cosmological

perturbations

5.4.1 Homogeneous background

Before discussing the effect of inhomogeneities on the scalar spectrum, we review the

treatment of cosmological perturbations on homogeneous backgrounds, such as de-

scribed the conformally flat background metric, gb
µν = a2(η)ηµν , that we considered

already in the previous chapter. The physical situation we have in mind is a slow-roll

inflationary model driven by a homogeneous inflaton field φ0(t), where the Hubble pa-

rameter H(t) is a slowly varying function of time and the de Sitter limit is obtained

when H → H0 = const. Scalar perturbations in this model are induced by the quan-
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tum fluctuations of the inflaton, while tensor perturbations are induced by the quantum

fluctuations of the graviton. We have previously shown that in linearized perturbation

theory the two decouple.

Let us consider again the decomposition of the inflaton Φ and the metric tensor gµν

into the background fields φ0, g
b
µν and the fluctuations φ, hµν ,

Φ(x) = φ0(t) + φ(x) , gµν(x) = gb
µν(t) + a2hµν(x) .

The background fields a and φ0 are classical field configurations, whereas hµν and φ

are dynamical quantum fields. A detailed study shows that (see e.g. [97]) there are

only three physical degrees of freedom, two from the graviton and one from the scalar

field. In homogeneous cosmology these can be expressed in terms of the gauge invariant

tensor hTT
ij and the gauge invariant Sasaki-Mukhanov field (curvature perturbation),

R = ψ − H

φ̇0

φ , (5.29)

where ψ is the scalar gravitational potential defined by the scalar-vector-tensor decom-

position of hij:

hij = 2ψδij − 2∂i∂jE + 2∂(iFj) + hTT
ij (5.30)

and φ is the inflaton fluctuation. When working with gauge invariant variables, such

as R in (5.29), we are guaranteed to get observable CMB temperature fluctuations,

since it is the gradient of R that sources photon number fluctuations through the

photon Boltzmann equation. One can also get a physically sensible answer when one

fixes a gauge. For example, in the comoving gauge, in which φ = 0 = E = Fi = 0,

it is the spatial gravitational potential ψ that determines the Sasaki-Mukhanov field,

R = ψ (5.29). On the other hand, in the zero curvature gauge, in which ψ = 0 = E =

Fi = 0, it is the inflaton fluctuation φ that determines R through (5.29),

R = −H
φ̇0

φ (zero curvature gauge) . (5.31)

This relation can be used to estimate the late time potential from the inflaton fluctua-

tions φ(x). The spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations PR in the zero curvature

gauge (PR is conserved on super-Hubble scales) is related to the spectrum of scalar

field fluctuations Pφ as,

PR =
H2

φ̇0
2Pφ =

1

2εM2
P

Pφ . (5.32)

In order to get the latter identity, we used the second Friedmann equation, −4πGφ̇2 =

Ḣ, and the definition for the slow-roll parameter, ε = −Ḣ/H2.

Of course, there are two remaining degrees of freedom in the graviton which have not

been taken into account. However, the graviton spectrum Pg is known to be suppressed
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in slow-roll inflation [97, 114, 124] [cf. also (4.47)]

Pg =
2H2

π2M2
P

, r ≡ Pg

PR
= 16ε� 1 , (5.33)

such that, to first approximation, we can neglect the graviton contribution to the

spectrum of cosmological perturbations.

Finally, the field fluctuations can be translated to the temperature-temperature

correlation function as [113],〈
δT (n̂1)δT (n̂2)

T 2
0

〉
=

∫
d3kd3k′

(2π)6

∑
l,l′

(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)

(4π)2
(−i)l+l′ (5.34)

×Pl(~k · n̂1/k)Pl′(~k′ · n̂2/k
′)R(~k)Θl(~k)R(~k′)Θl′(~k

′) ,

where Pl(x) denotes a Legendre polynomial, and Θl(~k ) and Θl′(~k
′) denote the ap-

propriate transfer functions, which relate R(~k ) to δT (~k ), and which are obtained by

solving the Boltzmann equation for the photon fluid.

5.5 A small black hole in a de Sitter universe

Keeping in mind the procedure of the previous section for the derivation of cosmo-

logical perturbations from scalar fluctuations we have to pay special attention to use

gauge invariant fields also in the inhomogeneous case. We split the metric into the

Schwarzschild-de Sitter background (5.7) and a perturbation hµν . The spatial part of

the perturbation hij can be decomposed as

hij = 2ψγij − 2∇(i∇j)E + 2∇(iFj) + hTT
ij , (5.35)

where γij is the induced metric on the spatial slices for the metric (5.7) and ∇ is

the covariant derivative compatible with γij. The vector ξµ that generates the gauge

transformation xµ → xµ + ξµ(x) can be written as ξµ = (ξ0, ξi), with ξi = ξi
T + ∇i

ξ

and ∇iξ
i
T = 0. The metric perturbation transforms as

hij → h′ij = hij − 2∇(iξj) (5.36)

= 2ψγij − 2∇(i∇j)(E + ξ) + 2∇(i(Fj) − ξT
j)) + hTT

ij + 2Γ0
ijξ0

with the Christoffel symbols of the metric (5.7)

Γ0
ij =

H0

a
γdS

ij −
3H0

2a
δγij (5.37)

and

γdS
ij = a2

 1 0 0

0 r2 0

0 0 r2 sin2 θ

 , δγij =
4a2µ3η3

3r3

 −2 0 0

0 r2 0

0 0 r2 sin2 θ

 . (5.38)
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Moreover, we observe that δγij is traceless to the relevant order in µ, showing that ξ0

generates also transformations of Fj and hTT
ij . The transformation properties of the

two scalars ψ and E are

ψ → ψ +
H0

a
ξ0 +O(µ6), E → E + ξ +O(µ6). (5.39)

Together with the gauge transformation of the scalar field, φ→ φ+ (φ′0/a
2)ξ0, we find

that

ψ − H0a

φ′0
φ→ ψ − H0a

φ′0
φ+O(µ6). (5.40)

We conclude that the Sasaki-Mukhanov field R in Eq. (5.29) is gauge invariant (to

order µ3) also when the inhomogeneity caused by a small black hole is taken into

account.

The fact that ξ0 generates gauge transformations of Fj and hTT
ij suggests a mixing

of the scalar, vector and tensor sectors in inhomogeneous cosmology. Therefore, for

a completely rigorous treatment one should look at the quadratic action on the SdS

background and take into account the couplings of the modes.

Furthermore, we make use of the slow-roll paradigm. This means that, even though

strictly speaking our results will be derived in SdS space, we shall assume that they

hold in quasi-de Sitter space endowed with a small (decaying) black hole, provided one

demands the replacements: H → H(t) and M →M(t). This is justified when both the

Hubble parameter and the black hole mass change adiabatically in time, in the sense

that Ḣ � H2
0 (ε� 1) and Ṁ �MH0.

5.6 The propagators

To study scattering experiments one typically calculates the S-matrix elements. In

cosmology, on the other hand, one is primarily interested in expectation values of

operators with respect to some definite vacuum state. For this purpose the in-in

or Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [125, 126, 127, 128, 97] is suitable, in which time

evolution of an operator is described in terms of the perturbation theory based on the

Keldysh propagator and the in-in vertices. Since here we are primarily interested in

the spectrum of a scalar field on SdS space, which can be obtained from any equal time

two-point correlator, for our purpose it suffices to calculate the corresponding Keldysh

propagator.

The Keldysh propagator is a 2× 2-matrix of the form,

iG(x;x′) =

(
iG++(x;x′) iG+−(x;x′)

iG−+(x;x′) iG−−(x;x′)

)
, (5.41)
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whose components are the Wightman functions iG+−, iG−+ and (anti-)time ordered

Feynman propagators iG++, iG−−, defined as,

iGF (x;x′) ≡ iG++(x;x′) = 〈Ω|Tφ(x)φ(x′)|Ω〉 (Feynman) (5.42)

iG+−(x;x′) = 〈Ω|φ(x′)φ(x)|Ω〉 (Wightman)

iG−+(x;x′) = 〈Ω|φ(x)φ(x′)|Ω〉 (Wightman)

iG−−(x;x′) = 〈Ω|Tφ(x)φ(x′)|Ω〉 (anti− Feynman) ,

where |Ω〉 is a suitably chosen vacuum state. The time ordering is defined as

Tφ(x)φ(x′) = θ(x0 − x′0)φ(x)φ(x′) + θ(x′0 − x0)φ(x′)φ(x) (5.43)

Tφ(x)φ(x′) = θ(x0 − x′0)φ(x′)φ(x) + θ(x′0 − x0)φ(x)φ(x′) ,

i.e. later times are to the left for T and early times are to the left for T . The propagator

iG satisfies the equation√
−g(x)

(
�x −m2

eff

)
iG(x;x′) = iσ3δ4(x− x′) , (5.44)

where σ3 is the Pauli matrix

σ3 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
(5.45)

and m2
eff = d2V (φ0)/dφ

2
0 is the effective mass-squared of the field, which in the following

we neglect. In slow-roll inflation meff can be expressed in terms of the second slow-roll

parameter ηV = M2
PV

′′/V , i.e. m2
eff = ηV V (φ0)/M

2
P , such that setting meff → 0 is

equivalent to ηV → 0.

5.6.1 The de Sitter case

In analogy to the graviton case in the previous chapter, we can solve the equation

of motion for the massless scalar field (5.3–5.4) in de Sitter space explicitly. Taking

advantage of spatial homogeneity of de Sitter space, the following mode decomposition

of the free field is convenient,

φ(η, ~x) =

∫
d3~k

(2π)3

[
uk(η)b(~k )ei~k·~x + u∗k(η)b

†(~k )e−i~k·~x
]
, (5.46)

where b(~k ) and b†(~k ) are the annihilation and creation operators and obey the com-

mutation relation, [b(~k ), b†(~k′ )] = (2π)3δ3(~k−~k′ ). The mode functions uk(η) in (5.46)

satisfy the equation (
∂2

η + k2 − 2

η2

)
[auk(η)] = 0 . (5.47)
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We obtained this result by making use of (5.8) and noting that a(η) = −1/(H0η) implies

a′′/a = 2/η2. Imposing the boundary condition that the mode functions behave like in

the conformal vacuum in the asymptotic past yields

uk(η) =
1

a

1√
2k

(
1− i

kη

)
e−ikη . (5.48)

The operators b(~k ) annihilate the Bunch-Davies (BD) vacuum |Ω〉 (cf. section 4.5).

The fact that in the ultraviolet (k/a � H0) the BD vacuum minimizes the energy

in the field fluctuations has led to the belief that this vacuum represents a sensible

physical choice [129] for the inflationary vacuum. However, it is also true that the

BD vacuum yields a singular energy in the infrared (where k/a � H0). While this

implies abundant particle creation and is very welcome in cosmology, since the amplified

vacuum fluctuations provide a beautiful explanation for the structure formation in the

universe, one has to take proper care to regulate the IR. One way of doing that is

to replace the BD vacuum by a more general state, characterized by the following

generalization of the mode functions (5.48),

uk(η)→ ũk(η) = α(k)uk(η) + β(k)u∗k(η) ; |α(k)|2 − |β(k)|2 = 1 . (5.49)

By suitably choosing β(k) one can then make the infrared part of the vacuum state

finite [130]. A concrete working realization of this proposal has been investigated in

Refs. [131, 132]. Alternatively, one can remove the infrared problems by placing the

universe in a large comoving box of size L. This leads to a discretized reciprocal

(momentum) space ~k = ~nk0 [~n = (n1, n2, n3), with ni integers], with the comoving

lattice size k0 = 2π/L. Since k0 corresponds to the minimum allowed momentum, this

cures the infrared problem simply by disallowing the deeply infrared modes. In the

limit when L→∞, the lattice constant k0 → 0, and the sum over the momenta can be

replaced with increasing accuracy by an integral, which has k0 as the IR cut-off, thus

regulating the infrared.

To see how this works in practice, we shall now calculate the regulated Feynman

propagator in de Sitter space. In order to do that, we need to relate the direct space

propagator to its mode functions (5.48). Because de Sitter space is spatially homo-

geneous, it is convenient to write the components i∆ab(x;x
′) of the Keldysh propaga-

tor (5.41) for de Sitter space in terms of its Fourier space counterparts,

i∆ab(x;x
′) =

∫
d3~k

(2π)3
ei~k·(~x−~x′)i∆ab(k, η, η

′) . (5.50)
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Making use of Eqs. (5.46) and (5.48), one finds for the momentum space propagators,

i∆+−(k, η, η′) = u∗k(η)uk(η
′)

i∆−+(k, η, η′) = uk(η)u
∗
k(η

′) = (i∆+−(k, η, η′))∗

i∆++(k, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)i∆−+(k, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)i∆+−(k, η, η′) (5.51)

i∆−−(k, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)i∆+−(k, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)i∆−+(k, η, η′) .

The corresponding spectrum PdS
φ , defined by

〈Ω|φ(~x, η)φ(~x′, η)|Ω〉 =

∫
dk

k
PdS

φ (k, η)
sin (k‖~x− ~x ′‖)
k‖~x− ~x ′‖

, (5.52)

is obtained straightforwardly from the equal time limit (η′ → η) of the propagator,

PdS
φ (k, η) =

k3

2π2
i∆+−(k, η, η) =

H2
0

4π2

(
1 + k2η2

)
. (5.53)

It is scale invariant at future infinity, η → 0.

Based on (5.51) one can calculate the position space de Sitter propagator by per-

forming the momentum integral (5.50) over k ≥ k0, where a natural scale for the IR

cut-off is set by the size of the horizon, k0 ∼ H0. The resulting Feynman propagator

is [133, 134],

i∆F (x;x′) =
H2

0

4π2

(
ηη′

∆x2
− 1

2

[
log
(
k2

0∆x
2
)

+ 2(γE − 1)
]

+O(k0)

)
, (5.54)

where ∆x2 = −(|η − η′| − iε)2 + ‖~x − ~x′ ‖2 is the conformal space distance function.

Two comments are in order. Firstly, apart from the standard Hadamard contribution

∝ 1/∆x2, which is singular on the lightcone (on-shell) and quickly decays off-shell, the

de Sitter propagator (5.54) acquires a logarithmic term which contributes both within

the past and future light cones. Secondly, the logarithm grows without a limit as

k0 → 0. This is a manifestation of the IR singularity of the Bunch-Davies vacuum. We

will see below that a black hole in de Sitter space ‘sees’ this logarithmic singularity in

the corrected SdS propagator as a logarithmic singularity in the mixed space propagator

and hence also in the (mixed space) SdS spectrum. This dependence on the IR regulator

poses a unique opportunity to investigate the black hole contribution to the spectrum

dependent on the IR regularization.

5.6.2 The Schwarzschild-de Sitter case

For the case that a primordial black hole is present in de Sitter space we shall derive

only the first order correction in µ to the Schwinger-Keldysh propagator. We start by

writing

� = �dS + δ� ;
√
−g =

√
−gdS + δ

√
−g ; iG = i∆ + iδG , (5.55)
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with i∆ being the propagator on de Sitter space (5.50–5.51), (5.54). By plugging this

into (5.44) we find that the correction to iδG satisfies:√
−gdS(x)

(
�dS

x −m2
eff

)
iδG(x;x′) = (5.56)

−

(√
−gdS(x)δ�xi∆(x;x′) + i

δ
√
−g(x)√
−gdS(x)

σ3δ4(x− x′)

)
.

Note that δ
√
−g is only O(µ6), and thus we can neglect it from now on. It follows that

iδG(x;x′) = i

∫
d4x′′

√
−gdS(x′′)i∆(x;x′′)σ3δ�x′′i∆(x′′;x′) . (5.57)

This solution of (5.56) is given only up to a homogeneous solution of the d’Alembertian

operator in (5.56). The unique propagator in (5.57) is obtained upon specifying the

boundary conditions for the mode functions, or equivalently, for the vacuum state. Here

the unperturbed vacuum state is chosen to be the (pure) Bunch-Davies vacuum of de

Sitter space, whereby the deep infrared modes are removed by placing the universe

in a comoving box, as explained in section 5.6.1. When Eq. (5.57) is written in its

component form we get,

iδGab(x;x
′) = i

∑
c=+,−

c

∫
d4x′′

√
−gdS(x′′)i∆ac(x;x

′′)δ�x′′i∆cb(x
′′;x′) , (5.58)

with a, b = +,−. Writing the propagator i∆ in momentum space (5.50–5.51) this

becomes

iδGab(x;x
′)

= −4iµ3

3H2
0

∫
d3~kd3~k′

(2π)6

∫ 0

η0

dη′′η′′

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)
ei(~k·~x−~k′·~x′)

×
∫ ∞

−µη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
−k′2 + 3

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

. (5.59)

It turns out that it is easiest to evaluate a (double) momentum space version of iδGab.

To do that, we first introduce the momenta associated with the positions x and x′,

iδGab(~p1, ~p2, η, η
′) =

∫
d3~x d3~x′ iδGab(~x, ~x

′, η, η′)e−i ~p1·~xe−i ~p2·~x′
, (5.60)

and, next, relative and average coordinates in position and momentum space, ~r = ~x−~x′,
~y = (~x+ ~x′)/2 and ~p = ~p1 + ~p2, ~q = (~p1 − ~p2)/2. This yields

iδGab(~p, ~q, η, η
′) =

∫
d3~y d3~r iδGab(~x, ~x

′, η, η′)e−i~p·~ye−i~q·~r

= −16πiµ3

3H2
0

k′2(3 cos2 θ̃ − 1)
∑

c=+,−

c (Jac,cb(0; ~p, ~q, η, η
′)− Jac,cb(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η

′)) ,
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where here and in what follows ~k = ~q + 1
2
~p, ~k′ = ~q − 1

2
~p and θ̃ = ^(~k′ − ~k,~k′) =

^(−~p, ~q − 1
2
~p). Moreover, we defined

Jab,cd(η
′′; ~p, ~q, η, η′)=

∫
dη′′η′′i∆ab(k, η, η

′′)i∆cd(k
′, η′′, η′)

(
cos(µpη′′)

µ2p2η′′2
− sin(µpη′′)

µ3p3η′′3

)
.

(5.61)

The details of the derivation can be found in Appendix B. From Eq. (5.59) and re-

lations (7.13) for the step functions we find that the corrections to the Feynman and

anti-Feynman propagators obey the standard time-ordering relations

iδG++(~p, ~q, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) (5.62)

iδG−−(~p, ~q, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) . (5.63)

In addition, we have

iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) =
(
iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′)

)∗
. (5.64)

Therefore, in order to fully reconstruct the black-hole-corrected Keldysh propagator,

we only have to determine iδG+−, for which we need to know only J+−,+− and J+−,−+:

J+−,+−(η′′; ~p, ~q, η, η′) =
H4

0ηη
′ei(kη−k′η′)

4kk′(µp)4

(
1 +

i

kη

)(
1− i

k′η′

)
e−i(k−k′)η′′

(5.65)

×

{[
− (µp)2

kk′
+
i(µp)2(k − k′)η′′ − (µp)4

kk′

(k − k′)2 − (µp)2
+

2(µp)4

((k − k′)2 − (µp)2)2

]
cos(µpη′′)

+

[
µp

kk′η′′
−

(µp)3η′′ + i(µp)3(k−k′)
kk′ + i(µp)(k−k′)

(k − k′)2 − (µp)2
+

2i(µp)3(k − k′)
((k−k′)2 − (µp)2)2

]
sin(µpη′′)

}

J+−,−+(η′′; ~p, ~q, η, η′) =
H4

0ηη
′ei(kη+k′η′)

4kk′(µp)4

(
1 +

i

kη

)(
1 +

i

k′η′

)
e−i(k+k′)η′′

(5.66)

×

{[
(µp)2

kk′
+
i(µp)2(k+k′)η′′ + (µp)4

kk′

(k + k′)2 − (µp)2
+

2(µp)4

((k+k′)2 − (µp)2)2

]
cos(µpη′′)

−
[
µp

kk′η′′
+

(µp)3η′′ − i(µp)3(k+k′)
kk′ + i(µp)(k + k′)

(k + k′)2 − (µp)2
− 2i(µp)3(k+k′)

((k+k′)2 − (µp)2)2

]
sin(µpη′′)

}
.

From Eq. (5.61) we get,

iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) = −16πiµ3

3H2
0

k′2(3 cos2 θ̃ − 1)
[
J∗+−,−+(η)− J+−,+−(η) (5.67)

+ J+−,+−(η′)− J+−,−+(η′) + J+−,−+(η0)− J∗+−,−+(η0)
]
,
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where here, for brevity, we wrote Jab,cd(η
′′) ≡ Jab,cd(η

′′; ~p, ~q, η, η′). In order to get

the complete SdS propagator, we still need to add the de Sitter propagator to the

correction (5.67), which in double Fourier space reads,

i∆+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) =
H2

0ηη
′

2q

(
1 +

i

qη

)(
1− i

qη′

)
e−iq(η−η′)(2π)3δ3(~p ) . (5.68)

Together with Eqs. (5.62–5.65) and (5.68), relation (5.67) completely determines the

desired SdS propagator in the limit of a small black hole mass, and it constitutes the

main result of this chapter. An interesting feature of the propagator (5.67) is that, due

to causality, it does not contain any information from future infinity (η′′ = 0). Notice

that, although µ � 1, we have not expanded the factors sin(µpη′′) and cos(µpη′′)

in powers of µ in Eqs. (5.65–5.66) since one might still want to consider momenta ~p

with −µpη′′ & 1. Consequently, even though our original expansion parameter was

µ3, the propagator correction is formally suppressed only as µ1 ∝ M1/3, thus, as a

fractional power of the black hole mass. Finally, it is worth noting that the pole of

J+−,−+ at k + k′ = µp in (5.66) is not physically realized for any µ < 1, because

k + k′ = ‖~q + ~p/2‖+ ‖~q − ~p/2‖ > p.

5.7 The power spectrum

5.7.1 Double momentum space representation

In section 5.6.1 we derived the spectrum (5.53) for a massless scalar field on de Sitter

space. The inhomogeneous case with a primordial black hole is far less trivial to deal

with, mainly because out of the 10 symmetries (Killing vectors) of de Sitter space only

three symmetries remain in Schwarzschild-de Sitter space. (Recall that the homoge-

neous cosmology of slow-roll inflation, radiation and matter era has six symmetries.)

In principle, one has to rederive the gauge invariant combinations of the fields,

such as the Sasaki-Mukhanov field (5.29) R, for the inhomogeneous background and

determine their power spectra. But we have seen in Eq. (5.40) that R is approximately

gauge invariant for weak breaking of translational symmetry. Similarly, the graviton

contribution can be neglected, since its power spectrum is expected to be equally

suppressed, Eq. (5.33).

With these assumptions the correction to the spectrum from the black hole can be

determined from iδG+− by taking the equal time limit η′ → η of the propagator (5.67),

iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η) =
32πµ3

3H2
0

k′2(3 cos2 θ̃ − 1) (5.69)

×
[
Im J+−,−+(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η)− Im J+−,−+(η; ~p, ~q, η, η)

]
.
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Figure 5.4: The dependence on η of the correction to the power spectrum in (double) momen-
tum space, δPφ(~p, ~q, η) = (q3/(2π2))iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η), rescaled by the de Sitter spectrum Pφ(~q, η) =
(H2

0/(4π2))(1 + q2η2), is presented here for fixed momenta ~p, ~q and different values of µ (from bot-
tom to top: µ = 0.1 (blue curve), µ = 0.09 (pink), µ = 0.08 (yellow) and µ = 0.05 (green)). The
correction is zero at the initial hypersurface, η = −H−1

0 . For small η the spectrum is well described
by an expansion to order η3. The linear order vanishes. It approaches a non-zero value in the limit
η → 0. Left panel: p/H0 = q/H0 = 1 and ^(~p, ~q) = 0, right panel: p/H0 = 10, q/H0 = 1/10 and
^(~p, ~q) = π/2.
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Figure 5.5: In this plot we show the spectrum in (double) momentum space close to the singular
region for µ = 1/10 and η = 0. For this we choose the angle between ~p and ~q to be θ = 0.9π and
q = p/2 (black curve, dotted), q = p/2+H0 (red, dashed) and q = p/2+2H0 (blue, solid). We observe
oscillatory behavior with decaying amplitude. The spectrum diverges for ~q = −~p/2.

The η dependence of the corrected power spectrum δPφ(~p, ~q, η) is displayed in

Fig. 5.4. It vanishes at the initial hypersurface η0 = −H−1
0 and approaches a non-

zero value at η = 0. This means that by the end of inflation an imprint of a small

black hole on the spectrum will remain.

For a homogeneous background the propagator in (double) momentum space con-

tains a delta-peak in the momentum ~p that is associated with the average of the po-

sitions. This is seen explicitly in the de Sitter case from Eq. (5.68). In the case of a

small inhomogeneity we find a power law divergence at ~k = ~q+ ~p/2 = 0. The behavior

of the spectrum close to this singularity is shown in Fig. 5.5

This observation suggests that an expansion in powers of ~p · ~q and p, which is the

basis of the analysis in Ref. [113] is inappropriate for the complete analysis of small

black holes in inflation, and, in what follows, we shall not make use of this expansion.
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Instead, we shall analyze the mixed space spectrum without making an expansion in

powers of ~p.

From Eqs. (5.67) and (5.65) it follows that iδG+− = 0 at the initial hypersurface

(η = η0). In other words, we consider a primordial black hole that was created at a

time η = η0, and we study how it perturbs scalar quantum fluctuations during the

subsequent inflationary period.

For µ� 1 also µp� k + k′ holds and we can expand J+−,−+ in (5.65) to get

J+−,−+(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η) =
H4

0ei(k+k′)(η−η0)

4kk′(µp)2

(
η2 − 1

kk′
+
i(k + k′)η

kk′

)
(5.70)

×
{(

1

kk′
+

iη0

k + k′

)(
cos(µpη0)−

sin(µpη0)

µpη0

)
+ (µp)2

[(
1

kk′(k + k′)2
+

2

(k + k′)4
+

iη0

(k + k′)3

)
cos(µpη0)

+

(
iη0

kk′(k + k′)
− η2

0

(k + k′)2
+

iη0

(k + k′)3

)
sin(µpη0)

µpη0

]}
,

where we kept sin and cos unexpanded. From this expression we see that there is a

contribution that remains finite at future infinity, i.e. at the end of inflation, meaning

that this correction to the spectrum is propagated through the radiation and matter

dominated epochs of the universe. Taking the limit η → 0 one finds

Im J+−,−+(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η) = (5.71)

− H4
0

4k2k′2(µp)2

{[
η0 cos((k + k′)η0)

k + k′
− sin((k + k′)η0)

kk′

](
cos(µpη0)−

sin(µpη0)

µpη0

)
+ (µp)2

[
η0 cos((k+k′)η0)

(k + k′)3
cos(µpη0) +

(
1

kk′
+

1

(k+k′)2

)
η0 cos((k+k′)η0)

(k + k′)

sin(µpη0)

µpη0

−
(

1

kk′
+

2

(k + k′)2

)
sin((k + k′)η0)

(k + k′)2
cos(µpη0) +

η2
0 sin((k + k′)η0)

(k + k′)2

sin(µpη0)

µpη0

]}
+O(η) .

Note that Im J+−,−+(η; ~p, ~q, η, η) = O(η). Therefore, this contribution to the propa-

gator is subdominant at late times and becomes completely negligible by the end of

inflation. Since we are primarily interested in late time cosmology, from now on we

shall not consider these terms. However, we should keep in mind that these terms be-

come increasingly important at early times when η approaches η0, since they guarantee

that iδGab → 0 when η → η0.

5.7.2 Mixed space representation

Rather than working with the momentum ~p, we shall mainly consider the mixed space

propagator by means of a Fourier transformation of (5.67) with respect to ~p. The
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mixed space propagator iδG+−(~y, ~q, η, η′) is a function of the relative momentum ~q,

the average position ~y = (~x + ~x′)/2 and the times η and η′. This makes the physical

interpretation easier, because the corresponding equal time statistical propagator

δF (~y, ~q, η, η) = Re iδG+−(~y, ~q, η, η) (5.72)

is closely related to the Boltzmann distribution function δf (δf ' qδF ), cf. [135], and

hence allows for a simple statistical interpretation as the phase space density of parti-

cles with momentum ~q at position ~y at time η. Likewise, the corresponding spectrum

δP = [q3/(2π2)]δF can be given an analogous simple statistical interpretation. The

dependence on ~p as well as on ~y in the mixed space propagator signals a breakdown of

translational invariance. Furthermore, the mixed space representation is advantageous

also because the power law divergence at ~p = −2~q, that plagues the double momentum

space propagator, will become a mild logarithmic divergence in the mixed space propa-

gator, whose origin is the IR divergence of the BD vacuum. From the above discussion

we know that this divergence is regulated when the IR of the de Sitter state is made

finite. Just as we have regulated the de Sitter propagator (5.54), we shall regulate this

divergence by placing the universe in a comoving box of size L = 2π/k0. The mixed

space propagator can then be written as

iδG+−(~y, ~q, η, η; k0) =

∫
k≥k0

d3~p

(2π)3
iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η)ei~p·~y (5.73)

=
32πµ3

3H2
0

∫
k≥k0

d3~p

(2π)3
k′2(3 cos2 θ̃ − 1)Im J+−,−+(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η)e

i~p·~y .

An inspection of this integral shows that it is indeed logarithmically divergent in the

IR when ~p = −2~q, where k = 0. The divergence is regulated by imposing k ≥ k0.

The terms in the integrand that cause this logarithmic divergence go as 1/k3 for small

k in Im J+−,−+ (the integral is convergent at ~p = 2~q where k′ = 0). Let us split

iδG+− into an IR finite part and an IR divergent part. For this we choose the z-

axis to point in the direction of ~q and keep ~p general, i.e. ~q = q(0, 0, 1) and ~p =

p (cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ, cos θ), and introduce x = cos θ and w = p/(2q). The momenta

k and k′ are then simply

k = q
√

1 + 2wx+ w2, k′ = q
√

1− 2wx+ w2 . (5.74)

Furthermore,

3 cos2 θ̃ − 1 = 2 +
3(x2 − 1)

1− 2wx+ w2
. (5.75)

The IR limit, k = 0, is then given by the point w = 1 and x = −1 in the (w − x)-
plane. The other momentum takes the value k′ = p = 2q there. So, we can split the
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propagator as follows

iδG+−(~y, ~q, η, η, k0) (5.76)

=
32πµ3

3H2
0

∫
d3~p

(2π)3

[
k′2(3 cos2 θ̃ − 1)Im J+−,−+(η0; ~p, ~q, η, η)e

i~p·~y − F div(η, η0, ~p, ~q, ~y)
]

+
32πµ3

3H2
0

∫
k≥k0

d3~p

(2π)3
F div(η, η0, ~p, ~q, ~y) ,

with

F div(η, η0, ~p, ~q, ~y) =
H4

0e−2i~q·~y

2µ2p2k3

{
sin(2qη0)

2q

(
cos(2µqη0)−

sin(2µqη0)

2µqη0

)
(5.77)

−µ2

[
η0 cos(2qη0)

sin(2µqη0)

2µqη0

− sin(2qη0)

2q
cos(2µqη0)

]}
.

Restricting the momentum k to be above some IR cut-off k0 translates to

x ≥ x0

(
w,
k0

q

)
=

1

2w

(
k2

0

q2
− (1 + w2)

)
(5.78)

for 1− k0/q ≤ w ≤ 1 + k0/q. It follows that∫
k≥k0

dwdx

(1 + 2wx+ w2)3/2
= log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2 +O(k0). (5.79)

We can neglect terms that vanish for k0 → 0. As a result, we obtain an explicit

expression for the cut-off dependent part of the propagator

32πµ3

3H2
0

∫
k≥k0

d3~p

(2π)3
F div(η, η0, ~p, ~q, ~y) (5.80)

=
8µH2

0e−2i~q·~y

3πq2

{
sin(2qη0)

2q

(
cos(2µqη0)−

sin(2µqη0)

2µqη0

)

− µ2

[
η0 cos(2qη0)

sin(2µqη0)

2µqη0

− sin(2qη0)

2q
cos(2µqη0)

]}(
log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2

)
.

The power spectrum is defined by [cf. Eq. (5.52)],

〈Ω|φ(~x, η)φ(~x′, η)|Ω〉 =

∫
dq

q
Pφ(~q, ~y, η)

sin(qr)

qr
, (5.81)

with r = ‖~x − ~x′‖. We have already derived the power spectrum for the de Sitter

background, equation (5.53). Hence, we will only be interested in the correction induced

by the black hole,

δPφ(~q, ~y, η) =
q3

2π2
Re iδG+−(~y, ~q, η, η) . (5.82)
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Again, we can make a split into IR finite and IR divergent part,

δPφ(~q, ~y, η) = δPfin
φ (~q, ~y, η) + δPdiv

φ (~q, ~y, η, k0), (5.83)

with

δPdiv
φ (~q, ~y, η, k0) = −4µqH0 cos(2~q · ~y)

3π3

{
sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

(
cos(2µq/H0)−

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

)

−µ2

[
cos(2q/H0)

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

− sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

cos(2µq/H0)

]}(
log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2

)
.

This expression will be added to the numerical results for the finite part to determine

the total correction. The finite part is given in terms of an integral in Appendix C,

Eq. (7.18).

5.8 Numerical results

5.8.1 The anisotropic case: different angles

For ~y 6= 0 we can study the dependence of the spectrum on the angle between ~q and

~y. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 5.6. All plots show the correction to the

spectrum δPφ normalized by the scale invariant de Sitter spectrum, Eq. (5.53),

PdS
φ

∣∣∣
η=0

=
H2

0

4π2
. (5.84)

Although a good fitting curve has not been found for general angles, it is worth noting

that besides the high frequency oscillations a modulation with a much lower frequency is

present which is determined by the mass parameter µ. Therefore, the mass of the black

hole can, in principle, be inferred directly from the corrections to the scale invariant

de Sitter spectrum.

The anisotropic case, ~y 6= 0, with the vectors ~y and ~q being perpendicular (θ = π/2)

turns out to be identical within numerical precision to the isotropic case, ~y = 0. From

the point of view of observations it is hence impossible to associate data to the one case

or the other. On the level of the integral expressions (7.18, Appendix C) for the two

cases one can argue that, because of the pole at (w, x) = (1,−1), the Bessel function

J0(2qyw
√

1− x2) that is present in the anisotropic case is effectively evaluated to unity,

yielding the same result as the isotropic case. We demonstrate this in Fig. 5.7. Small

values of q (large scales) are relevant for black holes that formed at a later stage of

inflation. This can be seen by following the modes that are stretched into today’s

observable scales back in time (see also Fig. 5.11 in section 5.9). However, due to
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Figure 5.6: The correction to the spectrum is plotted as a function of the momentum q for fixed
qy = 1, µ = 1/10 and cut-off k0/H0 = 1/10 but different angles between ~q and ~y. Upper left panel:
θ = 0, upper right: θ = π/8, lower left: θ = π/4 and lower right: θ = π/4. The case θ = π/2 is
treated separately (Fig. 5.7). This is the result of a numerical integration with a discretization of eight
points per unit. For general angles we could not find a good fitting curve. Nevertheless, we observe
cos(2q/H0) oscillations modulated with cos(2µq/H0).
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Figure 5.7: It is shown that the anisotropic case (blue dots, dark) with vectors ~q and ~y being
perpendicular, θ = π/2, coincides with the isotropic case, ~y = 0 (orange dots, light, mostly covered by
blue dots). This is illustrated for mass parameter µ = 1/10, cut-off k0/H0 = 1/10 and qy = 1. The
black fitting curve is given explicitly in Appendix D.
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Figure 5.8: This plot shows the numerical result for the spectrum for small values of the two
variables q and qy for µ = 1/10 and ^(~q, ~y) = 0. A discretization of eight points per unit was used.
The momentum cut-off is k0/H0 = 1/10 for the left panel and k0/H0 = 1 for the right one. There is
a significant cut-off dependence.

the rapid expansion of space-time, the probability for creation of such black holes is

expected to be strongly suppressed. We present numerical results for the spectrum in

the region of small qy and q in Fig. 5.8. Furthermore, for q/H0 � 1 we can expand

δPφ(~q, ~y) and find that

δPφ(~q, ~y, k0) =
16µ5q3

9π3H0

F (qy, θ) +
16µ5q3

9π3H0

(
log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2

)
cos(2qy cos θ), (5.85)

with θ = ^(~q, ~y). This means that the cut-off dependent and cut-off independent part

of the correction to the spectrum factorize individually for low momenta. The integral

expression of the functions F is given in Appendix C, Eq. (7.20). In Fig. 5.9 we plot

the corrected spectrum for different angles and small q/H0. We find that the function

F is very well approximated by

F (qy, θ) =

−4.8(log(qy) + 1.2) cos (2qy cos(θ)) for qy . 0.5,

−2.0(log(qy) + 1.3) cos (2qy cos(θ)) for qy & 2.0.
(5.86)

for any angle θ. The fit is not very good in the intermediate region 0.5 < qy <

2.0. Thus, we have found an analytic expression that describes the correction to the

spectrum very well for large scales. Moreover, the mass parameter µ for the black

hole can be found from the amplitude of the spectrum and the IR cut-off k0 from the

enveloping curve.

5.8.2 The isotropic case: cut-off and mass dependence

We pointed out in the previous section that the isotropic case virtually coincides with

the case that the vectors ~q and ~y are perpendicular but non-zero. Yet, we can study

the dependence of the spectrum on µ and the cut-off k0. The results are summarized in

Fig. 5.10 with general fitting curves (cf. Appendix D) that approximate the numerical
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Figure 5.9: The correction to the spectrum as a function of qy is plotted for different angles θ

between ~q and ~y in the limit q/H0 → 0. Upper panels: θ = 0, middle panels: θ = π/4 and lower
panels: θ = π/2. For all plots we chose q/H0 = 1/10 and µ = 1/10. The upper and middle panels
have a cut-off k0/H0 = 1/10. The lower panels show also the cut-off dependence: green (upper) dots
correspond to k0/H0 = 1/100, red (middle) dots to k0/H0 = 1/10 and blue (lower) dots to k0/H0 = 1.
The fitting curves are given by Eq. (5.86)
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Figure 5.10: We present here the numerical data (red dots) for the correction to the spectrum
normalized by the de Sitter spectrum in the isotropic case for cut-off k0/H0 = 1 (left panels) and
k0/H0 = 1/10 (right panels). Upper panels: µ = 1/10, middle: µ = 1/20 and lower: µ = 1/50. The
analytic expression for the fitting function (blue curve) can be found in Appendix D.
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data very well, in particular for small µ. Again, the mass parameter determines the

modulation frequency.

5.9 Discussion

In this chapter we have derived the correction to the scale invariant power spectrum of

a scalar field on de Sitter space from a small primordial black hole to lowest orders in its

dimensionless mass parameter µ = (GMH/2)1/3. To this end, we have first analyzed in

section 5.3 the probability of black hole formation in the pre-inflationary universe. In

order to maximize the formation probability, it was assumed that the pre-inflationary

universe is dominated by heavy non-relativistic particles, in which case sub-Hubble

perturbations grow. We have found that there is a range for the particle mass m < mp

and the Hubble rate H∗ < mp during that period for which the expected number of

sub-Hubble black holes per Hubble volume can be larger than O(1), as can be seen in

Fig. 5.3.

To determine the correction to the spectrum in section 5.6 we have derived an an-

alytic expression for the momentum space propagator of the massless, minimally cou-

pled, scalar field on the Schwarzschild-de Sitter background in the Schwinger-Keldysh

formalism. We observe that the propagator diverges in the infrared, demonstrating

that, in contrast to a recent proposal [113], an expansion in the momenta is inappro-

priate, although the breaking of homogeneity is weak. This divergence can be traced

to the well known infrared divergence of the massless scalar propagator on de Sitter

and was regularized by placing the universe in a large, but finite, comoving box. Fur-

thermore, we have demonstrated that, to leading order in µ, the Sasaki-Mukhanov

field (curvature perturbation) remains the correct gauge invariant, dynamical scalar

perturbation. By working in the zero curvature gauge, we have then shown how to

connect the spectrum in the scalar field fluctuation to the spectrum of the comoving

curvature perturbation. Finally, it was shown how to relate the inflationary curvature

perturbation to the CMB temperature fluctuations and to the large scale structure of

the universe using the appropriate transfer functions. That analysis is yet to be done

in detail.

After this preparatory work, in section 5.8 quite some effort has been devoted to

the understanding of the scalar field propagator in the mixed representation. This

propagator is closely related to the Wigner function, and hence admits a probabilistic

interpretation characterizing the Boltzmann distribution function. The mixed space

spectrum is a function of not only the relative (comoving) momentum q = ‖~q‖, but also

of the comoving black hole distance from us, y = ‖~y‖, of the angle ^(~q, ~y), and finally

of the lowest infrared (cut-off) momentum k0 that can be excited. Our results are

mostly analyzed as the black hole contribution to the spectrum relative to the scalar
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contribution in de Sitter space. Since the observed spectrum is highly isotropic, and

seemingly homogeneous, we were primarily interested in the case when the perturbation

induced by a black hole is small, which led us to consider the limit µ � 1, or, more

precisely, 0.027 < µ � 1, cf. Eq. (5.12). The lower limit comes from the requirement

that, before it evaporates, the black hole must last at least several e-folds during

inflation. The effect of the black hole evaporation during inflation is illustrated in

Fig. 5.2.

The spectrum was first analyzed in section 5.8.1 for the general anisotropic case,

~y 6= 0, with ~y the displacement vector of the black hole with respect to us for different

angles between ~y and the momentum vector ~q that is conjugate to the relative distance

of two points. Then we considered the large scale region (q/H0 and qy small) for the

special case that ~q and ~y are parallel. Furthermore, by making an expansion for q � H0

of the integral expression for the spectrum we showed that it takes a relatively simple

form, Eq. (5.85). We presented an explicit expression for fitting functions for the qy

dependent part which was determined numerically. In the isotropic case, ~y = 0, the

dependence on the parameter µ is shown. Unlike the spectrum of scalar homogeneous

perturbations in inflation, which is a function of the momentum magnitude q, and

depends on two parameters, H and ε = −Ḣ/H2 at the Hubble crossing, the scalar

spectrum in Schwarzschild-de Sitter space depends on q, the distance to the black hole

y and the angle between ~q and ~y. It can serve as a six dimensional template, whereby

the template parameters are the comoving black hole position ~y, its mass parameter µ,

and H and ε = −Ḣ/H2 at the first Hubble crossing during inflation. As a summary

of the numerical results we can conclude that (i) the spectrum as a function of q is

modulated with a lower frequency which is characterized by the mass parameter µ of

the black hole; (ii) the enveloping amplitude of the spectrum scales logarithmically with

the IR cut-off k0, and (iii) the isotropic case cannot be distinguished from a particular

configuration of the anisotropic case (where ~q ⊥ ~y).
We should point out, however, that a comprehensive analysis of the power spectrum

of scalar cosmological perturbations induced by small inflationary black holes should

take into account also the degrees of freedom of the graviton and start with the ac-

tion for the scalar field and the graviton on the unperturbed background. Provided

Eq. (5.32) is an accurate expression for the curvature perturbation in terms of the scalar

field perturbation in the inhomogeneous case when a small black hole is present, then

based on that expression one can calculate the spectrum of comoving curvature per-

turbation induced by an inflationary black hole. This is the quantity of interest since

it sources the CMB temperature fluctuations and the large scale structure. Of course,

a more realistic inflationary background is a Schwarzschild black hole in a quasi-de Sit-

ter space (SqdS), in which the Hubble rate and the deceleration parameter are both

slowly varying functions of time. In order to make sure that the results presented here
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Figure 5.11: The stretching of modes during the evolution of the universe is displayed. The time
axis is log(a/aend) = −N with N the number of e-foldings before the end of inflation. During matter
domination the Hubble rate is given by H(t) ∝ a−3/2, during the radiation era it is H(t) ∼ a−2. A
constant Hubble rate H0 during inflation (slow-roll approximation) is assumed. The upper diagonal
line (red) shows the stretching of the mode that re-enters the Hubble volume today, thereby defining
the largest observable scale. That mode crossed the horizon approximately N0 ' 60 e-foldings before
the end of inflation (sometimes a value of N0 = 50 is assumed). The smallest observable scales depend
on the maximum resolution of the apparatus used for the measurement. Today’s best resolution is
l ∼ π/θ(rad) ∼ 102. The lower diagonal line (red) marks this mode, it exited the Hubble horizon at
N = 50.

hold also for that case, one would have to make a complete analysis of cosmological

perturbations on a SqdS space, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Corrections to the power spectrum from primordial black holes are potentially rel-

evant for observations. To assess this possibility more carefully, we have to establish

a relationship between the probability of pre-inflationary black hole formation from

section 5.3 and the expected number of black holes that leave an imprint on today’s

CMB sky. A first step in doing that is to trace physical wavelengths, λph = a/q, back

in time and check which modes correspond to today’s observable scales. In Fig. 5.11

it is shown how physical scales are stretched during the evolution of the universe. The

time axis is given in terms of the scale factor log(a). We are interested in the modes

which cross for the first time during inflation the Hubble scale at t1x when q = a1xH1x,

evolve on super-Hubble scales until some time in matter (or radiation) era, when they

cross the Hubble scale for the second time at q = a2xH2x. At the end of inflation the
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ratio of the physical wave length to the Hubble scale will be, (a/k)/H−1 ∝ a1−ε, where

we assumed that H ∝ a−ε and ε� 1 and constant. Since during radiation and matter

era, H−1 ∝ a2 and H−1 ∝ a3/2, the following relation holds,(
aend

a1x

)1−ε

=
aeq

aend

×
(
a2x

aeq

)1/2

, (5.87)

where aeq is the scale factor at radiation-matter equality. Neglecting ε� 1 and taking

account of the definition, N1x = log(aend/a1x), Eq. (5.87) yields

N1x ≈ log

(
aeq

aend

)
+

1

2
log

(
a2x

aeq

)
. (5.88)

Now, recalling that aeq/aend ∼ 3200, and log(aeq/aend) = (1/2) log(Hend/Heq), H0 =

1.5× 10−42 GeV, Heq ' 3× 10−37 GeV, Eq. (5.88) can be recast as

N1x ' 61 +
1

2
log
( Hend

1013 GeV

)
− 1

2
log(1 + z2x), (5.89)

where z2x = (a0/a2x) − 1 is the redshift at the second Hubble crossing and a0 is the

scale factor today, such that the last term in (5.89) drops out for modes of the Hubble

length today 7.

The black holes that we consider formed during a pre-inflationary era (N > 60).

Their imprint on the power spectrum measured today corresponds to modes q/H0 � 1

at the time of creation and from our numerical results in Figs. 5.6–5.10 we see that the

amplitude can be quite large (O(0.1)) when compared to the de Sitter spectrum.

From Figs. 5.9 and 5.11 we see that the black holes which form later during inflation

(corresponding toN ≤ 50) are observed as q/H0 � 1 and induce only small fluctuations

in the CMB. According to the mechanism described in section 5.3, the probability for

formation of these black holes during inflation is small. Yet, at the moment we do not

understand enough about this process to be able to make a definite conclusion about

their formation probability and observability.

7The absence of the graviton signal in the CMB limits Hend ≤ 3×1013 GeV (V 1/4
end < 1.1×1016 GeV),

and hence N1x ' 61.6 is an upper limit for the modes with z2x ' 0. In Fig. 5.11 N1x = 60 e-folds
corresponds to about Hend ' 1012 GeV (V 1/4

end ' 2× 1015 GeV).



Chapter 6

Curvature perturbations from

primordial monopoles

6.1 Primordial monopoles

The work on small black holes presented in the previous chapter can be extended

to localized objects such as primordial magnetic monopoles or heavy particles whose

mass is between the GUT and the Planck scale. In this chapter we will focus on

magnetic monopoles and study their effect on scalar cosmological perturbations. We

expect this effect to be smaller than that of primordial black holes because they are

much lighter, but a large number of magnetic monopoles might nevertheless have an

impact. It is an interesting question how the spectrum of cosmological perturbations

is changed due to the presence of such relics during inflation. This will yield another

template for the spectrum which, compared to the black hole case (cf. section 5.9),

contains two additional parameters, namely, the magnetic charge and a combination

of coupling constants. With this result, their role in inflation can be determined from

experimental data.

Magnetic monopoles were studied by Dirac in [136, 137], where a quantization con-

dition,
qe

~c
= 2πn, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . (6.1)

was derived1, with q the magnetic and e the electric charge. The theoretical concept of

a magnetic monopole has experienced renewed interest in the context of non-Abelian

gauge theories. In 1974 the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution was found [138,

139] which, in contrast to the Dirac monopole, carries finite total energy and is a

regular solution of the classical field equations. In the light of the symmetry between

the electric and magnetic charge in Maxwell’s equations one would expect both to

1Note that we wrote the quantization condition in rationalized units.

81
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appear in nature, but elementary magnetic monopoles have to date not been detected

experimentally [140].

Taking into account the backreaction of the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole on the ge-

ometry, we will see that there is a natural way to define an interior and an exterior

region. We will address the question of which of these two regions provides the most

relevant contribution to the correction to the spectrum of scalar cosmological pertur-

bations by perturbing around the de Sitter background. In addition, we will compare

the contribution from the charge to the contribution of the mass.

6.2 The ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole

6.2.1 Backreaction of the monopole

Before discussing the influence of the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole on cosmological

perturbations, let us review the background geometry that it generates (cf. [64] for

details). To this end, we consider an SU(2) Yang-Mills field Aa
µ coupled to a scalar

(Higgs) triplet φa with a non-zero vacuum expectation value v (a = 1, 2, 3 is an SU(2)

label) which breaks the symmetry. The total action including gravitational interactions

is given by

S = − 1

16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g R +

∫
d4x
√
−gLm (6.2)

with the matter Lagrangian

Lm = −1

4
F a

µνF
a
ρσg

µρgνσ − 1

2
(Dµφ)a (Dνφ)a gµν − λ

2

(
φaφa − v2

)2
(6.3)

and

(Dµφ)a = ∂µφ
a − eεabcAb

µφ
c (6.4)

F a
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ − eεabcAb

µA
c
ν .

The backreaction is determined by making a radially symmetric ansatz for the matter

fields and the background metric. Hence, we can write the line element as

ds2 = −B(r̃)dt̃2 + A(r̃)dr̃2 + r̃2dΩ2, (6.5)

with a time coordinate t̃ whose relation to the Schwarzschild time coordinate t will

become clear later. It is useful to introduce the functionM(r̃) by setting

A(r̃) =

(
1− 2GM(r̃)

r̃

)−1

. (6.6)

For the matter fields we write

φa(r̃) = v ˆ̃rah(r̃), Aa
i (r̃) = εiak ˆ̃rk 1− u(r̃)

er̃
, Aa

0(r̃) = 0, (6.7)
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where ˆ̃rk are the components of the radial unit vector in a Cartesian coordinate frame

(i = x, y, z) and the functions h(r̃) and u(r̃) have to be determined from Einstein’s

equations. Together with the unit vectors in the angular directions θ̂a and φ̂a a spatial

dreibein is defined that is given in Cartesian coordinates as

ˆ̃rk =

 sin θ sinφ

sin θ cosφ

cos θ

 , θ̂k =

 cos θ sinφ

cos θ cosφ

− sin θ

 , φ̂k =

 cosφ

− sinφ

0

 . (6.8)

Moreover, the time components of the gauge fields Aa
0 were set to zero by gauge fixing.

For the stress-energy tensor of the matter fields we find

Tµν = − 2√
−g

δSm

δgµν
(6.9)

=

(
δ α
µ δ β

ν g
ρσ − 1

4
gµνg

αβgρσ

)
F a

αρF
a
βσ +

(
δ α
µ δ β

ν −
1

2
gµνg

αβ

)
(Dαφ)a (Dβφ)a

− λ

2
gµν

(
φaφa − v2

)2
.

Plugging the ansatz for the metric (6.5) and the matter fields (6.7) into Einstein’s

equations with the stress-energy tensor (6.9) and using its conservation equation,

∇µTµν = 0, yields a system of four ordinary differential equations

(i)
u′′

A
− u′A′

A2
+

u′

2A

(AB)′

AB
=
u(u2 − 1)

r̃2
+ e2v2uh2 (6.10)

(ii)
h′′

A
− h′A′

A2
+

2h′

r̃A
+
h′(AB)′

2A2B
=

2hu2

r̃2
+ 2λv2h(h2 − 1)

(iii)
(AB)′

AB
= 16πGr̃

(
u′2

e2r̃2
+

1

2
v2h′2

)
(iv) M′ = 4πr̃2

(
u′2

e2r̃2
+

1

2
v2h′2 +

(u2 − 1)2

2e2r̃4
+
u2h2v2

r̃2
+
λ

2
v4(h2 − 1)2

)
− 8πGr̃

(
u′2

e2r̃2
+

1

2
v2h′2

)
M .

Primes denote here a derivative with respect to r̃ and the functionM in Eq. (iv) was

defined in (6.6). Note that Eq. (iii) can be used to eliminate B(r̃) from the other

equations. One can rewrite (6.10) to show that u, h and M are functions of evr̃ and

that there are only two independent parameters, namely, λ/e2 and 8πGv2.

The first important conclusion that can be drawn from these equations is that for

u(r̃) = 0 and h(r̃) = 1 the Reissner-Nordström solution is found,

B(r̃) = A(r̃)−1 = 1− 2GM

r̃
+

4πG

e2r̃2
(6.11)

with a constant of integration M . Although the cosmological constant has been set

to zero for convenience, it is clear that in the same way the Reissner-Nordström-de
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Sitter solution is obtained for a non-zero cosmological constant in (6.2). While (6.11)

is the correct solution for the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole in the asymptotic regime,

non-singular solutions at the origin can be found by requiring that up to higher orders

in r̃,

u(r̃) = 1− Cur̃
2, h(r̃) = Chr̃, M(r̃) =

4π

3

(
6C2

u

e2
+

3

2
C2

hv
2 +

λ

2
v4

)
r̃3 . (6.12)

Note that the constants Cu and Ch are specified by the requirements that u(r̃) → 0

and h(r̃) → 1 for r̃ → ∞. In particular, solving the system (6.10) numerically with

these boundary conditions involves the ‘shooting method’ to find the correct values of

Cu and Ch.

6.2.2 Physical scales of a primordial magnetic monopole

In [64] it was shown that there is a critical vacuum expectation value vc of the Higgs

field for which the monopole becomes a black hole. This can be seen by plotting the

metric component gr̃r̃ = 1/A(r̃) for increasing values of v and noting that for a certain

value vc an event horizon forms at some intermediate radius r̃H with 1/A(r̃H) = 0.

However, taking the vacuum expectation value v of the Higgs field to be at the GUT

scale, v ' 2.4×1016 GeV, yields 8πGv2 = 10−4 which is far below the critical value. We

assumed that 8πGv2 = 10−4 and λ/e2 = 1 to solve (6.10) numerically. The resulting

curves are presented in Fig. 6.1. It is seen from the plot for A(r̃) that there is an

exterior and interior region of the monopole, which we separated by a vertical line.

In the exterior, the solution is approximated well by the Reissner-Nordström solution

with the best fit obtained by

M(r̃) = 17
v

e
− 2π

e2r̃
. (6.13)

Hence, it follows that

M = lim
r̃→∞
M(r̃) ' 17

√
8πGv2

4πα
MP . (6.14)

with the fine structure constant α = e2/(4π). In the limit of small r̃ we have found

the best fit to be A(r̃) ' (1 − 10−4(evr̃)2)−1. For the function B(r̃) the best fit

is B(r̃) ' 1.0001/A(r̃) in the exterior region (where the fourth decimal of the con-

stant in the numerator is indeed important to get a good fit). In addition, we took

B(r̃) ' 1+10−5(evr̃)2 in the interior region to make the approximate metric continuous.

Obviously, these numerical values depend on the choice we made for the parameters

8πGv2 and λ/e2.

In order to determine the mass of a typical primordial monopole, we have to take

into account that the fine structure constant α in (6.14) grows with the energy scale
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Figure 6.1: In this figure the solution to the system of ODEs (6.10) for the field configuration of
the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole is plotted (u, h and A, B as functions of the Schwarzschild radial
coordinate r̃, solid blue curves). The two parameters that specify the solution were chosen to be
λ/e2 = 1 and 8πGv2 = 10−4. Moreover, the boundary conditions are such that u(r̃) → 0 and
h(r̃) → 1 (by ‘shooting’) and regularity in the center was required. The two lower plots contain fits
for the exterior and interior region (separated by the vertical line at r̃ = 0.9/(ev)). In the exterior
region the fit is obtained from the Reissner-Nordström solution (red curve, dashed) and in the interior
the curves are approximated by a quadratic polynomial (black, dashed).

and, roughly, reaches a value of α ' 1/30 at the GUT scale which corresponds to

e ' 0.65. Therefore, we conclude that a typical mass is M ' 0.05mP . A monopole

that contains a black hole necessarily has a mass which is larger than the Planck mass,

namely, M ' 7mP . The dimensionless mass parameter that we introduced in the

previous chapter can then be estimated to be µ = (GMH0/2)1/3 ' 3×10−3 in the case

of a monopole, where we used that the Hubble rate during inflation is H0 ' 1013 GeV.

Furthermore, from Schwinger’s quantization condition [141] in rationalized units, qe =

4πn for an integer n, which is more restrictive than Dirac’s condition in Eq. (6.1), we

find that the smallest non-zero magnetic charge is q ' 19.

6.2.3 Cosmological coordinates for RNdS exterior region

In the previous chapter we have found it convenient to work with coordinates on the

Schwarzschild-de Sitter space that are suited to inflationary cosmology [cf. Eq. (5.2)].

More specifically, the starting point for the computation of the correction to the
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Keldysh propagator (5.41) from a small black hole was to make an expansion of the

metric written in these ‘cosmological coordinates’ in the small dimensionless parameter

µ = (GMH0/2)1/3 with M the mass of the black hole. In the case of the magnetic

monopole we have seen that asymptotically the gravitational field is well described by

the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter metric (RNdS). The goal is now to determine the

generalization of the cosmological coordinates in order to include the correction from

the charge.

Let us start with the static form of the RNdS solution,

ds2 = −f(r̃)dt2 + f(r̃)−1dr̃2 + r̃2dΩ2 (6.15)

f(r̃) = 1− 2GM/r̃ +Gq2/(4πr̃2)− Λr̃2/3 ,

where the term with the magnetic charge q follows from (6.11) and Schwinger’s quan-

tization condition. Note that there are two black hole horizons2 in the RNdS geometry

in addition to the cosmological horizon. This fact is important from the point of view

of black hole physics but will not play any role in the analysis that follows since it

is the limit of large r̃ that we are interested in. In order to switch to cosmological

coordinates we first introduce the cosmological proper time coordinate τ by

dτ = dt−
√

1− f(r̃)

f(r̃)
dr̃ (6.16)

and, as an intermediate step, the comoving radial coordinate R = r̃/a(τ). As usual,

a(τ) = eH0τ denotes the scale factor and H0 =
√

Λ/3 is the Hubble rate. In these

comoving coordinates the metric becomes

ds2 = −dτ 2 + a2(τ)
[
(dR + F (τ, R)dτ)2 +R2dΩ2

]
, (6.17)

where

F (τ, R) =
Rȧ−

√
1− f(Ra)

a
= RH0

(
1−

√
2GM

a3R3H2
0

− Gq2

4πa4R4H2
0

+ 1

)
(6.18)

and ȧ = da/dt. It might be difficult, however, to work with the comoving coordi-

nates because of the off-diagonal components of the metric. We can diagonalize the

metric (6.17) by solving the partial differential equation

∂R(τ, r)

∂τ
= −F (τ, R) , (6.19)

2Depending on the values of M , q and Λ there might actually be no horizon (which means that the
singularity is naked) or just one horizon (which means that the black hole is extremal). However, the
first case is excluded by the weak cosmic censorship conjecture [142] and the second is not generic.
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where the new radial coordinate r will be determined by specifying the constant of

integration. One has to make the choice in such a way that homogeneous cosmology

is recovered in the limit of zero mass and charge. Integration of (6.19) yields∫
udu√
P (u)

= H0 (τ + τ0(r)) , P (u) = u4 + 2GMH0u−GH2
0q

2/(4π) (6.20)

with the dimensionless variable u = aRH0 and an integration constant τ0(r). In-

troducing the dimensionless charge parameter κ = 3GH2
0q

2/(4π) we can write P (u) =

u4 +4µ3u−κ/3. From the estimates made in section 6.2.2 we find that κ ' 8.8×10−11.

In contrast to the Schwarzschild-de Sitter case (cf. Appendix A), where the inte-

gral that defines the coordinate transformation can be written in terms of the simple

elementary function (7.6), the solution of (6.20) involves elliptic functions. For this

reason we shall not attempt to derive the exact form of the RNdS metric in cosmolog-

ical coordinates, but only compute the relevant correction from the charge to lowest

order in the dimensionless parameter κ. In fact, this correction to the metric is the

only information that we need in order to determine later how the spectrum of scalar

perturbations is modified. In view of the values of µ and κ for the primordial magnetic

monopole, estimated in section 6.2.2, we can neglect terms of order κ2, µ6 and κµ3.

Thus, the expansion of (6.20) gives

H0 (τ + τ0(r)) =

∫
udu√

u4 + 4µ3u
+
κ

6

∫
udu

(u4 + 4µ3u)3/2
+O(κ2) (6.21)

= log(u) +
2µ3

3u3
− κ

24u4
+O(µ6, κ2, µ3κ) . (6.22)

The correct limit of homogenous cosmology is obtained by setting τ0(r) = H−1
0 log(r/R0)

because then it follows that R(τ, r) = r. Inverting this relation to the relevant order

in the perturbation parameters we find that

R(τ, r) = r

(
1− 2µ3

3(arH0)3
+

κ

24(arH0)4

)
+O(µ6, κ2, µ3κ) . (6.23)

Now, solving (6.19) perturbatively yields

F (τ, R(τ, r)) = RH0

(
−2µ3

u3
+

κ

6u4
+O(µ6, κ2, µ3κ)

)
(6.24)

= rH0

(
− 2µ3

(arH0)3
+

κ

6(arH0)4

)
+O(µ6, κ2, µ3κ) .

With this result we can reexpress the metric in the cosmological coordinates. From

dR + F (τ, R(τ, r))dτ =

(
1 +

4µ3

3(arH0)3
− κ

8(arH0)4

)
dr (6.25)
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we see that the metric becomes indeed diagonal. Hence, the metric assumes the final

form

ds2 = a2(η)

{
− dη2 +

(
1 +

8µ3

3(arH0)3
− κ

4(arH0)4

)
dr2 (6.26)

+ r2

(
1− 4µ3

3(arH0)3
+

κ

12(arH0)4

)
dΩ2

}
.

On this perturbed background we are going to study the fluctuations of the inflaton

field φ(x) and eventually calculate the amplitude of scalar cosmological perturbations.

The equation of motion of a massless inflaton field is the Klein-Gordon equation

�φ(x) = gµν∇µ∇νφ(x) =
1√
−g

∂µ

√
−ggµν∂νφ(x) = 0 . (6.27)

Neglecting again higher orders in µ and κ we find that

√
−g = a4r2 sin θ

(
1− κ

24(arH0)4

)
+O(µ6, κ2, µ3κ) . (6.28)

The scalar d’Alembertian is therefore given by

�S = �dS − 4µ3H2
0η

5

3r3

(
∇2 − 3∂2

r

)
+
κH2

0η
6

12r4

(
2

η
∂η −∇2 + 4∂2

r −
2

r
∂r

)
, (6.29)

where, besides the de Sitter background contribution, also the mass correction and the

correction from the charge are now taken into account. This result obviously reduces

to (5.9) for κ = 0. Note that the operator that is multiplied by κ in (6.29) is more

complicated than the one that is multiplied by µ. Indeed, we shall see that many

more terms have to be computed to determine the correction to the spectrum of scalar

perturbations as compared to the case of a small black hole without charge.

6.2.4 Monopole interior in cosmological coordinates

Let us introduce ‘cosmological coordinates’ also in the interior region in analogy to the

procedure that led to the line element (6.26). As a starting point, we integrate Eq. (iii)

of (6.10) which yields

B(r̃) =
1

A(r̃)
exp

{
16πGv2

∫ evr̃

0

dρ

[
u̇2

ρ
+

1

2
ρḣ2

]}
≡ C2(r̃)

A(r̃)
, (6.30)

with a dot denoting a derivative with respect to the dimensionless variable ρ = evr̃.

From the analysis in section 6.2.2 (where we assumed that 8πGv2 = 10−4) it follows

that C2
∞−1 ≡ limr̃→∞(C2(r̃)−1) ' 10−4. Thus, for an observer at infinity, the time in

the interior runs slower by a factor of 1/C∞. In order to match the interior region with
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the exterior RNdS solution, however, we must use the same time coordinate globally.

This is achieved by introducing

dt2 = C2
∞dt̃

2 ≡ (1 + ε2)dt̃2 (6.31)

with a small parameter ε ' 0.01. Making the approximation A(r̃) ' 1 + α2r̃2 and

B(r̃) ' 1 + β2r̃2, we find that, close to the origin, the metric (6.5) is given by

ds2 ' −(1− ε2 + β2r̃2)dt2 +
(
1 + α2r̃2

)
dr̃2 + r̃2dΩ2 , (6.32)

where here and in the following we neglected higher-order terms in ε, αr̃ and βr̃ since

evr̃ . 1. Note that ε is dimensionless but α and β have dimension of inverse length.

In fact, from the estimates that were made in section 6.2.2 one obtains α ' 16H0 and

β ' 5H0.

Having established the values of the parameters we proceed to the coordinate trans-

formations. First, it follows from (6.32) that for small r̃ we have f(r̃) ≡ gr̃r̃ ' 1−α2r̃2.

Then the definition of the proper time τ yields

dτ = dt−
√

1− f(r̃)

f(r̃)
dr̃ = dt− αr̃dr̃ , (6.33)

and the comoving radial coordinate is defined as r = r̃/a(τ) with the scale factor

a(τ) = eατ . From this we immediately find the final form for the metric in the interior,

ds2 = a2(η)

{
−
(
1− ε2 + (α2 + β2)(ar)2

)
dη2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2

}
. (6.34)

The conformal time η is obtained, as usual, by setting dτ 2 = a2dη2 which implies

that a = −1/(αη). Finally, the Klein-Gordon equation for the inflaton field on the

background (6.34) can be determined by expanding the d’Alembertian in the small

parameters. We find that

√
−g = a4r2 sin θ

(
1− 1

2
ε2 +

1

2
(α2 + β2)a2r2

)
, (6.35)

and, hence,

� = �dSα +

(
2ε2

a2
− 3(α2 + β2)r2

)
1

η
∂η +

(
−ε

2

a2
+ (α2 + β2)r2

)
∂2

η +
(
α2 + β2

)
r∂r ,

(6.36)

where the operator �dSα is the scalar d’Alembertian on de Sitter space with the Hubble

parameter H = α.
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6.3 Corrections to the Keldysh propagator

The derivation of the Keldysh propagator in this section resembles the work presented

in section 5.6 of the previous chapter for the case of a primordial black hole. As before,

the correction to the propagator for small perturbation parameters will be computed.

Determining these corrections for the monopole, however, turns out to be more involved

than for the black hole for the following reason. We have seen in the previous sections

that the background of a magnetic monopole is approximated well by an interior region

with metric (6.34) and an exterior RNdS region with metric (6.26). Therefore, in

total, there are six parameters that characterize the monopole, namely, α, β, ε for the

interior, µ, κ for the exterior and the effective monopole radius r̃M = 0.9/(ev). Recall

that only ε, µ and κ are dimensionless and small. The other two parameters were

estimated to be α ≈ 16H0 and β ' 5H0.

The full Keldysh propagator iG is given in terms of the Feynman propagators iG++,

iG−− and the Wightman functions iG+−, iG−+ defined in (5.42) as

iG(x;x′) =

(
iG++(x;x′) iG+−(x;x′)

iG−+(x;x′) iG−−(x;x′)

)
(6.37)

and satisfies √
−g(x)

(
�x −m2

eff

)
iG(x;x′) = iσ3δ4(x− x′) , (6.38)

where σ3 is one of the Pauli matrices [cf. Eq. (5.45)]. The effective mass meff of the

inflaton field is related to the second slow-roll parameter ηV , as explained in section 5.6,

and will be neglected. Expanding this equation around de Sitter space yields

√
−gdS(x) �dS

x iδG(x;x′) = −

(√
−gdS(x)δ�xi∆(x;x′) + i

δ
√
−g(x)√
−gdS(x)

σ3δ4(x− x′)

)
,

(6.39)

with the propagator i∆ for de Sitter space, the correction to the determinant of the

metric δ
√
−g(x) [given by (6.28) for the exterior region and by (6.35) for the monopole

interior] and the correction to the d’Alembertian δ� [given by (6.29) for the exterior

and by (6.36) for the interior]. It follows that

iδG(x;x′) = i

∫
d4x′′

√
−gdS(x′′)i∆(x;x′′)σ3δ�x′′i∆(x′′;x′)−

δ
√
−g(x′)√
−gdS(x′)

i∆(x;x′) .

(6.40)

To this solution any homogeneous solution of (6.39) can be added. As has been dis-

cussed in the black hole case in section 5.6.2, we obtain the unique propagator by

choosing the mode functions to correspond to the Bunch-Davies vacuum for the de

Sitter background. Unlike the black hole case, we will not derive the statistical propa-

gator (5.72) in the ‘mixed space’ representation for which an IR regularization of the
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vacuum state was needed. The integration range in (6.40) has to be separated into an

interior and an exterior region before evaluating the integral. Thus, it is convenient to

introduce the following notation for the components of iδG,

iδGab(x;x
′) = iδGint

ab (x;x′) + iδGext
ab (x;x′)−

δ
√
−g(x′)√
−gdS(x′)

i∆ab(x;x
′) , (6.41)

where

iδGint
ab (x;x′) = i

∑
c=+,−

c

∫
r̃≤r̃M

d4x′′
√
−gdS(x′′)i∆ac(x;x

′′)δ�x′′i∆cb(x
′′;x′) , (6.42)

iδGext
ab (x;x′) = i

∑
c=+,−

c

∫
r̃≥r̃M

d4x′′
√
−gdS(x′′)i∆ac(x;x

′′)δ�x′′i∆cb(x
′′;x′) ,

and a, b = +, − specify the correlation functions according to (6.37). Note that,

compared to the correction of the propagator (5.58) due to a black hole, there is an

additional correction proportional to the propagator for de Sitter space (6.41) in the

case of a magnetic monopole. This extra term has its origin in the expression for the

determinant of the metric tensor [cf. Eqs. (6.28) and (6.35)] and is absent in (5.5) (at

the relevant order in µ), where the correction from the mass was determined.

Before we can evaluate the two integrals in (6.42), the boundary of the integration

range r̃ = r̃M = 0.9/(ev) has to be translated into cosmological coordinates (r, η). For

this, note that it follows from (6.23) that r̃ is just a function of r/η,

r̃ = aR ' − r

ηH0

(
1 +

2µ3

3(r/η)3
+

κ

24(r/η)4

)
. (6.43)

Hence, at the monopole boundary we have r = −ξη for some constant ξ and Fig. 6.2

shows that ξ ' 2.8× 10−3.

The easiest way to evaluate (6.42) is to perform a Fourier transformation of the

propagator i∆,

i∆ab(x;x
′) =

∫
d3~k

(2π)3
ei~k·(~x−~x′)i∆ab(k, η, η

′) , (6.44)

where the momentum space propagators are given in (5.51) and the mode functions

are the ones that define the Bunch-Davies vacuum

uk(η) =
1

a

1√
2k

(
1− i

kη

)
e−ikη . (6.45)
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Now, plugging (6.44), (6.28), (6.29), (6.35) and (6.36) into (6.42), we find

iδGint
ab (x;x′) =

∫
d3~kd3~k′

(2π)6
ei(~k·~x−~k′·~x′) (6.46)

×

{
iε2

H2
0

∫ 0

η0

dη′′

η′′2

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)

[
2

η′′
∂η′′ − ∂2

η′′

]
i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′2
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

+
i(α2 + β2)

H4
0

∫ 0

η0

dη′′

η′′4

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)

[
− 3

η′′
∂η′′ + ∂2

η′′

]
i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′4
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

+
i(α2 + β2)

H4
0

∫ 0

η0

dη′′

η′′4

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′2
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ i~k′ · ~x′′ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

}
,

iδGext
ab (x;x′) = (6.47)

− 4iµ3

3H2
0

∫
d3~kd3~k′

(2π)6
ei(~k·~x−~k′·~x′)

∫ 0

η0

dη′′η′′

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
−k′2 + 3

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

+
iκ

12H2
0

∫
d3~kd3~k′

(2π)6
ei(~k·~x−~k′·~x′)

×

{∫ 0

η0

dη′′η′′2

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′2

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
k′2 − 4

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2
− 2i~k′ · ~x′′

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

+ 2

∫ 0

η0

dη′′η′′

( ∑
c=+,−

c i∆ac(k, η, η
′′)∂η′′i∆cb(k

′, η′′, η′)

)

×
∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′2

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

}
,

where the lower bound η0 denotes the initial hypersurface. Like in the previous chapter,

we obtain the momentum space propagators by first making a Fourier transformation

to introduce the momenta ~p1 and ~p2 associated with the positions ~x and ~x′,

iδGab(~p1, ~p2, η, η
′) =

∫
d3~x d3~x′ iδGab(~x, ~x

′, η, η′)e−i ~p1·~xe−i ~p2·~x′
. (6.48)
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Figure 6.2: This plot shows how the Schwarzschild radial coordinate r̃ is related to the cosmological
coordinates (r, η) on RNdS space which were derived in section 6.2.3. It yields a numerical estimate
for the effective monopole boundary at r̃ = r̃M in terms of r and η. For all the curves, the mass
parameter is chosen to be µ = 3× 10−3 (cf. estimates in section 6.2.2). The solid (black) curve shows
r̃ as a function of r/η for κ = 8.8×10−11 and is determined from (6.43) which takes into account only
the lowest orders in the perturbation parameters µ and κ. The horizontal line marks the boundary
of the monopole at r̃M = 0.9/(ev) = 5.8 × 10−4/H0. These two curves intersect approximately at
r/η ' −2.8× 10−3 which is thus the monopole boundary in cosmological coordinates. In order to get
an idea about the error one makes with this perturbative analysis, the curves for κ = 0 are plotted, too,
with the exact coordinate transformation given by the dashed-dotted curve (red) and the approximate
result by the dashed (blue) curve. It is seen that the error is roughly 10%.

Then, we define relative and average coordinates in position and momentum space,

~r = ~x− ~x′, ~y = (~x+ ~x′)/2 and ~p = ~p1 + ~p2, ~q = (~p1 − ~p2)/2. It follows that

~k · ~x− ~k′ · ~x′ − ~p · ~y − ~q · ~r = ~r ·
(
−~q +

1

2
~k +

1

2
~k′
)

+ ~y ·
(
−~p+ ~k − ~k′

)
(6.49)

which can be used to evaluate

iδGab(~p, ~q, η, η
′) =

∫
d3~y d3~r iδGab(~x, ~x

′, η, η′) e−i~p·~ye−i~q·~r . (6.50)

It can be seen from (6.46–6.47) that the correction to the propagator obeys

iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) =
(
iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′)

)∗
(6.51)

since the integrals over the spatial variables r′′, θ′′ and φ′′ in (6.46–6.47) are all real

(cf. Appendix E). Moreover, the Feynman and anti-Feynman propagators iδG++ and

iδG−− must obey the standard time-ordering relations

iδG++(~p, ~q, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) (6.52)

iδG−−(~p, ~q, η, η′) = Θ(η − η′)iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η′) + Θ(η′ − η)iδG−+(~p, ~q, η, η′) . (6.53)
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This has been checked explicitly for the part of the propagator that is multiplied by

the mass parameter µ and is stated in (5.62–5.63) but should be checked for the other

terms too. Using these relations and the results presented in Appendix E we find for

the interior contribution that

iδGint
ab (~p, ~q, η, η′) =

4πi

H2
0

∑
c=+,−

c

{
ε2

p3

[
J int,1

ac,cb(0)− J
int,1
ac,cb(η0)

]
(6.54)

+
(α2 + β2)

H2
0p

5

[
J int,2

ac,cb(0)− J int,2
ac,cb(η0)

]
+

(α2 + β2)

H2
0p

4
k′ cos θ̃

[
J int,3

ac,cb(0)− J
int,3
ac,cb(η0)

]}
,

where we write here and in what follows ~k = ~q+ 1
2
~p, ~k′ = ~q− 1

2
~p and θ̃ = ^(~k′−~k,~k′) =

^(−~p, ~q − 1
2
~p) for short. Moreover, we introduced

J int,1
ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃ dη′′

η′′2
i∆ab(k, η, η

′′)

[
2

η′′
∂η′′ − ∂2

η′′

]
i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′) [sin ρ− ρ cos ρ] (6.55)

J int,2
ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃ dη′′

η′′4
i∆ab(k, η, η

′′)

[
− 3

η′′
∂η′′ + ∂2

η′′

]
i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′)

×
[
3(ρ2 − 2) sin ρ− ρ(ρ2 − 6) cos ρ

]
J int,3

ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃ dη′′

η′′4
i∆ab(k, η, η

′′)i∆cd(k
′, η′′, η′)

[
(ρ2 − 3) sin ρ+ 3ρ cos ρ

]
with ρ = −ξpη′′. For convenience, we suppress the dependence of the J int,i on ~p, ~q, η, η′

throughout. By specifying the integration range in the indefinite integrals (6.55) to be

η0 ≤ η′′ ≤ 0 we find for the exterior contribution

iδGext
ab (~p, ~q, η, η′) (6.56)

=
πi

12H2
0

∑
c=+,−

c

{
− 64µ3k′2

(
3 cos2 θ̃ − 1

) [
Jext,1

ac,cb (0)− J
ext,1
ac,cb (η0)

]
+ κpk′ cos θ̃

(
p− 2k′ cos θ̃

) [
Jext,2

ac,cb (0)− J
ext,2
ac,cb (η0)

]
+ 2κpk′

(
6k′ cos2 θ̃ + p cos θ̃ − 2k′

) [
Jext,3

ac,cb (0)− J
ext,3
ac,cb (η0)

]
+ 4κp

[
Jext,4

ac,cb (0)− Jext,4
ac,cb (η0)

]}
with

Jext,1
ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃

dη′′η′′ i∆ab(k, η, η
′′)i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′)

[
cos ρ

ρ2
− sin ρ

ρ3

]
(6.57)

Jext,2
ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃

dη′′η′′2 i∆ab(k, η, η
′′)i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′)

[
cos ρ

ρ
+

sin ρ

ρ2
+ Si(ρ)− π

2

]
Jext,3

ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃

dη′′η′′2 i∆ab(k, η, η
′′)i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′)

[
sin ρ

ρ4
− cos ρ

ρ3

]
=

1

ξp
Jext,1

ab,cd(η′′)

Jext,4
ab,cd(η̃) =

∫ η̃

dη′′η′′ i∆ab(k, η, η
′′)∂η′′i∆cd(k

′, η′′, η′)

[
cos ρ

ρ
+

sin ρ

ρ2
+ Si(ρ)− π

2

]
.
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Note that (6.51) and (6.52–6.53) imply that the knowledge of the correction to the

Wightman function iδG+− completely specifies the correction to the whole Keldysh

propagator. Furthermore, in order to determine δG+− we only need to know J+−,+−

and J+−,−+ because for all J ’s we have

J−+,+− = J∗+−,−+ . (6.58)

It is also easily seen that each J+−,−+ can be obtained from the corresponding J+−,+−

by a formal substitution3 in k′ [see e.g. (5.65–5.66)],

J+−,−+ = −J+−,+−

∣∣∣
k′→−k′

. (6.59)

Thus, all the ingredients for the construction of the correction to the Keldysh propaga-

tor from the magnetic monopole have been collected. By evaluating these contributions

we can determine the spectrum of the scalar field fluctuations and make a link to the

gauge invariant scalar cosmological perturbations. The individual contributions to the

propagator are not presented in this thesis because they do not provide any immediate

physical insight.

6.4 The power spectrum

We have seen in section 5.4.1 of the previous chapter that the gauge invariant Sasaki-

Mukhanov fieldR that describes scalar cosmological perturbations is related in a simple

way to inflaton fluctuations φ in the zero curvature gauge [cf. Eq. (5.31)]. In particular,

using this gauge, the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations can be expressed

as

PR =
1

2εM2
P

Pφ (6.60)

with the slow-roll parameter ε = −Ḣ/H2. It was also shown that the field R is gauge

invariant even when corrections from the mass of a small black hole are taken into

account. In this chapter we additionally considered the corrections from the charge

of a magnetic monopole. Although the dimensionless charge parameter is tiny, κ =

8.8× 10−11, one should check if R is gauge invariant under gauge transformations for

the perturbed RNdS background.

The amplitude of the spectrum of inflaton fluctuations on de Sitter space is given

by Pφ = H2
0/(4π

2). For the correction to this spectrum one finds that [cf. Eq. (5.82)]

δPφ(~p, ~q, η, η) =
q3

2π2
Re iδG+−(~p, ~q, η, η) , (6.61)

3No physical meaning should be attached to this substitution since it is the magnitude of the
momentum that changes sign.
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where the full expression for iδG+− is obtained from the Eqs. (6.41), (6.54) and (6.56).

We shall only consider the limit η → 0 which denotes the end of inflation. First note

that the last term in (6.41) is immediately seen to be suppressed by κ = 8.8 × 10−11

from (6.28) for the exterior region. In the interior region it is suppressed by ε2 = 10−4,

(αr̃)2 ≤ 5× 10−5 and (βr̃)2 ≤ 2× 10−5 which follows from (6.35) and Fig. 6.1. For the

contributions iδGint
+− and iδGext

+− in (6.54) and (6.56) we find that they greatly simplify

in the limit η′ = η = 0 [cf. also Eq. (5.69)],

iδGint
+−(~p, ~q, 0, 0) =

8π

H2
0

{
ε2

p3

[
Im J int,1

+−,−+(0)− Im J int,1
+−,−+(η0)

]
(6.62)

+
(α2 + β2)

H2
0p

5

[
Im J int,2

+−,−+(0)− Im J int,2
+−,−+(η0)

]
+

(α2 + β2)

H2
0p

4
k′ cos θ̃

[
Im J int,3

+−,−+(0)− Im J int,3
+−,−+(η0)

]}
,

iδGext
+−(~p, ~q, 0, 0) (6.63)

=
π

6H2
0

{
− 64µ3k′2

(
3 cos2 θ̃ − 1

) [
Im Jext,1

+−,−+(0)− Im Jext,1
+−,−+(η0)

]
+ κpk′ cos θ̃

(
p− 2k′ cos θ̃

) [
Im Jext,2

+−,−+(0)− Im Jext,2
+−,−+(η0)

]
+ 2κpk′

(
6k′ cos2 θ̃ + p cos θ̃ − 2k′

) [
Im Jext,3

+−,−+(0)− Im Jext,3
+−,−+(η0)

]
+ 4κp

[
Im Jext,4

+−,−+(0)− Im Jext,4
+−,−+(η0)

]}
.

In particular, it is seen that we only have to determine Im J+−,−+ from all the possible

Jab,cd in (6.55) and (6.57). Solving these integrals, we find that for the interior region

there is no contribution from future infinity4 η′′ = 0,

Im J int,1
+−,−+(0) = Im J int,2

+−,−+(0) = Im J int,3
+−,−+(0) = 0 . (6.64)

However, not all the corresponding terms vanish for the contributions from the exterior

region,

Im Jext,1
+−,−+(0) = Im Jext,3

+−,−+(0) = 0 , (6.65)

Im Jext,2
+−,−+(0) = − πH

4
0

k2k′2

(
3

(k + k′)5
+

1

kk′(k + k′)3

)
,

Im Jext,4
+−,−+(0) = − πH

4
0

4k2k′

(
3

(k + k′)4
+

1

k(k + k′)3

)
.

The contributions to the spectrum from the initial hypersurface η′′ = η0 turn out to be

rather lengthy expressions and are therefore presented in Appendix F. Here, we shall

4These results are obtained from the expressions in Appendix F by considering η′′ = 0 instead of
η′′ = η0.
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only discuss their qualitative features. More specifically, we are interested in the powers

of the perturbation parameters that control the magnitude of the individual terms.

Collecting the leading orders in the perturbation parameters, the exterior contribution

can be written as

iδGext
+−(~p, ~q, 0, 0) (6.66)

=
πH2

0

6

{
64µ3

ξ2
f ext

1 (~p, ~q) +
κ

4ξ
f ext

2 (~p, ~q) +
κ

2ξ3
f ext

3 (~p, ~q) +
κ

ξ
f ext

4 (~p, ~q)

}
,

with functions f ext
i (~p, ~q) that have the dimension of p−6 and result from Im Jext,i

+−,−+.

Note that, as expected, the contributions from future infinity (6.65) do not contribute

at the leading order. Although the momentum dependence of the functions f ext
i should

be studied carefully to be rigorous, we can get an idea about the relevance of these

terms by evaluating the dimensionless prefactors. The estimates in section 6.2.2 yielded

µ = 3× 10−3, κ = 8.8× 10−11 and from Fig. 6.2 we found ξ = 2.8× 10−3. Hence,

64µ3

ξ2
' 0.2,

κ

ξ
' 3× 10−8,

κ

2ξ3
' 2× 10−3 . (6.67)

This shows that the charge parameter greatly suppresses the terms Im J
ext,{2,3,4}
+−,−+ and

the largest contribution results from the mass term. But, again, it is important to

check whether the effect of the charge can be neglected for all momenta ~p, ~q.

Since ξ ' µ, it seems that the primordial magnetic monopole causes the same effect

as a primordial black hole of the same mass but this is not so for two reasons. Firstly, the

primordial black holes that we studied in the previous chapter had a mass parameter

µ above a critical value µcrit ' 0.027. This guaranteed that they do not evaporate

during inflation. Indeed, a black hole with a mass corresponding to µ = 3× 10−3, i.e.

M = 0.05mP would decay within a fraction of the Planck time (see also Fig. 5.2).

Secondly, there is an additional contribution from the monopole interior region which

appears to have a non-negligible effect. To see this, we write the interior contribution

in analogy to (6.66) as

iδGint
+−(~p, ~q, 0, 0) = 2πH2

0

{
ε2ξf int

1 (~p, ~q) +
(α2 + β2)ξ

H2
0

(
f int

2 (~p, ~q) + f int
3 (~p, ~q)

)}
. (6.68)

Now, using that ε = 0.01 and α = 16H0, β = 5H0, we find

ε2ξ ' 3× 10−7,
(α2 + β2)ξ

H2
0

' 0.8 . (6.69)

Based on this estimate for the contribution from the interior region we are led to

conclude that it is comparable to the contribution from the exterior. However, this

should be regarded only as an indication as long as the functions f int
i have not been

analyzed.
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Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the correction from the magnetic

monopole to the Keldysh propagator in the mixed space representation because of its

relation to the Boltzmann distribution function [cf. Eq. (5.72)], but this analysis is

beyond the scope of the work presented in this chapter. It is important to emphasize

that also in the case of the magnetic monopole presented here we made the assumption

that the possible coupling of scalar, vector and tensor modes on the inhomogeneous

background we worked with does not play a role. This should be checked by expanding

the action to quadratic order in the field fluctuations. Finally, the suppression of the

spectrum of tensor modes by the slow-roll parameter ε shown in (5.33) is expected to

hold when homogeneity is weakly broken but should be established rigorously.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

It has been a longstanding goal to unify general relativity with quantum theory. One

approach to this problem is to proceed via a lattice regularization of the gravitational

path integral, of the kind developed in Quantum Regge Calculus. The discretized ge-

ometries used in this approach are piecewise flat and differ from each other only by

the edge lengths of the individual flat simplicial building blocks. An alternative to this

lattice formulation of quantum gravity is the method of dynamical triangulations in

which the edge lengths of the simplices are fixed and different geometries are described

by different triangulations. Imposing causality by excluding certain ill-behaved geome-

tries in this model defines Causal Dynamical Triangulations (CDT). Using CDT, it

was shown in [38] that, in the pure gravity case, there is a phase in which extended

four-dimensional universes are generated in the continuum limit. This allows the con-

clusion that the model has a good classical limit. Of course, there exist several other

approaches to quantum gravity. Most prominently, a lot of work has been invested

into research in string theory which is considered to be a possible unified theory of all

forces of nature, including gravity.

In the first part of the thesis (chapters 2 and 3) we took an important step in validat-

ing the classical limit of the matter-coupled CDT model in four dimensions by consider-

ing the coupling to a point-like mass. Without matter, the geometry of the background

obtained from the quantum superposition appears to be that of a (Euclidean) de Sitter

space. On the classical level, inserting a point like mass into the empty space en-

dowed with a positive cosmological constant generates a Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS)

background geometry. For this type of matter-coupling, the quantization procedure

defined by the non-perturbative sum over causal Euclidean geometries in CDT is thus

expected to yield a modified ground state that has the properties of Euclidean SdS

space on large scales. The classical limit of the quantum gravity model can be tested

by studying the properties of suitable observables which can be measured using Monte

99
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Carlo simulations. The main result of the work presented in chapter 3 is the derivation

of classical volume profiles which are modified by the mass. More specifically, it was

shown in Fig. 3.8(b) that, after rescaling to the same amplitude, the profiles obtained

for different masses all collapse to a single universal curve. This can be seen as an op-

portunity to establish the presence of a SdS ground state by measuring the expectation

value of the volume profiles of geometries generated by CDT coupled to a point-like

mass and comparing the resulting curves to the classical volume profiles presented in

this thesis. It should be stressed, however, that these results were found only in the

limit of small masses with an upper bound set by parameters used in computer simu-

lations. The main reason for this restriction is that the Gaussian normal coordinates

that we used do not cover the entire Euclidean SdS manifold. Another important re-

sult concerns the implementation of the mass-line in the triangulated geometry with

topology S1 × S3 used in CDT simulations. In fact, the mass-line is required to form

a contractible loop in order to be consistent with the classical Euclidean SdS solution.

This has been visualized in Fig. 3.5.

Establishing the correct behavior of the CDT model in the presence of a point-

like mass would mean that the model can be used to study quantum properties of the

Schwarzschild-de Sitter space non-perturbatively. This is similar in spirit to the fuzzball

proposal in string theory (see [143] for a review) which is also a quantum description of

a black hole. The method of dynamical triangulations, however, offers the possibility to

measure the expectation values of suitable observables directly. For instance, it would

be interesting to see how fluctuations in the volume and in the curvature are affected

by the black hole. The implementation of the coupling of a point-like mass to quantum

gravity in CDT is not a simple task. Above all, the moves used in the Monte Carlo

simulations have to be generalized to update the mass-line together with the geometry.

Furthermore, one has to explore the phase structure of the matter-coupled model to

find the correct classical limit. The condition for the mass-line to form a contractible

loop poses another difficulty. Some work has already been put into the problem of

including a point-like mass into CDT but no conclusion has been reached so far.

The second part of this thesis (chapters 4, 5 and 6) deals with the inclusion of objects

of a similar type into inflationary cosmology. Namely, the effect of small primordial

black holes (PBHs) and magnetic monopoles on the spectrum of scalar cosmological

perturbations during inflation was discussed. Such small deviations from the ΛCDM

model might provide a physical explanation for anomalies in the cosmic microwave

background (CMB) and the large scale structure of the universe which have been the

subject of recent debates [102, 105]. In particular, it is possible that the large scale

(dark) flows [105] are related to the presence of PBHs moving with respect to the CMB
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rest frame. This proposal offers an alternative to the suggestions put forward in [144]

and [145] which are based on extra dimensions and string theory. However, the analysis

presented in chapter 4 should be regarded only as a first step in the investigation of

the role of PBHs in the context of such anomalies since (i) we considered a black hole

that is stationary with respect to the CMB, and (ii) we ignored the possible coupling

of scalar, vector and tensor modes which is absent for a homogeneous background but

might play a role in inhomogeneous cosmology. In spite of point (ii), we expect our

results for the spectrum to be valid for small masses for which homogeneity is only

weakly broken and the Sasaki-Mukhanov variable that describes scalar cosmological

perturbations is gauge-invariant to the leading order in the small mass parameter [cf.

Eq. (5.40)]. The resulting correction to the spectrum of these perturbations from

PBHs defines a six-parameter template with the amplitude and the slope that fully

characterize perturbations on a homogeneous background and additional parameters

for the mass of the black hole and the vector specifying its comoving distance from

us. Using this template, the relevance of PBHs for anomalies can be determined from

CMB data and from observations of the large scale structure.

In order to establish the results mentioned above, we started by studying fluctu-

ations of the metric on a homogeneous background in chapter 4. Specializing to de

Sitter space, the graviton spectrum, Eq. (4.47), was derived in three steps. First, the

Einstein-Hilbert action was expanded to quadratic order in the fluctuations, then the

two gauge-invariant tensor modes were separated from the other (unphysical) degrees

of freedom and, finally, the tensor modes were quantized. This derivation allowed us

to conclude in chapter 5 that the graviton spectrum is suppressed in slow-roll inflation

when compared to scalar curvature perturbations induced by fluctuations of the infla-

ton field [cf. Eq. (5.33)]. We made the assumption that the tensor and vector modes

play a subdominant role also in the case that the homogeneity of the background is

broken by a small black hole. The probability of creation of such small PBHs from

Gaussian density fluctuations during a pre-inflationary phase dominated by heavy par-

ticles was shown in Fig. 5.3. It is an important result that there is a range of parameters

for which several PHBs per Hubble volume are expected. Having established this, the

corrections to the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations from these PBHs were

determined. To this end, we derived the Keldysh propagator of the inflaton field on

SdS space since, in the zero curvature gauge, the spectrum of scalar cosmological per-

turbations is directly related to the spectrum of inflaton fluctuations [cf. (5.32)]. The

Keldysh propagator was computed to first order in the dimensionless mass parameter

and analyzed in the mixed space (position/momentum) representation. It was found

that it has a logarithmic IR divergence that we regulated by putting the universe in a

large comoving box. This divergence is due to the choice of the Bunch-Davies vacuum
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state for the propagator. In fact, with this choice of the vacuum state, already the

propagator on de Sitter space is IR divergent, as was shown in Eq. (5.54). Fixing the

IR cut-off parameter and the position of the black hole, we studied the scale dependence

of the spectrum. We observed that the oscillations in the spectrum are modulated by

a low frequency set by the mass parameter of the black hole, thus making it possible,

in principle, to deduce the black hole mass from observational data.

In the case of the primordial magnetic monopole, presented in chapter 6, we first

studied the background geometry that it generates. It was found that the monopole

can be naturally divided into an interior and an exterior region (see Fig. 6.1). We

approximated the interior gravitational field by a quadratic polynomial and showed that

it is very well described by the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter solution in the exterior.

Estimating the physical scales for a primordial magnetic monopole it was seen that the

typical mass isM = 0.05mP . For such small deviations from homogeneity we can study

the correction to the spectrum of scalar cosmological perturbations by expanding the

Keldysh propagator in small parameters. In addition to the correction from the mass,

which was also present in the black hole case, the propagator receives a correction from

the charge and from parameters characterizing its interior. The analysis of the spectrum

has provided evidence that the effect of the charge is subdominant compared to the

mass. However, in order to make a definite conclusion, the spectrum should be fully

evaluated in momentum space using Eq. (6.66). Curiously, we have also found that the

contribution from the interior is similar in magnitude to the exterior contribution which

means that the interior structure of the monopole appears to affect the correction to

the spectrum. The results presented in the last chapter define another template which

makes it possible to determine the relevance of primordial magnetic monopoles from

observational data.



Appendices

Appendix A

The coordinate transformations that give rise to the line element in cosmological form,

Eq. (5.2), are presented here. In its static form the Schwarzschild de Sitter (SdS)

solution is given by the line element

ds2 = −f(r̃)dt2 + f(r̃)−1dr̃2 + r̃2dΩ2 (7.1)

f(r̃) = 1− 2GM/r̃ − r̃2/R2
0 ,

with R0 =
√

3/Λ being the Hubble radius and Λ the cosmological constant. If we take

τ(t, r̃) = t−
∫ √

1− f(r̃)

f(r̃)
dr̃, R(τ, r̃) = r̃/a(τ) (7.2)

for a(τ) = eτ/R0 then the metric becomes

ds2 = −dτ 2 + a2(τ)
[
(dR + F (τ, R)dτ)2 +R2dΩ2

]
(7.3)

with

F (τ, R) =
R

R0

(
1−

√
2GMR2

0

R3a3(τ)
+ 1

)
. (7.4)

In order to make the metric diagonal, we have to solve a differential equation for a

function R(τ, r)
∂R

∂τ
= −F (τ, R) , (7.5)

which has the solution

R(τ, r) = (2GMR2
0)

1/3e−τ/R0 sinh2/3

(
3

2

τ + τ0(r)

R0

)
, (7.6)

where τ0(r) is a τ -independent integration constant. This constant can be determined

by the requirement that R(τ, r) = r for M = 0, i.e. homogeneous cosmology is recov-

ered. One finds that

τ0(r) = R0 log

((
2

GMR2
0

)1/3

r

)
, (7.7)
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and hence,

R(τ, r) = r

(
1− GMR2

0

2a3r3

)2/3

.

The metric then becomes

ds2 = −dτ 2 + a2(τ)

[(
∂R

∂r
(τ, r)

)2

dr2 +R2(τ, r)dΩ2

]
(7.8)

= −dτ 2 +
(2GMR2

0)
2/3

r2
sinh4/3

(
3

2

τ + τ0(r)

R0

)[
coth2

(
3

2

τ + τ0(r)

R0

)
dr2 + r2dΩ2

]

= −dτ 2 + a2(τ)

(
1− GMR2

0

2a3r3

)4/3
(1 +

GMR2
0

2a3r3

1− GMR2
0

2a3r3

)2

dr2 + r2dΩ2

 ,

which is recast in the main text, Eq. (5.2), in conformal time η, dη = dt/a(t). Note

that the metric is singular at

r0(τ) =

(
GMR2

0

2

)1/3
1

a(τ)
, (7.9)

and regular for all values r > r0(τ). As a check, Rµν−Λgµν = 0, and the Kretschmann

invariant is

RµνρσR
µνρσ =

48GM2

r̃6
+

8Λ2

3
=

48GM2

a6r6
(
1− GMR2

0

2a3r3

)4 +
8Λ2

3
, (7.10)

with r̃ denoting as previously the Schwarzschild radial coordinate. This proves that r0

corresponds to the curvature singularity at r̃ = 0. Since ∂r̃/∂r > 0 for r > r0(τ), we

conclude that r̃ →∞ when r →∞ without any double-valued regions.

Appendix B

For the derivation of (5.61) from (5.59) we have to evaluate first

I1(~k,~k
′, η′′) ≡

∫ ∞

−µη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′
= 4π

(
sin ρ

ρ
− Ci(ρ)

)
(7.11)

I2(~k,~k
′, η′′) ≡

∫ ∞

−µη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′
(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

=
4πk′2

3

((
sin ρ

ρ
− Ci(ρ)

)
+
(
3 cos2 θ̃ − 1

)(cos ρ

ρ2
− sin ρ

ρ3

))
,
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with the cosine integral function Ci(z) = −
∫∞

z
dt cos(t)/t, θ̃ = ^(~k′ − ~k,~k′) and ρ =

−µ‖~k − ~k′‖η′′. Then, it follows that

I(~k,~k′, η′′) ≡
∫ ∞

−µη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
−k′2 + 3

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

(7.12)

= −k′2I1(~k,~k′, η′′) + 3I2(~k,~k
′, η′′)

= 4πk′2
(
3 cos2 θ̃ − 1

)(cos(µ‖~k − ~k′‖η′′)
µ2‖~k − ~k′‖2η′′2

− sin(µ‖~k − ~k′‖η′′)
µ3‖~k − ~k′‖3η′′3

)
.

To establish (5.62) and (5.63) we used the following relations for the step function:

Θ(η − η′′)Θ(η′′ − η′) = Θ(η − η′) [Θ(η′′ − η′)−Θ(η′′ − η)] (7.13)

Θ(η − η′′)Θ(η′ − η′′) = Θ(η − η′)Θ(η′ − η′′) + Θ(η′ − η)Θ(η − η′′)
Θ(η′′ − η)Θ(η′′ − η′) = Θ(η − η′)Θ(η′′ − η) + Θ(η′ − η)Θ(η′′ − η′)
Θ(η′′ − η)Θ(η′ − η′′) = Θ(η′ − η) [Θ(η′′ − η)−Θ(η′′ − η′)] .

The final form for J+−,+− and J+−,−+, Eqs. (5.65) and (5.66), can be obtained by

solving the following integral, for real parameters A,B, α and α 6= 1 and ρ = −µη′′p
with A+ αB = 0,∫

dρ
(
ρ3 + iAρ2 +Bρ

)(cos ρ

ρ2
− sin ρ

ρ3

)
eiαρ (7.14)

=

[(
2

(α2 − 1)2
+
α(A− iρ)
α2 − 1

)
cos ρ+

(
i(α− A)− ρ

α2 − 1
− 2iα

(α2 − 1)2
+
B

ρ

)
sin ρ

]
eiαρ .

Appendix C

We present here the general integral expression for the finite part of the spectrum. For

this we write

~q = q(0, 0, 1) (7.15)

~p = p(cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ, cos θ)

~y = y(cosφy sin θy, sinφy sin θy, cos θy) .

Introducing x = cos θ and w = p/(2q), as in the main text, we find that∫ 2π

0

dφ cos(~p · ~y) = 2πJ0(2qyw
√

1− x2 sin θy) cos(2qywx cos θy) . (7.16)

In terms of the variables κ and κ′,

κ = k/q =
√

1 + 2wx+ w2 , κ′ = k′/q =
√

1− 2wx+ w2 , (7.17)
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the integral form of the spectrum, in Eqs. (5.76) and (5.82–5.83), becomes

δPfin(q, y, η) =
2µqH0

3π3

∫ ∞

0

dw

∫ 1

−1

dx

κ2

(
2 +

3(x2 − 1)

κ′2

)
(7.18)

×

{
cos((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

κ+ κ′

(
cos(2µwq/H0)−

sin(2µwq/H0)

2µwq/H0

)
+ (2µw)2

[
cos((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

(κ+ κ′)3

(
cos(2µwq/H0) +

sin(2µwq/H0)

2µwq/H0

)
− 2 sin((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

(q/H0)(κ+ κ′)4
cos(2µwq/H0) +

(q/H0) sin((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

(κ+ κ′)2

sin(2µwq/H0)

2µwq/H0

]}
× J0(2qyw

√
1− x2 sin θy) cos(2qywx cos θy)

− 2µqH0

3π3

∫ ∞

0

dw

∫ 1

−1

dx

κ3

[(
2 +

3(x2 − 1)

κ′2

)

×

{
sin((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

(q/H0)κ′

(
cos(2µwq/H0)−

sin(2µwq/H0)

2µwq/H0

)

− (2µw)2

[
cos((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

κ′(κ+ κ′)

sin(2µwq/H0)

2µwq/H0

− sin((κ+ κ′)q/H0)

(q/H0)κ′(κ+ κ′)2
cos(2µwq/H0)

]}
× J0(2qyw

√
1− x2 sin θy) cos(2qywx cos θy)

− 2

{
sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

(
cos(2µq/H0)−

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

)

− µ2

[
cos(2q/H0)

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

− sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

cos(2µq/H0)

]}
cos(2qy cos θy)

]
.

For q/H0 � 1 one finds

δPφ(q, y, η) =
16µ5q3

9π3H0

F (qy, θy) +
16µ5q3

9π3H0

(
log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2

)
cos(2qy cos θy) (7.19)

with

F (qy, θy) = (7.20)

+

∫ ∞

0

dw w4

∫ 1

−1

dx

κ2(κ+ κ′)3

×
(

2 +
3(x2 − 1)

κ′2

)
2J0(2qyw

√
1− x2 sin θy) cos(2qywx cos θy)

+

∫ ∞

0

dw

∫ 1

−1

dx

κ3

[(
2 +

3(x2 − 1)

κ′2

)
2w4J0(2qyw

√
1− x2 sin θy) cos(2qywx cos θy)

κ′(κ+ κ′)

− cos(2qy cos θy)

]
.
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Appendix D

This appendix contains the fitting functions for the numerical data. In the isotropic

case ~y = 0, the correction to the spectrum normalized by the scale invariant de Sitter

spectrum 4π2/H2
0 has been fitted in Fig. 5.10 with the following function:

f(q, µ, k0) = µA(µ) log(q/H0)
[
(1− cos(2µq/H0)) sin(2q/H0 − 1/4) (7.21)

+ µ2B(µ)(q/H0) cos(2q/H0 − π/4)
]

+
16µq/H0

3π

{
sin(2q/H0 − 1/4)

2q/H0

(
cos(2µq/H0)−

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

)

− µ2

[
cos(2q/H0 − 1/4)

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

− sin(2q/H0 − 1/4)

2q/H0

cos(2µq/H0)

]}
×
(

log(3q2) + 2
)

− 16µq/H0

3π

{
sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

(
cos(2µq/H0)−

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

)

− µ2

[
cos(2q/H0)

sin(2µq/H0)

2µq/H0

− sin(2q/H0)

2q/H0

cos(2µq/H0)

]}(
log

(
q2

k2
0

)
+ 2

)
.

We have no analytic expression for the functions A and B but we observe that the

dependence on µ is weak,

A(1/50) = 0.76, B(1/50) = −1.0. (7.22)

A(1/20) = 0.87, B(1/20) = −0.7,

A(1/10) = 0.80, B(1/10) = −1.3 .

Obviously, setting A = 0.8 and B = −1.0 for all µ results in reasonable fits, too.
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Appendix E

The integrals over the spatial variables r′′, θ′′, φ′′ appearing in (6.46) and (6.47) are

evaluated to

I int
1 (~k, ~k′, η′′) ≡

∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′2
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′
(7.23)

=
4π

p3

[
sin ρ− ρ cos ρ

]
I int
2 (~k, ~k′, η′′) ≡

∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′4
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′
(7.24)

=
4π

p5

[
3(ρ2 − 2) sin ρ− ρ(ρ2 − 6) cos ρ

]
I int
3 (~k, ~k′, η′′) ≡

∫ −ξη′′

0

dr′′ r′′2
∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ i~k′ · ~x′′ ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′
(7.25)

=
4πk′ cos θ̃

p4

[
(ρ2 − 3) sin ρ+ 3ρ cos ρ

]
,

Iext
1 (~k, ~k′, η′′) (7.26)

≡
∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
−k′2 + 3

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

= 4πk′2
(
3 cos2 θ̃ − 1

)[cos ρ

ρ2
− sin ρ

ρ3

]

Iext
2 (~k, ~k′, η′′) (7.27)

≡
∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′2

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′

(
k′2 − 4

(~k′ · ~x′′)2

r′′2
− 2i~k′ · ~x′′

r′′2

)
ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′

= πpk′ cos θ̃
(
p− 2k′ cos θ̃

)[cos ρ

ρ
+

sin ρ

ρ2
+ Si(ρ)− π

2

]
+ 2πpk′

(
6k′ cos2 θ̃ + p cos θ̃ − 2k′

)[sin ρ

ρ4
− cos ρ

ρ3

]

Iext
3 (~k, ~k′, η′′) ≡

∫ ∞

−ξη′′

dr′′

r′′2

∫ 1

−1

d cos θ′′
∫ 2π

0

dφ′′ei(~k′−~k)·~x′′
(7.28)

= 2πp

[
cos ρ

ρ
+

sin ρ

ρ2
+ Si(ρ)− π

2

]
,

with ρ = −ξ‖~k − ~k′‖η′′, p = ‖~k − ~k′‖, the sine integral function Si(z) =
∫ z

0
dt sin(t)/t

and θ̃ = ^(~k′ − ~k,~k′).
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Appendix F

In this Appendix the contributions to the spectrum of inflaton fluctuations from the

interior and exterior region are presented. The following expressions are derived from

the integral expressions (6.55) and (6.57) evaluated at η′′ = η0 and η = η′ = 0.

Im J int,1
+−,−+(η0) = (7.29)

− H4
0

4k2k′

{(
k′ξpη0

k + k′
+
k′(ξp)3η0

(k + k′)3

)(
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

− cos(ξpη0)

)
cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
2k′(ξp)3

(k + k′)4
+

(ξp)3

k(k + k′)2
+
ξp

k

)
cos(ξpη0) sin[(k + k′)η0]

−
(

(ξp)3η0

k(k + k′)
+

2k′(ξp)3η0

(k + k′)4

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

cos[(k + k′)η0]

−
(
ξp

k
+
k′(ξp)3η2

0

(k + k′)2

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

sin[(k + k′)η0]

}
,

Im J int,2
+−,−+(η0) = (7.30)

H4
0

4k2k′

{[
4ξp sin[(k + k′)η0]

kη2
0

− ξp

η0

(
4 +

k′

k

)
cos[(k + k′)η0]

](
cos(ξpη0)−

sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

)
+

(
k′(ξp)3η0

k + k′
+
k′(ξp)5η0

(k + k′)3

)
cos(ξpη0) cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
(3kk′ + k′2)(ξp)3

k(k + k′)2
− 2(ξp)3

k
+

k′(ξp)5

k(k + k′)3
− 2(ξp)5

k(k + k′)2

)
cos(ξpη0) sin[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
− k′(ξp)5η0

(k + k′)3
− 3k′(ξp)3η0

k + k′
+

2(ξp)5η0

(k + k′)2
+

k′(ξp)5η0

k(k + k′)2

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
− 4kξp+ k′ξp− k′2ξp

k
+

2(ξp)3

k
+
k′(ξp)5η2

0

(k + k′)2

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

sin[(k + k′)η0]

+
(k + k′)(4k2 − kk′ + k′2)

2k
Im

[
Ei(−i (k + k′ − ξp) η0)− Ei(−i (k + k′ + ξp) η0)

]}
,

Im J int,3
+−,−+(η0) = (7.31)

− H4
0ξp

4k2k′2

{(
(k + k′) cos[(k + k′)η0]

kk′η0

− sin[(k + k′)η0]

kk′η2
0

)(
cos(ξpη0)−

sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

)
− (ξp)2

(k + k′)2
cos(ξpη0) sin[(k + k′)η0]−

(
3− (k + k′)2

kk′

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

sin[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
(ξp)2η0

k + k′
+

(ξp)4η0

(k + k′)3

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

cos[(k + k′)η0]

+
k + k′

2ξp

(
3− (k + k′)2

kk′

)
Im

[
Ei(−i (k + k′ − ξp) η0)− Ei(−i (k + k′ + ξp) η0)

]}
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The contributions from the exterior are

Im Jext,2
+−,−+(η0) = (7.32)

− H4
0

4k2k′2

{[(
− 24

(k + k′)5
+

12kk′η2
0 − 8

kk′(k + k′)3
+

4η2
0

kk′(k + k′)
− η4

0

k + k′

)
cos[(k + k′)η0]

−
(
− 24η0

(k + k′)4
− 8η0

kk′(k + k′)2
+

4η3
0

(k + k′)2
+

η3
0

kk′

)
sin[(k + k′)η0]

](
Si(−ξpη0)−

π

2

)
+

1

ξp

[(
10η0

(k + k′)3
+

4η0

kk′(k + k′)
− η3

0

k + k′

)
cos(ξpη0) cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
2η0

(k + k′)3
+

2η0

kk′(k + k′)
− η3

0

k + k′

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
− 12

(k + k′)4
− 6

kk′(k + k′)2
+

η2
0

kk′
+

4η2
0

(k + k′)2

)
cos(ξpη0) sin[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
2η2

0

(k + k′)2
+

η2
0

kk′

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

sin[(k + k′)η0]

]
−
(

12

(k + k′)5
+

4

kk′(k + k′)3

)
Im

[
Ei(−i (k + k′ − ξp) η0)− Ei(−i (k + k′ + ξp) η0)

]}
,

Im Jext,4
+−,−+(η0) = (7.33)

− H4
0

4k2k′

{[(
− 6

(k + k′)4
− 2

k(k + k′)3
+

3η2
0

(k + k′)2
+

η2
0

k(k + k′)

)
cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
− 6η0

(k + k′)3
− 2η0

k(k + k′)2
+

η3
0

k + k′

)
sin[(k + k′)η0]

](
Si(−ξpη0)−

π

2

)
− 1

ξp

[(
3η0

(k + k′)2
+

η0

k(k + k′)

)
cos(ξpη0) cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
η0

k(k + k′)
+

η0

(k + k′)2

)
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

cos[(k + k′)η0]

+

(
− 8

(k + k′)3
− 2

k(k + k′)2
+

η2
0

k + k′

)
cos(ξpη0) sin[(k + k′)η0]

+
η2

0

k + k′
sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

sin[(k + k′)η0]

]
+

4k + k′

k(k + k′)4
Im

[
Ei(−i (k + k′ − ξp) η0)− Ei(−i (k + k′ + ξp) η0)

]}
,

with the exponential integral function Ei(z) = −
∫∞
−z
dt e−t/t and the sine integral func-

tion Si(z) =
∫ z

0
dt sin(t)/t. Note that from (6.57) we have Jext,3

+−,−+(η0) = (ξp)−1Jext,1
+−,−+(η0).
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Moreover, Jext,1
+−,−+(η0) is given by (5.71) with µ replaced by ξ,

Im Jext,1
+−,−+(η0) = (7.34)

− H4
0

4k2k′2(ξp)2

{[
η0 cos[(k + k′)η0]

k + k′
− sin[(k + k′)η0]

kk′

](
cos(ξpη0)−

sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

)
+ (ξp)2

[
η0 cos[(k + k′)η0]

(k + k′)3
cos(ξpη0) +

(
1

kk′
+

1

(k + k′)2

)
η0 cos[(k + k′)η0]

(k + k′)

sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

−
(

1

kk′
+

2

(k + k′)2

)
sin[(k + k′)η0]

(k + k′)2
cos(ξpη0) +

η2
0 sin[(k + k′)η0]

(k + k′)2

sin(ξpη0)

ξpη0

]}
.

In order to derive the results presented in (6.64) and (6.65) for the contributions at

future infinity η′′ → 0, we made use of the following expansion of the exponential

integral function. For ρ > 0,

Ei(ρ) = γE +
iπ

2
+ log(ρ) + iρ− ρ2

4
+O

(
ρ3
)
, (7.35)

with Euler’s constant γE ' 0.58.
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Samenvatting

Observaties tonen aan dat de zwaartekracht op macroscopische schaal heel goed door

de wetten van de algemene relativiteitstheorie wordt beschreven. In deze theorie wordt

aangenomen dat de ruimtetijd een klassieke dynamische grootheid is. Een belangrijke

kwestie is hoe dit klassieke beeld in overeenstemming te brengen is met de wetten van

de kwantummechanica. Vele pogingen zijn ondernomen om dit fundamentele probleem

der theoretische fysica te belichten en daarmee een mogelijkheid te bieden om concrete

uitspraken te doen over de structuur van ruimtetijd op de kleinste schalen. Een veel-

belovende benadering is de regularisatie van de padintegraal voor de zwaartekracht in

de vorm van dynamische triangulaties, hetgeen in dit proefschrift behandeld wordt.

De padintegraal is een realisatie van het principe van kwantum superpositie, wat in

het geval van zwaartekracht betekent dat ook met geometrieën van ruimtetijd rekening

wordt gehouden die geen oplossingen van de klassieke veldvergelijkingen zijn. De re-

gularisatie is gebaseerd op het feit dat elke ruimtetijdgeometrie kan worden benaderd

door het in elkaar zetten van kleine gelijkzijdige blokken met nul kromming in het

inwendige. Om fysische voorspellingen over de kwantumgeometrie van de ruimtetijd te

kunnen doen, moeten observabelen worden bepaald en hun eigenschappen worden ge-

analyseerd. Het blijkt dat dit in het kader van dynamische triangulaties uitvoerbaar is.

Toen het aangetoond was dat de Euclidische triangulaties (zonder causaliteitsrestric-

ties) in vier dimensies en in afwezigheid van materie niet de correcte continuümlimiet

hebben, werd een nieuw model ontwikkeld dat causaliteit veronderstelt. In tegenstelling

tot de Euclidische versie, heeft het model der Causale Dynamische Triangulaties (CDT)

een fase waarin uitgestrekte universa te vinden zijn die op grote schaal de eigenschap-

pen van klassieke ruimtetijd bezitten. In het bijzonder kon worden aangetoond dat de

tijdsevolutie van de verwachtingswaarde van het ruimtelijke volume van de universa,

die in Monte Carlo simulaties van CDT zijn gegenereerd, op grote schaal overeenkomt

met de tijdsevolutie van de Euclidische de Sitter ruimte in een bepaalde ijk. Een dis-

cussie van dit resultaat en een algemene inleiding tot CDT zijn te vinden in hoofdstuk

2 van dit proefschrift.
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Om het model realistischer te maken wordt in hoofdstuk 3 de koppeling van materie

aan geometrie in het niet-perturbatieve kader van CDT behandeld. Het geval van een

gelokaliseerde massa in een universum met een positieve kosmologische constante is een

fysisch zeer natuurlijke en belangrijke situatie. In dit proefschrift wordt een bijdrage

geleverd om de klassieke limiet van het aan materie gekoppelde CDT model in vier

dimensies te testen. In de klassieke algemene relativiteitstheorie leidt het inbrengen

van een gelokaliseerde massa in een voor de rest lege ruimte tot de Schwarzschild-de

Sitter (SdS) achtergrond. Als de dichtheid van het massieve object groot genoeg is

ontstaat een zwart gat. We verwachten dat het effect van de introductie van een massa

in CDT het gevolg heeft dat de kwantumgeometrie op grote schaal de eigenschappen

van de Euclidische SdS ruimte bezit. Om zulke resultaten van computer simulaties met

klassieke waarden te vergelijken moeten observabelen worden onderzocht die door de

massa worden bëınvloed. Inderdaad blijkt uit het werk dat hier gepresenteerd wordt

dat de klassieke tijdsevolutie van het ruimtelijke volume (het volumeprofiel) van de

Euclidische SdS ruimte voor kleine massa’s op een karakteristieke wijze van de tijds-

evolutie van de Euclidische de Sitter ruimte afwijkt. Hierbij hebben wij de eigentijdijk

moeten gebruiken die ook in het geval zonder massa gebruikt is. Een manier om deze ijk

te realiseren is door het invoeren van Gauss normaalcoördinaten. Het is aangetoond dat

deze coördinaten voor de Euclidische SdS ruimte niet globaal gedefinieerd zijn. Om het

volumeprofiel te bepalen moest een benadering worden gebruikt die eruit bestaat een

deel van de Euclidische ruimte uit te snijden en zijn bijdrage tot het totale ruimtelijke

volume te verwaarlozen. Wij hebben echter kunnen demonstreren dat dit een goede

benadering is voor massa’s onder een kritische waarde. Dus kunnen de resultaten uit dit

hoofdstuk worden gebruikt om de klassieke limiet van het CDT model met koppeling

aan een gelokaliseerde massa te bestuderen.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift worden de gevolgen van dergelijke objecten in

het kader van kosmologische inflatie behandeld. Er bestaan goede redenen om aan te

nemen dat er een korte periode van inflatie in het vroege universum heeft plaatsgevon-

den waarin de ruimte bijna exponentieel expandeerde. De oorspronkelijke motivatie

voor kosmologische modellen van inflatie was de mogelijkheid om drie problemen in

de kosmologie op te lossen. Met name, zou men eigenlijk in het huidige universum

een grote ruimtelijke kromming, grote inhomogeniteiten en een grote hoeveelheid aan

magnetische monopolen verwachten als er nooit een periode van inflatie zou hebben

plaatsgevonden. De oplossing die door het paradigma van inflatie wordt geboden is dat

het universum dat we tegenwoordig kunnen zien zich vroeger in een gebied binnen een

Hubble volume bevond en dus door wisselwerking kon homogeniseren. Bovendien wordt

de concentratie van monopolen door een periode van inflatie sterk verdund. Het blijkt

echter dat er nog een betere motivatie bestaat om inflatie in ogenschouw te nemen.
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Inflatie biedt namelijk een heel elegante verklaring voor de temperatuurfluctuaties in

de kosmische achtergrondstraling en voor formatie van structuur in de materieverdeling

op grote kosmologische schaal. Men gaat ervan uit dat de oorsprong in beide gevallen

in kwantumfluctuaties van velden tijdens de inflatieperiode ligt. De velden die hierbij

een rol spelen zijn het inflatonveld en het metriekveld dat de zwaartekracht beschri-

jft. Het is handig om de fluctuaties in deze velden onder te verdelen naar gelang hun

transformatie-eigenschappen onder ruimtelijke rotaties. Het inflatonveld is een scalair

veld en het metriekveld bevat zowel scalaire als vector- en tensorvelden. Voor obser-

vaties zijn echter alleen velden belangrijk die invariant zijn onder ijktransformaties.

Een specifieke combinatie van het inflatonveld en een scalair veld in de metriek kan

worden geconstrueerd die ijkinvariant is. Deze wordt de Sasaki-Mukhanov variabele

genoemd en beschrijft scalaire kosmologische perturbaties. Er bestaat een zekere ijk

waarin het Sasaki-Mukhanov veld eenvoudig gerelateerd is aan het inflatonveld. Be-

halve de scalaire perturbaties hebben ook de tensorperturbaties belangrijke fysische

gevolgen. Daarentegen wordt vermoed dat de invloed van vectorperturbaties in het

algemeen ondergeschikt is.

Een belangrijke eigenschap van kosmologische perturbaties is het spectrum dat door

de tweepuntscorrelatiefunctie in impulsruimte is gegeven. Het spectrum van een scalair

veld in een de Sitter ruimte is bijvoorbeeld schaalinvariant. Als het spectrum wel

van de schaal afhangt is het nuttig dit door een spectraalindex ns aan te geven. De

waarde van de spectraalindex die voor de kosmische achtergrond straling is gemeten is

ns = 0.963± 0.014 (1σ), dus het spectrum is niet schaalinvariant (ns 6= 1). Een tweede

grootheid die het spectrum karakteriseert is zijn amplitude en deze is ook met grote

nauwkeurigheid gemeten. Uit kosmologische inflatiemodellen kan dit spectrum worden

afgeleid, hetgeen een goede reden geeft om het paradigma van inflatie te beschouwen.

In hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift worden tensorfluctuaties op een homogene achter-

grond behandeld. We tonen expliciet aan dat de Einstein-Hilbert actie wat betreft de

fluctuaties zich opsplitst in een scalair-, een vector- en een tensorsector. In het bijzon-

der betekent dit resultaat dat de ijkinvariante tensorfluctuaties apart kunnen worden

bestudeerd zonder met de velden in de andere sectoren rekening te houden. Het spec-

trum van de tensorfluctuaties wordt dan in het geval van een de Sitter achtergrond

vastgesteld. Dit kan met het spectrum van scalaire kosmologische fluctuaties worden

vergeleken, waaruit volgt dat de amplitude van tensorfluctuaties in slow-roll inflatie

sterk onderdrukt is. Daarom wordt in hoofstuk 5 alleen de invloed van primordiale

zwarte gaten op de scalaire kosmologische fluctuaties bestudeerd, omdat dit effect

vermoedelijk het grootst is. De belangrijkste motivatie voor het analyseren van dit

soort inhomogeniteiten is om de mogelijkheid te bieden om anomalieën in de kosmis-

che achtergrond straling te verklaren. Het was belangrijk eerst te schatten hoe veel

primordiale zwarte gaten per Hubble volume zouden kunnen ontstaan in een door ma-
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terie gedomineerde pre-inflationaire fase. Daarna hebben we de correctie op het spec-

trum van scalaire kosmologische fluctuaties veroorzaakt door een zwart gat afgeleid en

voor verschillende parameters onderzocht. In het bijzonder hebben we aangetoond hoe

het spectrum afhangt van de massa van het zwarte gat, van zijn positie en van een

afbrekingsparameter. De afbrekingsparameter moest worden ingevoerd om de corre-

latiefunctie in het infrarode regime te regulariseren. Een iets algemenere situatie wordt

in hoofstuk 6 beschreven. We hebben daar het effect van magnetische monopolen op

het spectrum van scalaire kosmologische fluctuaties bestudeerd. Daartoe hebben we

de achtergrond bepaald die door de ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopool wordt veroorzaakt.

Binnenin de monopool kan de metriek door kwadratische functies worden benaderd,

terwijl erbuiten de metriek heel goed door de Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter geometrie

wordt beschreven. Door het gebruik van deze benadering hebben we de correctie op

het spectrum in impulsruimte kunnen vaststellen. Bovendien hebben we gezien dat het

effect van de magnetische lading van de monopool veel kleiner is dan het effect van zijn

massa. Opmerkelijk genoeg blijkt de bijdrage van het inwendige van de monopool niet

te kunnen worden verwaarloosd bij het bepalen van de correctie.
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